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the Old Testament rule, why not make it
the Christian rule?
‘We should measure

troduced and addressed the Association
briefly but fraternally, with some refer-

our gifts in money
grace.

ence to the topic under discussion.

by our

receipts in

Rev. A. L. Gerrish, one
Presidents, took the chair.

¢ God's love hath wealth in us unheaped,

rms t—$2.50 per year; if paid strictly
See the Sth page of
ADVANCE, $2.20.

1f pent up in a selfish rind.”
‘ Give thoughts, give deeds, give words, give
pelf,
Give time, give prayer, give thyself!
Give, give, be always giving;

Rev: Dr. Bowen followed in brief remarks, in which the suggestion was made
that if people would only give as they

this paper.

ought,

The Woming Star.

know what to do with the money that
would overflow our treasuries.
Prof. Hayes
urged that the great
principle that should underlie church fi-

30, 1879.

APRIL

WEDNESDAY,

GOD'S

nances is that of

REST.

would

be

to

unselfishness ; business

Prof. J. S. Brown, of Lyndon, Vt., pre-

sented a paper on ‘‘ Phases of Thought.”
He spoke substantially as follows:
The youth of to-day is educated according to the manner in which the truth is
presented to him. Fresh and life-giving
thought comes to the thinker out of conditions which he can perceive. The history
and literature of life must be studied before it will influence men. Bodily environment has much to do with one’s
thoughts. Circumstance gives character
to thought.
Freedom is necessary to

Upon thy breast,
And there and only there
I am ut rest.
* Thou knowest all my life,

.

Each petty sin;
Nothing is hid from thee

"Without, within;
All that I have or am
Is wholly thine,
So is my soul at peace,
For thou art mine.

To-morrow’s dawn may find
Me here or there;
It matters little, since thy love
Is everywhere.
— Selected.

thought. — The corporeal

ASSOCIATION:

This body held its annual meeting at
the Paige St. church, in Lowell, Mass,
last week. The exercises began Tuesday

evening with a sermon by Prof.

existence

Greece is past, but its influence on

EEEETsE—
gn £8.00

ENGLAND

difficulty

men should give time and thought to the
work of church growth,
.
Remarks were also made by several
brethren.
:

It is the evening hour,
And thankfully,
Father, thy weary child
Has come to thee,
I lean my aching head

THE NEW

the great

B. F.

of
A

Contai.

of

litera-

ture and life grows greater and greater.
Her great influence is due to her freedom.
—The prime characteristics of : childhood
are simplicity and freedom. Paul got his
power largely from the freedom he gained by the indwelling of the essence of
Christianity. Freedom opens up life in
more multifarious forms. Narrowness of
thought is self-consequent and exacting.—
The scientific method has infused a spirit
of questioning into religion, while the re-

Hayes, of Bates College, from the text,
** Silver and gold have I none, but such
as I have give I thee.” The sermon was
"a most interesting consideration of the
. proposition: that whatever of influence a L ligious method is giving reverence to the
person gives to the world depends upon discussions and observations of science.
what the person is at heart.
The in- True catholicity of spirit comes only from
struction was of the most wholesome sort, many-sidedness of view. We want no
and must have clothed life with a new freedom without sympathy, natural unity,
meaning in the minds of many who and reverence for God. The force of biglistened
to it, as it was, indeed, full of otry has always been its narrowness of insuggestion and seriousness for all.
Ma- closure,—But why speak of these things
terial wealth ‘perishes, but a life enriched to this body of Christian men, save to
by the qualities of truth, sincerity and urge that we keep as a people what we
earnestness, always giving to the home have already gained. The denomination
and the world the best and most helpful must guard well its reservoirs of thought
influences that it can, is of infinitely if it would cultivate the wastes or gardens
.
greater value. Since the sermon is to be of life,
A discussion of the paper followed, in
printed in a more permanent form, we do

We need not go

abroad,

he

would be raised

President,

vent.

The Association was called to order at
9 1-2 o'clock, by the President, Rev. C. S.
Perkins, of Maine, and prayer was offered
by Rev. W. H. Bowen, of Maine. Some
preliminary
matters of business were
presented, after which a paper was read
by Rev. D.H. Adams, of New Hampshire, on ** Church Finances.”
The fol-

lowing is a brief abstract :

Practical Christianity has its financial
department as well as any business or
government. Art, schools, science have
been Christianized, but the money power
has

not been

(Chiizcanized.—Giving,

in

the Bible, is one'A *%:3. modes of worship.
It was the most essential part of the temple worship.
Ancient sacrifices were
not given to God more than religious contributions of to-day. In the early church
one of the most prominent things insisted
upon was the giving to aid the poor.—
The first thing to do i3 to organize.
Paul was the great organizer of churches.
Then the question is how to support
them. True conversion reaches the possessions.

Property

and piety can not be

separated.
One-half—possibly = threefourths—of our churches are in debt.
Debts are a paralyzing incubus.
If a
bank or any business were conducted in
as slip-shod manner as the church it
would be ruined. The next thing to do

is to agitate the. matter.

Let the people

be educatedin the matter of giving. Benevolence needs cultivation. Our church-

es do not have a proper standard of giving.—After the church has been properly
educated, let the finances be pit into com-

petent hands and managed on business
+ principles. ‘We want more business in
our religion—especially

our finances.

An

in carrying

on

honest, upright Chris-

tian business manis

a prince in Israel.—

That there may be money

in the church

all should give.

No Christian has a right

to

gifts

withhold

his

trom

the

Lord's

treasury. The centof the poor man is as
much needed as the dollar of the rich.—
That there may be money in

the

church

our giving should be systematig. “Let our
charities flow steadily, not in spasmodic
bursts.—System is of vital importance to
church finances. Why not educate people to give tithes?
The olden dispensation required tithing.
[las the system
ever been abolished? Ten per cent. was

Rev.

€.

S.

Perkins,

of

Maine; Vice Presidents, Revs. A. L. Gerrish, of R. I. ; E. W. Porter, of Mass. ; C.

F. Penney,of Maine ; Sec. and Treas.,Rev.

J. J. Hall, of Me.; Ex. Com., Revs. P.
W. Perry, A. L. Houghton, A. Given, J.
A. Lowell, Prof. J. S. Brown, Revs. H. J.
White, and F. K. Chase.

Prayer was then offered by
Rowell,

and

a

recess

Rev. N. L.

taken

till after-

noon.
AFTERNOON SESSION,
Rev. E. W. Ricker, of New Hampshire,
led a prayer and praise meeting at 2
o'clock ; after which Rev. A. L.. Gerrish

on

read a paper on *‘ Toleration.”

The

fol-

lowing is an abstract:
A man who thinks for himself and sails
under his own colors is to be respected,
but not one who claims to be a Free Baptist and teaches doctrines contrary to our
creed. Some latitude relative to forms
may be allowed; but none with reference
to the essentials. It is wise to put the
best possible construction on others’ acts.
We should say God speed to every individual who legitimately strives to build
up Christ's kingdom. The church covenant above all things ought to be binding.
A man who fails to fill his proper place in
the church is acovenant-breaker,and wastes
energies that ought to be utilized. Our
church has failed to teach peoplé to love
their own home. The obliteration of denominational lines is not a thing to be desired. ' The toleration of an undenominational feeling or sentiment is the bane of
our Zion. Denominational love may exist
without bigotry. Disregard of proper organization hinders success and is not to
be tolerated.—There should be no tolera-

tion of side issues which shall ‘usurp the
proper place of church work. The Christian gentleman will not make a business
of clubbing his neighbors. The true rule
relative to Christian tolerationis the golden rule: ‘* As ye would that others should
do unto you, do ye even so unto them.”
Remarks were made on this topic by
Rev. B. D. Peck, of R. I., Rev. J. Malvern, of Mass., Rev. W. L. Noyes, of Vt.,

who suggested that doctrinal sermons
were not preached as frequently as is demanded in our churches,Rev. P. W. Perry,

of N. I1., who thought it might be safe to
tolerate things among the laity that ought
not to be tolerated among the ministry.
Rev. Smith Baker, of Lowell,

was

in-

ciation.

Prof. J. S. Brown, of Vt., spoke of the
importance of educating our young men
in our schools.
2
Rev.W. H. Bowen, of Maine,urged that

the building up of our home churches
would lay the foundation for prosperity
in all departments of our work.
The discussion became general and
elicited intense interest. Adjourned after
prayer by Rev. J. M. Brewster.
WEDNESDAY

EVENING.

The prayer-meeting was conducted by
Rev. J. Woodman.
At its close the president of the Association took the ‘chair.
After singing from Gospel Hymns by the
congregation, prayer was offered by Rev.
C. D. Dudley, of N. H.

The service

was

devoted to the interest of the Woman's
Mission society. Mrs. M. M. H. Hills
read a paper on the duty of Free Baptist
women to the mission work in India.
Paul declared himself to be a debtor both
to those at home and those abroad. There
was an important sense in which this was
true. In the same sense women are
debtors.

The

debt

whigh

they

owe

to

heathen women is enhanced in view of
their degradation. Graphic pictures of
this degradation and important facts relating to it were presented. These were
followed by statements relating to the
condition of women in India. They are
virtually slaves. They must not eat with
their husbands, speak their names or
walk with them.

The

lower

caste, from

which are most of the converts to Christianity,are bearers of burdens, and as such
are subjected to severe hardships. The
hight caste women are found in the zenanas, where they are subjected to the
severest seclusion. Of the 3,500,000 inhabitants in that portion of India assigned
as our field, it is estimated that there

1,000,000 women

in the zenanas.

are

How

great ig the work committed to us and
how great is our responsibility! In our
work in their behalf, we have made a
good beginning in the cities of Midnapore
and Balasore. Much of this work is done
by native helpers who have been able to
penetrate these secluded abodes.
The
lower castes need to have a work done in
their behalf, and Mrs. J. L. Phillips has
formed plans for their welfare in which
she needs aid and co-operation. There
are,

also,

openings

at

Bhudrich

$40,000

and

. But

One

cause

To impart this,

we should make the best use possible of
our Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings.
Much can be done also by the circulation
of the Star and Helper. The world .is
ripe for the harvest, and ours is a great
world. Paul's world was a mere province
in

comparison

with

ours.

Never

was

there such cheering intelligence from
every quarter. Let God be praised, and
let us go forward in our work.
After the reading of this valuable paper, the congregation sang, and Rev. J.

T. Ward, of KR. I., led in prayer.
Mrs. E. W. Porter, of Lowell, read

an

elaborate and excellent paper onthe reflex
influence of missions. To labor for the
salvation of the heathen meets a want of
our nature, develops our spiritual life and
makes us more efficient in every branch
of Christian service.
Mrs. Hills read an extract from a letter
from Mrs.J.L. Phillips,making an earnest
appeal in behalf of the lower caste women and children, and asking for means to
aid in reaching them. The specific thing
asked for was means of conveyance. Mrs.
Hills stated that a subscription had been
started for this purpose and that the books
were still open. Prayer was offered by
Rev. S. S. Nickerson, and the meeting
closed with a benediction by the pastor of
the church.
THURSDAY FORENOON.

The prayer and praise meeting was
conducted by Rev. G. M. Park, of N. H.
At the commencement of the work of the
Association prayer was offered by Rev. F.
Reed.

The assignment for the hour was a paper, entitled ‘ Endless Retribution,” by
Rev. A. L. Houghton,of Mass. In hisabsence, it was readby Rev. G. S. Ricker.
It was a well prepared paper, taking the
position that endless retribution is taught
by the word of God, and that it is psychologically possible:
—A desire was expressed on the part of some that this paper
might be discussed,

but

it

was

deemed

Among other things, it was

resolutions

the

present

volume,

Rev. B. D. Peck, of R. I., then

and

read

urged

noble

reasons

average.

a

why

Prof. Geo. C. Chase, of Bates College,
then read a scholarly paper on ¢¢ The Decline of Piety among Men of Culture.”
The general position of the paper was

that piety declined as culture increased,
aud means and modes of remedying the
evil were suggested. (As a portion of
this paper will be printed, no outline is
given.) A brief but earnest discussion
followed. The speakers were Bros. Bowand

Fer-

nald. The leading positions taken were
that there are now other men of high
culture besides skeptical scientists, even
devout Christians, and that we witness today the most advanced culture and the
deepest piety of any age existing side by
side.

we

29,

believe

the

latter shall become auxiliaries to the
Home: Mission Society; acting asadvisory
and disbursing committees with reference
On notion
of Rev. Lo M.
Brewster, Bros. Mosher, Bowen and Water- to the Home Mission Society. Also, that
man were constituted a committee to in States where there is no State society,
the Yearly Meetings and Quarterly Meetwhich the publication of papers
read ings be requested
to act in connection
before the Association was
referred. with the Home Mission Society as advisory
Adjourned after prayer by Rev. P. W. and disbursing committees.
7. That the Home Mission Society
Perry.
direct the Financial Secretary, as he shall
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
The prayer and praise service was prac-

tically omitted. There was, however,a social interview held in the parlors of the
church. At 1: 30 the work of the Association was resumed. Prayer was offered
by Rev. D. Waterman. The special order of the hour was the discussion of the
Mission resolutions.
Rev. G. C. Waterman opened the discussion and deprecated the attempt, at
this juncture, when we have so many unfinished schemes and so much pledged
money uncollected, to raise $100,000 for
Home Missions. Rev. G. M. Park tooka
different view, and said that our failures
did not result from the formation of plans,
but from want of their execution. He
was in favor of doing something now. He
then offered resolutions recommending our
mission and educational societies to make
immediate attempts to raise $100,000

for

a centennial offering. The discussion
was. continued. Revs. G. S. Ricker, C. D.
Dudley, E. W. Porter, E. N. Fernald, and
Profs. Brown and Hayes spoke, and various phases of the subject were presented
and earnestly urged. It was voted that
the whole subject be recommitted to the
committee on resolutions.

act for it, to set at work

other

agents

to

act for it without salary in the above
capacity.
Among the other resolutions, which will
be reported in due time among the minutes by the Clerk, were those recognizing
the hospitality of the members of the two
churches in Lowell and in reference to the
Foreign Mission.
The exercises of the Association were
concluded Thursday evening by a tender,
interesting and impressive communion
service, conducted by Rev. E. W. Porter,
pastor of the Paige St. church. Remarks, |

in full sympathy with the spirit of the
service, were made by the pastors of our
churches in Lowell, Rev. G. L. Collyer
of the M. E. church, Rev.
of the Cong’l church, Prof.

Smith Baker
B. F. Hayes,

D. D., of Bates College and

Rev.

Howe, formerly a member

of the

G.

W.

Paige

St. church. Rev. D. Waterman and
D. Peck also assisted in the services.

B.

MissiONARY CONCERTS.
As the first
Sunday in May is to be observed as a

al}

I would be one of a thou-

one dollar each.

nine hundred and

ninty-nine

I hope my

sisters

are

all ahead of me.and those old missionary:
wheels are beginning to move.”
One of our missionaries at the Souths
says: “It is quite evident from thecharacter of several communications in
| the Star of this week that your impressive —

possi-

which

(as Tam out of

organization),

:

I thought

sand to send

that the Financial Secretary
should be
directed to set about the work at once of
raising special funds and securing special
donations and collections for Home Mission work.
6. That we recommend the Home
Mission Board to make arrangements, if
possible, at the earliest opportunity with
the several State societies, by

one

now a mem-

A sisterin another western State says:
“ Reading
your report of the Home
Mission Treasurer in the ¢ Star’ of Jan.

ble day, direct the Financial Secretary to
give his labors for the raising of funds
for the Home Mission Society for the ensuing year, in such a manner, that if possible, the Home Mission Society shall receive an amount of money for its work
equal to that given last year to the Foreign Mission Society for its regular work.
5. That we believe it to be vitally
necessary that $10,000 be raised for Home
Mission work for the ensuing year, and
that while the systematic collection of
promoted,

Home Missions and

Although not

small amount.”

adoption and steady promotion of systematic giving in the churches, and we emphatieally recommend the introduction
and use of the missionary cards issued by
our Financial Secretary.
4. That we recommend that the several boards of Home Mission, Foreign Mis-

be

Durham,

the most pleasant associations of my life
have been with them, and if ever opportunity offers I shall expect to unite with
them again. I have scarcely seen a
Freewill Baptist for seven years, but hear
from them through the Star. I should
be glad to send more, but am very poor
and it is quite a sacrifice to send this

:

should

me to

I was born in New Hampshire,

the reach of any such

whose welfare is made, in the Providence

funds

time for

Church,’ at New

ber of the F. B. church

That we view with special concern
the limited receipts for our Home Mission
work, since the condition of prosperity in
our general work vitally depends upon
the efficiency developed in the fields

sion and Education, at the earliest

think it

dollars, one for

At the close of this paper the report of

of God, binding upon us.
2. That it is the imperative duty of our
churches to devote themselves, with renewed thought and energy and liberal
giving, to Home Mission work.
3. That the success of our work in

I

for Foreign.

the committeee on resolutions was taken
from the table, and the resolutions relating to Home Mission were presented in a
new draft and unanimously passed as fol-

|

occa-

in the happy town of Canaan, but moved
away atan early age, nevertheless I
claim the right to send my dollar now.”
The next is from a friend in Vermont,
*“ A reader of the Star,” who sent twenty
dollars for Home Missions in answer to
the appeal of Jan. 29, and on the 17th of
April as much more,*o be used according
to the judgment of the Treasurer, who
has divided it equally between the Home
and Foreign Societies.
A friend residing in Kansas writes as
follows:
‘¢ Enclosed please find two

these people should not be made an exception to the policy of thg country towards foreigners. The paper was an exhaustive one, and but for the fact that the
heat of discussion of the Chinese question
has temporarily passed, its publication
would be desirable.
re

lows:

and

for the ¢ Home

paper on the Chinese Problem. He reviewed the treaty relations of this country
to China, explained
the Burlingame
treaty, referred to the efforts of Congress to repeal it, and gave an elaborate
history of the condition of the Chinese in
America, and

have

that the modest amount you asked for
would all be paid before I could get in
with my dollar, but it seems not. Alas,
for poor New Hampshire human nature!
After all, perhaps it is as good as the

urged that efforts be made to increase the
circulation to 3000.
The committee on resolutions again
reported, and the report was temporarily
laid on the table.

Several brethren

Brewster

‘down,’

Mrs. Hills called attention to the Missionary Helper, the excellent character of
of

they

commence ‘ doctoring.’ Enclosed you will
find my first small dose. Please apply
one half to each Society,”
This letter contained ten dollars.
A pastor in New York writes:
I
supposed from the intensity of your appeal

will be excellent.

fund: of

close of the time allotted for the discussion
the meeting was not prepared to vote,
and the subject was made the special order for another time.

Hayes,

announced

press at Dover a volume of sermons, from
twenty to twenty-five in number, by as
many Free Baptist ministers residing in
all parts of the denomination, It will be
the first publication of the kind issued in
our history. The sermons are able, and
the mechanical execution of the volume

pre-

$100,000
for Home
Missions.
Bros.
Malvern, Porter, Dudley, Waterman and
Ricker were among the speakers.
At the

Brown,

attention, and I confess

sioned a little disquiet that will not easily

that there is soon to be issued from our

the issues

OF CHEER.

Home and Foreign Mission Societies we
are permitted to present to our readers
some extracts - from letters received,
bringing
money as well as cheering
words.
Names, addresses and unimportant matters are omit'ed. A friend in
.
Towa says :
“As I read the Star from
week to
week, your earnest and repeated calls in
behalf of missions have not escaped my

1.

participated in the discussion, and an
earnest spirit was shown. Most of the
remarks were directed to question
the
of
the advisability of undertaking to raise

en,

‘WORDS

By the kindnessof the Treasurer of our

Mosher and Dea. Howe.

| work in the Home field, and also contem$100,000 for this cause.

CONDUCTED BY REV. 4. Us WATERMAN,

warm, earnest and calculated to do good.
Discussions followed, remarks being made
by Brewster, Nickerson, D. Waterman,

sented yesterday at the close of the reading of the paper on Missions was resumed.
These resolutions called for more earnest
plated the raising of a centennial

MISSION WORK.

¢ Denominational Literature.” The importance of such literature was urged.
The Star and Helper were warmly commended. The Sunday-school papers and
the lesson papers received appreciative
mention, and the necessity for Sundayschool literature of a more varied character, especially for class use, was urged.
The circulation of our literature received
considerable attention, its importance was
urged, and some pertinent remarks respecting it were made. The paper was

advisable to pass it for the present.
The discussion of the

NO. 18

Rev. J. J. Hall then read a paper on

Society

annually!

we fail to do this, and why?

the plea that there is no opportunity for
doing successful Christian work at home.
It is possible within 10 yearsto double the
number of our churches and our efficiency,
if we would only rise to our high privileges.” We have the ability if it were only
arvused and applied. Ourchurches have
beenplanted everywhere and anywhere,in
some cases with little hope of support.
The great opportunity and duty with reference to our home work now is to build
up and strengthen our churches so as to
give character to our denominational
work.
By the establishment of our
churches we have promised and undertaken to give the means of grace to the
communities where they are located. So
many weak churches are a detriment to
us. Any falling off ofinterest in our Home
Mission work forebodes disaster. Could
we between this and our centennial raise
$100,000, it would practically settle forever the question of our denominational
success.—There is, however, a great opportunity for us to carry the gospel unto
those who now sit in the regions of darkness. Our opportunity is at present limijted to the small field occupied by us in
India. The door is being opened unto
us now larger than ever before. The
Bible school affords us great promise and
hope. Opportunity opens the way
to
duty. If we wait until everything is
done at home before wa do anything
.abroad, then nothing will ever be done.
The foreign field now has great claims upon
us. We have pledged ourselves to present
them the truth. We also by our occupancy of this territory shut other denominations out of it. We are indebted to ‘those
who began the work years ago. We can
not discharge our duty to them without
doing all we can to carry the work forward. We are also under obligations to
those whom we have recently sent to India. And finally we are uncer obligation
to carry forward the werk in such a manner as to win all the people of our field in
India unto Christ. While not forgetting
our Home work, let us give ourselves
more fully unto the work both Home and’
Foreign than ever before.
!
The committee on resolutions presented
resolutions in keeping with the spirit of
the paper.
| Rev. E. W. Porter, of Massachusetts,

«

Mission

is lack of intelligence.

expressed his hearty sympathy with the
sentiments of the paper, and urged that
of Maine, and | the carrying out of the suggestions therenot ungertake
to reproduce it here. =
| which Rev. W. H. Bowen,
Rev. P. W. Perry, of New Hampshire, in made would do more for us as a peoWEDNESDAY MORNING.
:
ple than has ever been done. Rev. G. M.
A praise and prayer meeting was held participated.
Rev. Dr. Bowen, in behalf
of the comPark, of N. H., earnestly urged the imfrom nine to half past nine o'clock, conducted by Rev. C. D. Dudley, of New mittee on nominations, presented the fol- portant interests of the Home Mission
work upon the consideration of the AssoHampshire.
It was spirited and fer- lowing report, which was adopted :

©

Woman's

two cents per week over and above what
she ought to pay to other benevolent objects. Should every woman do this, there

the Vice
paper on

said,

The

asks of each woman in the denomination

-¢ Our Opportunity and Duty in Reference
to Missions” was read by Rev. C. S. Perkins, of Maine.

Only in giving is that wealth reaped;
The body withers and the mind,

He who gives not is not living.”

REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
REV. A. H, HULING.

IN

THE MORNING STAR, DOVER, N. H., APRIL 30, 1879.

appeal,

paper,

in a previous

has moved

some

number of that.
of

our

brethrento earnest prayer and

terest in behalf of the

they

cherish

no

good

tender

in-.

for

the:

Home work, while

less concern

Foreign field.
“The condition of our country,as hinted!
at by several writers, most surely demands our prayerful consideration. A
true Christian civilization is our only
rational hope of perpetuity and prosperity
as a nation. At several times, I have
been inclined to send a dollar f r the
* mother church,’ and then so many ways
here, in our circumstances in the Mis~ion,

scemedto demand of us
money, I have hesitated,

ashamed to say, over one

sympathy and
I am almost
dollar.

But

it

belongs there; so say my judgment and
my conscience, and hence you find it enclosed for that purpose.
‘So many and so great are the tokens of
God's favor upon the imperfect efforts we
make in this Mission amongst the lowly,
we feel that what we can do and give
ought to be done with the greatest cheerfulness; and that what we may be called
to relinquish or to practice in the way - of
self-denial should be accepted with unfeigned rejoicing in the privilege. To
live aiming to contribute our mite of =
influence to the great sum total of blessedness God is designing to accomplish in
the universe is a sweet and inexpressibly
precious privilege.”
We have given this extract at some
length because of the excellence and importance of the thoughts and sentiments
expressed therein, and because the writer
is well known in many parts of our denomination, and is living in the daily
practice of heroic self-denial, serving the
Society on a salary of four hundred dollars
a year, and that now largely in arrears.
His words ought to carry weight with
them ; ought to stimulate us to activity in
behalfof so good and so important a
cause.
LESSONS

FROM

THE

LETTERS.

The letters from which we have

culled

these extracts suggest several important
lessons, We see very clearly the value
of the Star in keeping alive in the hearts.
of isolated brethren a love for the denomination of their choice and an interest

in her enterprise.
We

see,

too,

how

quickly

intelligent

and pious Christians respond
to a clear
and definite statement of actual needs;
how a full knowledge of the facts awakens

interest and sympathy, and stirs to action.
We see how

a devout

and

consecrated

heart can rejoice in self-denials and sacrifices for the sake of the Master's
and the welfare of immortal souls.

cause

Brethren, the Lord is setting before us
open doors, beyond which are whitened
fields into which we ought to enter, girt
for toil ; are we ready?
Are we willing?

Shall the harvest wait and waste, iy Uf

Missionary Day, would it not be well
for all our pastorsto establish or revive

we sit irresolute and inactive in our hid-ing places, scarcely venturing to look out
through the wide open doors ? Many are

the Missionary Concert ? In many ways
it may be made both interesting and
helpful.

be, and will be, if only they can be made

awake and at work; many more oughtto
to understand the case fully and clearly.
r
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A
“
v

Call to the Jews.
Acts 8:12—20.
Call to the Gentiles. Acts 14: 1-18.

W.

Call to Jews and Gentiles.

TT.
¥.

Call to hearts.
Rev.3:12—22.
Call to rest. Matt. 10: 26—30.

S.

Callto life.

S.

The Saviour’s call.

Ro. 10: 1-13.

none

can resist. There is no allusion here to
any purpose to bend irresistibly the will
of those invited to repent.
ni
Learn from this lesson that God loves
men impartially, and invites them freely
to be saved ; that now is the time to
seek
him and not to-morrow ; that his tenderness,

welcome,

forgiveness

can

‘not

fail.

John 4: 7-15.

65:1—11.

*« Ho, every ene.” This isa call in the
“very spirit of the gospel.
It is addressed
uot only to the Jews, but to the Gentiles
aswell.
It shows, first, the freeness of
salvation, and secondly, that the condi-

‘tions of salvation are alike to all.
« Thirsteth.”
Desires.
This figure is
often used in the gospels to express spiritual longings.
** Come ye to the waters.”
The invitations of the Scriptures are an
expression of God's feelings. They show
his sincere and deep desire

Stupy THE ScHoLARS.
No study. is
more important to the Sunday-school
teacher than the study of his scholars.
What he finds in the lesson

Notes and Hints.

to

save men.

“¢ Buy and eat.”
No language of the
Scriptures more strongly sets forth the
freeness of God's spiritual blessings than
that of this verse.
The most destitute
sinner, ‘‘ he that hath no money,”is wel-

come to the rich grace of God.
‘* Buy wine and milk.”
The three invitations of this verse,
introduced by
come, increase in intensity to ‘the last.

Wine and milk were the choicest and
-costliest drinks, yet they are offered to
men without chagge. Thus the richest of

MONTAGUE.

In the Gospel of St. Matthew it is recorded that the disciples once went to
Jesus with the question, “Who is the

greatestinthe kingdom of heaven?” The
world needs to-day the same enlightenment in regard to the elements of true
greatness.
Upon no other subject, it
seems to me, does there so much ignorance prevail, certainly upon none is
there so zreat a variety of opinion.

Isa. 55: 1-11.

GOLDEN
TEXT:
“If any man thirst, let
him come unto me and drink.’
— John 7:37.
Isaiah

free,

BY CLINTON

which

inter-

ests himself may be quite unsuited to the
comprehension or the needs of his scholars; or, again,it may be just the thing for
one of them, but not for the others. It is
for him to know about this. Each of his
scholars has peculiar qualities of mind
and character, peculiar surroundings, peculiar perplexities, peculiar temptations,
and, of course, requires peculiar instruetion and encouragement. Unless he treats

each scholar individually he fails to. be a
teacher of that scholar. The inspired injunction

to *¢ train up a child in the

way

e should go” includes the command to
know the way of each child as distinct
from every other child. The study of a
child's ways is an indispensable preliminary to good teaching and training in the
home or in the Sunday-school.—S. §.
Times.

Some

predicate greatness of one thing, and
some of another. One man is called
great because he has natural abilities of
the highest order; another on account of
vast acquirements. There is the greatness of gifts and of energy, of splendid
genius and of ardent faithfulness.
In considering the question of greatness, men look around upon ‘too circumscribed an area. They single out a
certain quality, and if a man possesses itto
a high degree, that man is called great.
Therefore, the poet who would be the
greatest poet is he who has easiest access
to the richest treasures of imagination,
whose perception of beauty is the keenest,
and who bestknows how to entrance the
human heart by the magic of his creations and the music of his lines. He who
is greatest as a preacher is defined as he
who can enlighten most clearly the minds
of men in regard to duty, thrill them with
a conviction of, responsibility,

and

draw

HoME INFLUENCE. It makes a great dif- them by the sweetest persuasion to the
ference how the parent speaks to his child love of God and the purity of life. The
of the teacher and his work. The solemn greatest statesman is evidently he whose
consideration that the future for tims and mind is broad enough to comprehend
for eternity of each child intrusted to him great interests, the structure of society
may to a very

his

great extent depend

upen

and governments,

and

the

precise bear-

faithfulnéss, will

lead the teacher to. ing of projected measures upon the welview his work very seriously and solemnfare and glory of a whole nation, while
{God's gifts, even his forgiveness and love, ly; and
the parent, if he would be a real his mental resources, vigor of will, and
are offered to all.
2
help to the Sunday-school teacher, must suppleness of temper, are equal to the
*¢ Spend money.”
Weigh money is view the work in the same light, and necessities, perplexities, and dangers of
the literal reading, though spend money should show the child, by the way in
any crisis in the State. The greatest
which he speaks
is the meaning.
Isaiah lived before the considers it, and of it, how important he farmer is he who has completest mashow highly it is valued
days of mints, when money was dealt out by him.
That work should never be tery over the tractable elements of nature.
by weight.
spoken ofs in the hearing of the child,
The greatest mechanic is he who has
.*¢ Not bread.” Why waste your life for lightly or disrespectfully ; it should never
the most cunning brain and responsive
be
the
theme
of
ridicule
or
of
a
joke.
maught? ¢* Satisfieth not.” The hearts of
=
:
And he should always refer to the teacher hand.
amen in the days of Isaiah were not differ- “in the same spirit.
At all times let the
All
very
well,
but
this
hardly
settles
ent from the hearts of men in our day. teacher be welcome as a friend.— Church
the question tbat we are considering. We
S. 8. Magazie.
This world, without the favor of God,does
do
not care who is the greatest poet or
not answer the wants of the soul.
Yet
the greatest statesman. “It is compara.
*
3
a
|
then,
as now,~ riches,
henors, pleasures |
Look Arter THEM.
Ttis not merely
“were more eagerly sought than’: the love | the preacher’s business to attract all he tively easy to decide who is chief or preeminent among different kinds of men.
«of God.
can legitimately to the house of God; it
But who is the greatest man?
What is
¢¢ Soul delight itsclf in fatness.”
That is the business of every Christian in his central or total greatness of soul ?
is, in the choicest food.
Itis right, thereThe food that congregation as well.
The world’s standard has always been
"satisfies is here offered in contrast with fore, to extend a hearty invitation to all
partial. Power, influence, splendid abilthat for which men spent their money.
| we meet to come to the house of prayer.
¢¢ Incline your

ear.”

That

is,

listen,

If

the invitation is accepted,

we ought

to

and that, not with the outer, but with the | be on the lookout for them, and give a
inner ear. ** Soul shall live.”
Life as a cordial welcome, and introduce them to
moral being, holy life, life of right affec- others in the congregation. This should
“tions, sympathies, thoughts and choices,— be followed up by a call at their homes.
Very often an unconverted person will
“this is the life of the soul.
:
stroll into a house of worship, either from
¢ Everlasting
covenant.”

A

covenant

‘that will last forever, ar never be broken.
God covenants, or pledges himself, to
save those whe hearken to his words.

— Thermust
e be two parties to a Govenant.
‘The

offer

of salvation

Hence, then,

is

a

covenant.

God does not save

men

therefore, refers to Christ.

©.

The sure
Him,”

¢¢ Witness.”

Christ is the witness of God to the truth.
He attests the love, grace and free for-givenessof God. John 18:37; Rev. 1:5.
*¢ Leader.” Christ is to be followed by
his sheep. Then he will bring them to
the fold. John 10:27; John 16:13. “Com;mander.” Christ isthe Captain of our
‘salvation. Heb. 2:10. He is the King
of kings and the Lord of lords. He is the
‘Master and Lord ; his people obey him.
« Behold, thou shalt call a nation.” A
new fact introduced by ¢ behold;” viz.,
that the Gentiles should be called, or in-

“{ Nations
vited to be the people of God.
that knew not thee.” The Gentiles which
Ro.
followed not after righteousness.
9:30;

old covenant

to

who in respect

10:20, and

were

und

strangers

prompt recognition.. He ought to be noticed, and witha cordial greeting.—It
may be the turning point in his history.—
Pres. at Work.

un-

~conditionally.
¢ Sure mercies of David.”
"The mercies relating to the promise of
the Messiah. 2 Sam. 7:16; 23:5.
That
promise would include the promise of al]
lesser good.
Hence, those who were allowed to be taken into the covenant had
the pledge of all spiritual klessings as
;
well.
‘* Behold, I have given him.”
mercies of David mean Christ,

curiosity or from secret uneasiness of:
heart, that prompts him to seek a word of
comfort.
In either
case, he deserves

THE

SABBATH.

Iam

more and

more

sure, by experienee, that the reason for
the observance of the Sabbath lies deep in
the everlasting necessities of human nature, and that as long as man is man,

the

for-

out of sensuality, and

so

near

his

own

eigners.

heart that the beating of his pulse will be-

““ Run unio thee.”
Gladly turn unto
Christ. ‘ Glorified thee.” By the office

ern Christian

-of Saviour Christ was glorified.

Very few people seem to know the power of a thoroughly social, §euial, hospitable, friendly, consistent,
Christian home.
It is one of the ¢‘latent forces” in the
church, yet to be developed upon a grand

him.
Ifthe heart desires him, the time to
seek him has come.
Then, too, he may

‘be found now, in this life, time, place;
we have nopledge of any other opportunity to seek and find him.
¢¢ Forsake his way.”
A condition that
precedes pardon.
The sinner must repent. God does not repent for him, nor
“in him, nor through him.

God persuades,

not forces, the sinner to repent.

“ My thoughts are not your
“God forgives

as

freely

invites

would

not.

thoughts.”

men

would not.

to his

mercy,

as men

God - generously

receives

where Jews shut out.

God owns

God

those

© whom Christian sects refuse to recognize
as the Lord's. In his mercy, sympathy,
welcome, in

provisions to

help,

ennoble

and make holy and happy forever, God
is not as men. - See the gospel as an il-

~ dustration.

Consider the grace of our

tests.

The claims and capacities of men have
been judged by the mental qualities they
possessed,
and the force of these qualities
has been gauged by the outward and dazzling results which they have wrought,
without any reference to the inward mastery of these qualities, and their stern
subordination to a noble aim. Tamerlanes, Creesuses and Napoleons seem to
be the world’s completest ideals of great
men. The
possession of conspicuous
qualities is its only estimate of greatness.
In its vocabulary, the term great is merely
the equivalent of noticeable. To be great
it'is necessary to be powerful instruments
merely, and the relative rank of these instruments is determined by their comparative efliciency for certain visible ends.
If a person exhibits some one quality in
sufficient brilliancy to throw that quality
of others in the shade, the world immediately ‘awards the palm of greatness.

scholars and statesmen of the worlil
The child is the future.
Show the children Sinai; show the children both the revealed and the naturaldivine laws; show
the children Calvary ; let them bow down
in total self-surrender before God, as both

the

What

its

blessedness of keeping it, not as a day of
rest only, but as a day of spiritual rest,
will never be annulled. I certainly do
feel by experience the eternal obligation,
because of the eternal necessity, of the
Hence, the world’s heroes are the most
Sabbath, The soul withers without it.
It thrives in proportion to its observance. remarkable warriors, statesmen, artists,
The Sabbath was made for man. God poets, philosophers, those who can most
made it for men in a certain spiritual state, easily win a battle, guide a kingdom,
because they needed it. The need, there- carve a statue, write an epic and save a
fore, is deeply hidden in human nature.
desperate cause.
He who can dispense withit must be holy
Now this is a very excellent method by
and spiritual indeed.
And he who, still
unholy and unspiritual, would yet dis- which to gauge the force and degree of
pense with it, is a man that would fain be special qualities, and the list and rank of
wiser than his Maker.—F. W. Robertson. the chief legislators, poets,
soldiers,

Redeemer and Lord, and with their hands
locked internationally as now. He will
bring the whole planet out of socialism,
out of communism, out of intemperance,

glory did he have among his creatures
until he visibly took that office? Now,
what name but his is “above every
mame.”
:
* While he may be found.”
He may |
always be found when the heart wants

ities, worldly success have been

come

the marching song of ages.— North-

Advocate.

scale for the conversion of the worl,

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
The Cincinnati Bethel Sabbath-school is

the largest in America, having an average attendance for the year past of 2,164
1-3.

The Rev. S. Lyons, of Waimea, Hawaiian Islands, regularly prepares helps
on the Sunday-school lesson, in the Hawaiian language, which are printed weekly in one of the Hawaiian papers, and are
designed forall the scholarson the island,
from Hawaii to Niihan, These lessons, Mr.

Lyons has regularly prepared during

the

whole of the seven years’ course.
Mr. D. H. Mason, one of the missionaries of the American Snnday-sehool Union in Minnesota, during the last

year, or-

ganized 30 Sunday-schools, with 92 teachers and 775 scholars; visited and aided

57 schools; delivered 157 addresses ; visited 253 families ; distributed 182 Bibles

and Testaments, and labored earnestly in
temperance reform, establishing societies
and clubs. IIe held twelve Sunday-school

conventicns.

need

little revision. But it must be remembered that there is a vast difference
between a
great man.

conspicuous quality
Demosthenes was a

and a
power-

ful exponent of rhetoric and oratory, but
he was not a great man. Alexander was
an organized military quality, but he was
not a great man. Lord Byron was a
brilliant poetic faculty, out not a great
man. Lord Bacon was a consummate
intellectual energy, but not a great
man.
What, then, is greatness?

We answer,

it is the highest development of all our
powers and capacities in their due order
and harmony. There can be no more
comprehensive definition. The greatest
man is he who is most of a man; and he
is most of a man who faithfully cultivates
in due proportion all the distinctive
qualities and forces of his being. It is
time to get rid of the erroneous idea that
a great man always is one prodigious
element, which

acts

as

a

single instru-

ment. The true idea is, that he is a concordant congress of powers, all working
with
a composite unity to a noble end.
The whole man must be something more
than a mere lever to work some peculiar

quality.

If he feels the ability indeed to

be poet, artist,statesman,scholar,he should

not lay away his talent in a napkin;

nei-

ther will

run

he

let

his special

ability

away with him, and present itself as the
whole business of life, nor exhaust the
energies of his nature, but will keep it in
strict subjection and easy service to the
supreme end. Relatively to each other,

those men

seem great who dazzle the

ness ' by

a

proper

standard,

and

that

standard would be the dedication of the
whole nature to the service of right, and
the harmonious labor of all the powers to
make that service valuable.
There can ‘be no complete
definition of greatness constructed without
including a moral and a spiritual element.
Man's
chiefest
characteristic
is that he has a soul, and possesses
privileges and incurs responsibilities by
reason of this endowment. And if the
soul be the distinguishing trait of manhood, the exercise of the

privileges,

and

recognition of the responsibilities, which
this trait imposes and

bestows,

must

be

the chief part of the constitution of true
manliness. To ignore these, in our estimate, is to slight the noblest gift and
function of humanity in its highest form.
In the character of the great man, we shall
then

observe

the

virtues

of

humanity

shining with a serene and gentle radiance. He will wear tbe mantle of a
generous manhood, and be what his Maker intended he should be, “a

than the angels.”

All his

little

lower

acquisitions

will be impulses to a nobler good, and
his life will be adorned with good deeds
and illustrious achievements. His ideal
will not be of the earth, earthy, but will
exist beyond the stars, and his thirst for a

higher life will be unquenchable.
They whom this test brings out from
the background of human life-form the
class of the great men of the world, because there is most of men in it and most
of man in them.

And,

wherever exhibit-

ed such is true greatness; it is devotion
of vast abilities to proper ends; it is such
culture of soul that total manliness, while
it is aided by, yet envelops and governs,
genius.
:
EEA
Ce
a

DARWINISM.
BY M.B. FELT.

The
world
man)
least
being

idea so prevalent in the scientific
to-day, that all nature (including
sprang originally from one, or at
a ‘few first forms,” brought into
by creative power, as Darwin

claims; or that these ‘few first forms,”
even,have been developed out of inorganic matter, by the laws of Nature, without

creative agency, acting without plan or
purpose, as claimed by Prof. Hackel and
others, through successive changes,

from

very

well.

That

part more

directly stated them, might not be so objectionable

against Darwin and Hackel, seems to me

to be positively convincing.

If it is not,

let some of Darwin's scientific friends
come to the front, and show us a way for

him out of the many dilemmas in which
Wilfred has left him.

Brethren

of

the

do

for

Christians

to

ignore the subject or attempt to put it
aside by a wave of the hand, or a mere

“ridiculous !”
5
Absurd as it seems, it stands to-day a
recognized principle in scientific philosophy, and as such must be fairly and
squarely met. The one who makes this
attempt must enter the broad domain of
science, meet these reasoners in their own

chosen
field,
and
with their
own
weapons. WhatT consider a conclusive
reply to such teaching has lately appeared from the house of Hall & Co., 234
Broadway, N. Y. The author, under the
nom de plume of “Wilford,
has accepted

the boastful challenge, and stepped within
the sacred realm of science and has done
the Christian world good service in exposing the absurd positions assumed, illogical
reasonings, and shallow speculations on

which the theory rests. I wish everybody
would read this new work.
It is entitled
‘“ Evolution Evolved,” or, *¢ The Progress

of Human Life Here and Hereafter.” It is

in two parts. The first is a discussion of
the popular theories in regard to the nature and transmission of sound, light, &e.,

discarding the popular theory of ‘‘wave
motion,” and substituting that of “Corpuscular Emissions.” These subjects are
made to bear directly on the main question of Darwinism.
However loth any may be to give up
the old unquestioned theories of twentyfive hundred years’ standing, yet I can

the Payne successor,

and such spirit-

ualizing, made a little general, might Ye

the

effectual

method

of

silencing

the

scoffer, leaving him little occasion.
ate

The fact is there is going on

struggle

a desper-

for liberty,—liberty

from
ministry, let us prepare ourselves to lawsand orders, liberty from old-fagh.
meet this dangerous, infidel spirit which ioned theology, and in the struggle, we
are likely to capture, along with liberty,
may be found in ull our congregations.
Atkinson, 111.

nop a iittle of license.

:

LIBERTY OR LICENSE,
BY

REV,

‘ BELIEVE,”
BY EMMA L.

O.E.BAKER.

WENTWORTH,

‘* Whosoever believeth” on the name of

And so J. Hyatt Smith has recently
‘ baptized a dying man in a Roman
Catholic hospital by sprinkling.” So the
N. Y. Independent puts. it, andso every

the Lord Jesus Christ *¢ shall not perish,
but have everlasting life.” In the
Holy
Scriptures God hath given usa record con.

glad,” says the Independent, ** to sce one
strong Baptist church, like the Lee Avenue
church, Brooklyn, planted on the position
which now Dr. Hyatt Smith must be understood to hold, that immersion is the
normal proper mode of baptism, but
that the mode is not so essential to the
rite, that under very peculiar circumstances another mode may not beemployed.” We remember that at the Free Baptist

it is our duty to believe it.

cerning his Son,of the life he lived on earth other Pedobaptist in the land. ** We are and the death he died for our
sakes, anq
* He that be.

lieveth is not condemned, but he’ that
believeth not is condemned already.” And

why ?

Because of his

sins?

No, «pe.

cause he hath not believed on the name of
the only begotten Son of God.”
He hath

also pointed out to us the way of life,
Pause a moment, and contemplate the
Saviour’s love, remember that he bore
a]

your sins upon thé rugged cross.
He
General Conference of ’74, this same J. came into this world
to live and die for
Hyatt Smith related, with profound ap- sinners, and also to set
an example which
proval, examples of giving the Lord's all should try to fullow
. . We should fol.
Supper to parties rever baptized, making low his example throug
h life and through
no profession, but anxious to be 'Chris- death. ** God so
loved the world that he
tians—seekers of religion!
gave his only begotten Son, that whosoT. J. Melish, once a Regular Baptist ever believeth on him should
not perish.”
in good faith, declared for open com- If Goo loved
us, ought we
not to
munion,
then joined a mixed association of love
him as our Creator, Lord and
Baptists and Pedobaptists,and finally went King ? Ought
we not to love Him, who
over to the Episcopalians. Dr. Behrends “ firstloved us ?”
Ought we not to love
renounces close
for free communion, our fellow beings also
? In this wicked
then next goes over to Congregation- and degene
rate world, nothing but eteralism. We have another Regular Bap- val things should attract
our warmest
tist inviting a Unitarian clergyman to and most fervent love.
Faith and love
participation in the Supper, and another, should walk hand in
hand. 'We should
and another still, not simply adopting love God with all our
heart, and mind,
open communion, but doing so, by ex- and strength. It is *“ He
who hath re.
tremes calculated to bring open commun- deemed us from all iniqui
ty” and bore the
ion into dispute.
penalty of our sins upon the cross, that
Restricted communionists claim that we might live unto righte
ousness.
We
open communion is notthe fruit of sound sheuld try to follow the examp
le which
judgment snd piety, but the creature of He set for us on earth,
* following the
erratic,eccentric, restless, unstable minds, guidance of the Comfo
rter in all things.”
of which, under
one type or another, ev- “Be not weary in well doing.
”
If we
ery denomination has more than is profit- consecrate ourselves
wholly to the Sav-

able or comfortable.

Examples like the foregoing go far to-

ward giving weight

to

this

plea.

They

do seem to indicate that untying from
close communion, there is no mooring
short of Pedobaptism,
It is not necessary, itis not just, to
load down proper liberal communion by
such surrender of the proper issues of
baptism. Long as these things are indulged, and long as Liberal Baptist
writers, to widen the distance between
Regular and Open Communion Baptists,
will deny the professional character of
baptism, deny its proper antecedents to the
church relation and the Supper, so long
the cast of open communion
will injure the trade. For much of what Chris-

the lowest forms of vegetable life upward to the complex structure of man,
with all his capabilities and powers, and
that this wonderful result has been accomplished by “Kvolution” or ‘Natural
Selections,” &c¢., I can but regard as one of
the most dangerous forms of infidelity of
the age. Notwithstanding the ridiculous tians in all time have held sacred, must
absurdity of tracing man’s
lineage. be surrendered for what is to be gained
through the lizard, mollusk or the mon- by it. Itis enough for Liberal communera by “Natural Selection” and survival ionists to show that the spirit of any inof the fittest (by which I suppose must junction is above the letter, and that debe meant the natural selection and pro- nying a genuine Christian participation
tection of those elements in the beings in the Supper, because not baptized,
mentioned which approximate the nearest when the omission has been for some
to the nature of man), yet this unreasona- Dhecessary cause, some one not effecting
ble hypothesis, coming down as it does to impair Christian character, is to refrom the highest scientific authorities of spect a minor qualification
above the
the day, is helpingto mold the lives and one consideration which outweighs all
ruin the future of thousands of our young others. The Supper can be given to Chrismen, and is spreading moral desolation tians proper, whe have never been baptized, without compromising anything of the
throughout the land.
With the thoughtful mind, how such an proper mode or office of baptism. The fact.
absurd conception of man's origen pales is, Liberal Baptists, in their zeal for open
in insignificance when placed ip juxtapo- communion, have been quite too ready to
sition with that plan announced in the endorse the extravagances of seceding
sublime declaration of Moses: ‘In the Regulars. We can not afford to do it.
beginning God created the heavens and There is a safe medium line, and going
the earth,” and that ‘he breathed into beyond brings ou reaction and defeat.
On the Pedobaptist side, we have exman’s nostrils the breath of life (lives)
amples in the line of tangents, Dr, Taland man became a living soul.”
Yet as these great men, from their lofty mage, for example, says, “ We ‘have no
scientific pinnacle, hurl their seientific objection to having Dr. Dowling, or Dr.
theories against the very foundation of Bright of the Examiner put clear under
Christianity ; and as so many are being the water, any whom we have ever
Some of them need more
carried away captive by their specula- sprinkled.
tions, it will hardly

to

washing, and
once put under

the. whole
water and

world
morally

was
im-

proved by it.”

Then

we have

saying,—Well,

Beecher

what

has

not

which Baptists now, and
tists, have not quoted in
respected theories ?
~ How are we to regard
gances of language and

he

said

now Pedobapsupport of their

; iout’s service, we shall neverbe sorry for
it.

Christ will repay us for it.

In this

wicked world, we should ever strive to

bring

others

into

the

light

of Divine

Truth.
* Ohiliow unlike the complex works of man,
Heaven's easy, artless, unencumbered plan!
No meretricious graces to beguile,
No clustering ornaments to clog the pile ;
From ostentation as from weakness free,
It stands like the cerulean arch we see,
Majestic in its own simplicity,
Inscribed above the portals from afar,
Conspicuous as the brightuess of a star;
Legible only by the light they give,

Stand the soul-quickening words, Believe and
dive =

Fellow workers in the vineyard of the
Lord, press onward, tight the good fight
of faith, lay hold on eternal life.”
Be
not discouraged, and soon, ‘very soon it

will be your blessed lot to exchange his

cross on earth, for a crown
mortal, incorruptible,’

away.”
For ‘the
forth as the sun
their Father.”

of glory, im-

that

fadeth

not

righteousshall shine
in the kingdom of

4-0-0
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- REOOLLEOTIONS,
BY

In my last

REV.

D. WATERMAN,

article,

prejudices of the people

I

alluded

to

against

the ir

a learn-

ed ministry. So great was that prejudice

that I have no doubt had I delayed entering the ministry, to go to school, I should
have found little sympathy among our
people. Many would have thought that I
had forsaken God, and would be nothing
but a man-made minister, and would
have almost disfellowshiped me at once.
After preaching a few years, I began to
feel tlie need of something to help me
understand the Word of God, and

I pur-

chased Clarke's Commentary on the New
Testament. I took a volume with me, but it
was months before I let any one know that
I used the writings of man, to rightly understand the Word.
But I found so much help from Clarke,

that I soon wanted something more, and

occasionally bought a book,

as

I found

myself «able, until I accumulated what
would have been thought, when I entered

the ministry, an enormous library, but
such extrava- now would be thought a very small one.
action as the I bad not learned how to study, or even
foregoing ? If, indeed, immersion only read, with profit, so that the books
I
is baptism, the mode essential to the rite, have, have been far less useful to me than
as every sound Baptist affirms, then, man- they would have been if I had had propifestly, sprinkling and pouring are not, er training.
But they have been of
and can not by any possibility, be bap- great service to me,and a source of enjoytism, and the practice of the latter in the ment. They have taught me that I know
name of the Father, Son, and Holy but little, and that is one great benefit.
Ghost, by a person professing to be a It tends to humility, and, if rightly
re-

Baptist, asby one believing in sprinkling,

but announcing that he has no objection
that Dr. anybody shall likewise immerse

the same subjects, is dangerous trifling
with sacred things, with conscience, and

self-respect even. We have another example of swinging in Prof. Swing’s recent answer to Ingersol’s Anti-Moses
harangue in Chicago. Ingersol can not
see, from the standpoint of the world's

ceived, stimulates to study.

And here let me say to young men in

the* ministry, orabout to enter, who

not

had

the

advantages
That

denying, Moses, as to the * little rib,” the

give

you, in
equal

in time to seven years, ten months in a
years, twenty days in a month, and

hours a day.

should deal in such simple methods ith | your minds growing,
the ancient people, and so ridicules most creasing.
:
tinguished professor answered to the harangues by spiritualizing, and so virtually

will

fifty years, a course of study nearly

progress for thousands of years, how God twelve
of the Old Testament Scriptures. The dis-

have

of education,

adopt some regular system of reading
and study, if it be ‘not more than one

hour per day.

Never boast

That will keep
and knowledge

of ‘your

in-

ignorance, nor

brag of being led by the Spirit. Say little
about yourself, and much about Christ.
nse

SB

hn TS

READINGS.

‘MM.
T.

fillment in the gift of Jesus,in the gathering in of the Gentiles, and in giving sal-

dominion over their gifts, and how proportionable is the development of their
being. We are all only partially developed,
and can hardly appreciate wholeness of
manhood ; and so he who is most brilliantly
partial carries the day. If we were properly educated, we should measure great-

ae

DAILY

CALL.

TRUE GREATNESS.

Ta THE

SAVIOUR'S

word of

certain ful-

vation on terms impartial and

Papers.)

sightand attract most notice. Content with | but think the candid reader will admit these to mean—well,
what? The professor’s
seeing the glare, we do not think to in- that atleast he seems to sustain himself spiritual interpr
etation
of these, had he
quire how strong and productive is their

he
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:

Absence destroys trifling intimacies,
“little apple,” the *¢ little ark,” the * little
but
it invigorates strong ones.—Rochefoxes of Sampson,” &e., &c.—Making
Joucauld.,
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Questions
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NOTES
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QUESTIONS
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promise is here
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STAR.

Communications.

Lord Jesus Christ in his death, then in his

calls to everlasting life.
«It shall accomplish.”
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REV. HOSEA QUINBY, D.D.

church and for other churches in the village.

XI.

CHAPLAIN OF THE N. H. STATE PRISON,
PASTOR AT NOTTINGHAM, N. H., PITTS
FIELD,

MILTON

General

MILLS,

carefully

health, and

loved

eral labor. He was ever busy and devoted to the Master's work. How reliable
and useful he was at this period those associated with him on the Home Mission
Board, and other benevolent societies,

at councils, sessions of Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, and the General ConHe never
ference, many can testify.
sought promotion or prominence, though
often brought to the front of labcr.
But he was not allowed to remain long
in this position. A new field of duty was
opened to him in his appointment ‘to
chaplaincy of the New Hampshire State
Prison. lle published in 1873 a volume
of 200 pages on the Prison Chaplaincy
and its Experiences, furnishing much
subject.

general

that

of friends

** The proposal

He says:

to

reference

with

both

his own work and the

I become chaplain of our State Prison, at
first struck me with much disfavor, from

of af-

the idea that the position, instead

fording the encouragement

satisfac-

and

tion attendant upon my former labors in
schools

be

must

and ‘churches,

work, and repulsive to the finer
of the heart. Still, baving been
accustomed to laying aside
tastes for the good -of others, I
commenced

and

the

work

up-hill

feelings
no little
personal
yielded,

on

he

each

with

window

to

summarily

deal

with any who should attempt escape, or
commit a disorderly act. Then, what mingled emotions of sorrow and pity at the
thought

of so great an amount of talent

present, which had been devoted to crime,
and the depths to which their iniquities
had sunk the wrong doers,—enough to
He had a Sabbath-school in the afternoon, which about threé-fourths of the
convicts voluntarily attended.
Also a

secular school for an hour on week-day
evenings. Sometimes there were lectures, elecutiongry readings, and singing
exercises.
In their various meetings
many of the prisoners were interested,

some professed conversion, and gave evidence of a new life.
The chaplain thus describes his routine

“In this were embraced, not

only the Sabbath morning services and
the Sabbath-school care, but also visiting
the cells for giving words of advice, vis-

iting the hospital for imparting

religious

consolation, managing the secular school,
changing the library books for the inmates, Saturdays, learning from the pris-

oners enough of their past history to enable him to judge of the instruction
adapted to each, and, in fine, to speak such

words here and there as would conduce
to the requisite order. This gave a wide
range, an important field. 1 seemed to
have returned to my school-keeping days ;
and found my long habit of reading human nature in students

of no

little

use,

aiding me to understand the best manner
of approaching each so as to gain his
confidence. Also my custom in school
discipline, which had at times been com-

plained of as being too strict, now served
an excellent purpose, prompting me at
every step to move in decided contrariety
to all irregularity and disorder.”}
For the two years and above that Dr.
"Quinby held the chaplainey he devoted
himself earnestly and unremittingly to
his duties, seeking to do all in his power
for the physical and moral improvement
of those committed to his care. He not
only now held their confidence but their
esteem and love, and himself became
deeply interested in prison reform. He
attended a meeting of the National Prison Reform Congress, held at Cincinnati,
0., in Oct., 1870. His kind and judicious
counsels were not always adopted, but
often impeded and overruled by other
officials ; and on a change in the State administration
gust, 1871.

he

was dismissed,
:

He next had a brief pastorate

in

Au-

at Not-

1874. No special incidents are mentioned, but here, as in other churches to
which he ministered, the testimony is
that he was much beloved by the people.
Thence, he was recalled to the F. Baptist churchin Pittsfield, N. H., from Jan.,
. 1875, to: May, 1876.
The remembrance

of his former labors in P. were grateful,
and the renewal of his work was no less
successful.
A member in speaking of it

says: ‘‘ His mission during his last brief
was

one

which

solicited

the

blessing pronounced upon the peace-makers; for he came when our church was.
in a disturbed state, and his efforts

were

in a great measure successful.”

From

Pittsfield he went

directly

to

Milton Mills, N. H., the scene of his last

pastorate ; where for two and a half years
he did a good

work,

both

for

his own

* Prieon Chaplaincy, p: 7.
fib. p. 9.

1 ib, pp. 14=15.

Ilis

especially

for

its

and devotion

to

Observ-

ance’ of the F. Baptist denomination in
connection with our next General Conference, to be held at or near New Durham, N. H., in 1880.
Dr. Q. often con-

templated the proposed meeting with deep
interest, hoping that he might be allowed
to be present and participate on the occasion.

But it was otherwise ordered;

and

he was tuken before to join the company
of Randall, Colby, Buzzell, Marks, Hutchins, Burr, Knowlton, Day, and the innu-

merable multitude of glorified spirits
around the throne of God.
Note.—I have not taken pains to
correct typographical
errors.
In the
eighth sketch it is stated that Smithville

Seminary was opened in 1846. It should
be 1840.
JamesB. Angell, I, L. D.,
President of Michigan University, took a
regular course at Smithville Seminary.

The names of other eminent men

might

doubtless be added to the list.
>O--o

INFINITE LOVE.
BY

EDWIN

F.

NASON.

Luke 24:51,

He

went with blessings! To the sacred mountain
.
/
He led thm o’er the old familiar road;
While doubting hearts, by faith divinely quickened,
And fainting souls grew strong to bear their

load.

:

:

He went with blessings!
Swift the gathering
shadows
2
;
Scattered and fled before
the wondrous
sight;

And ne'er again could
Once

ness,
softly
light.

earth

bathed

in

be

that

utter.

dark-

i
transcendent

He

went with blessings!
Will he come with
curses?
1s love forgetful ‘mid the heavenly calms?
Do hearts grow chill, when, freed frou: earthly

croses,
They

:

breathe
palms?

the

fragrance

of

celestial

Ah

no! Love still is infinite and tender,
And Christ hus blessed the world for aye
and aye;
Be still my: heart,
nor
question his re~
membrance,
‘Whose parting blessing crowned Ascension
day.
I
NL
S.LP.Po

REV. EDWARD TOOTHAKER.
Rev. Edward Toothaker was born in
Bowdoinham, Me., May 28, 1813. His
parents moved to Rangeley, when Edward was eight years of age. He experienced religion in early life and joined
the F. B. church in Rangeley.
He was
married March 28, 1833, to Eunice Wilber.
He was ordained at the June session of
the Farmington Q. M., 1849. His preach-

ing was mostly within the limits of the
Farmington and Anson Q. Meetings. As
a man, he was highly esteemed; as a
Christian

minister,

worker.

His aim was to be right in the

sight of God.

he

was

an

earnest

He read and thought

for

’

the

corn, fully ripe and
:
Com.

- Rev. A. B. Earl, the"evangelist,

aged at the Presbyterian church,

Ward, Cincinnati.
Rev. Dr. Niece, a Presbyterian
man and an author, died at

Who follows him, sees mercies
In every bitter pain;

Who follows not, finds curses
Beneath all worldly gain.

— Christian at Work.

THE PASTOR AT HIS WORK,
If any of you are looking forward to
the ministry as involving a life of, ease, it
is safe to predict that you will be disappointed, unless you get ‘*ease without dignity.” If we are to be anything as minisspeak

minds

to

be

first of some

forms of work not.combionly dwelt upon.
be taken to make these visits,

house of Israel. Therefore thou shalt
hear the word at my mouth and warn
them from. me.” Thus, for forty-five
years, he has labored in the gospel-field

and his motto has ever been to declare the
whole
counsel of God. Although he
did not enjoy the advantages of an education, which nearly all enjoy at the
present day, yet he possessed those inherent qualities which make any man
truly great in any occupation. His logic
was clear and concise and his arguments
strong and convincing. Although sickness
of himself and family made his a hard
lot for several years, yet he neither murmured, or complained.

He

was

a kind

husband, an indulgent father, a good
neighbor and « faithful friend. He leaves
a wife and five children with many other
relatives and friends to mourn a loss
which they know is his eternal gain.
Agreeably to his request the Rev. David
Allen, of Chesterville, preached his funeral sermon, which

was

truly

impressive,

and was listened to by a large and atten-

been

ar

oF sev.

And can be carried in the

School Wynd Church, Dundee,

4

= most effectual cure of »

i” series
of
complaints
which are very preva.
TE
—
alent and afilicting. It
purifies the blood, purges out the lurking humers
in the system, that undermine health add settle in-to troublesome disorders. AYERS SARSAPARILLA
expels these humors from the blood. When they"

Wi

absolute

Rev. R. Laird Collier

visits, because without them the

minister

can not have real oversight of the people.
He will find that the people do not know
half the religious truth he expected. In this
way he gets a distinct idea of the wants of
his people. . That pastor will be the best
who adapts himself most in his preaching
to his people. Do not grudge the time.
In freely conversing with humble people,
you will get side-lights on particular
testimony that will make you a stronger
man and a better minister for many a day
to come. Let this work be done impartially. It is not always wise to lead in
often it will be expected,

in

the

of which

has

accepted

call to the pastorate of the
church of Bradford, Yorkshire,

Dr. James

fool,

and

it will sometimes be a bright spot in a
dreary day.
x
;
Secondly : “Do the work of an evangelist.” Almost anywhere in this country the minister is to do the work of an
evangelist as he has strength. We ought
to do this in relation to the rich eminently. The poor often have faithful work
done among them when the rich are
almost neglected. I have often had lists

¢¢ Prize it More Highly Every Day.”
. WORCESTER, MASS.
“I have had the Stylographic Pen for a
year ard a half, and prize it more highl
every day. Itis always reliable, and 4
in every respect an admirable implement,
(il

I have written 15,000 words with

§l out refilling or any

Goog

worsted

manu-

B.

Mason,

of Davenport,

chosen

Board of Directors

President

of the

of

the

such as Ulcerations of the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of

8kin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas, Pim.

it with.

hindrance.”

ples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and

:

Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm,

Satisfaction

at Harvard.

{
There are over one hundred Stylograph
Ml ic Pens in use in Harvard University, and
i! they give gbod satisfaction,
Hi

;

CHARLES

turns.

W. SEVER.

PREPARED

Will be sent by mail from the main
fice on receipt of price, as follows:
i]

Short, Plain Style.
Long,
é
$s
Short Gol * Plaited
Mountings,
Long,
““
[0

i

ji
oh

Practical and Lh

y

2117

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Freewill Baptist Publications.

3.50
4.00

The Morning

Providence,

R. I.

Terms

Rev. Dr. Miles Bronson,who has reach-

is in the enjoyment of vigorous health.

Rev. A. T. Porter of Charleston, S. C.,

ished.
heum, Fever Sores,
py
i Skin, in short, all diseases caused by bad
blood, are conquered by this powerful, purifying, and
invigorating med] cine.
x :
Especially has it manifested its potency in curing
Tetter, Rose Rash, Bolls, Oarbunelcs, Bors Eyes,

Scrofulous_Sores and

persons

Charleston.

may trist to

the

consciences

you in this work.

do thisclass of work?

of men

to

Why should we

Thereare prudential

reasong. Some of the older churches are
dying out, and should be replenished by
bringing in just this class. As a matter
of patriotism, we should engage in this
work. If a minister stops with his own
people, a number of voluntary agencies
will arise ; these will give vise to a mul tiplicity of dignitaries, who will be a constant worry to a minister. . The cheapest
agency for this work is the Chirstian
courch and congregation being wrought
on New Testament principles. Our very
efforts in that direction will often react on
the members of the congregation.
Thirdly : The minister should direct,
supervise and control
the
benevolent
movements of the church.
In the tem-

perance work, if he lets others take charge
of it, he will have all kinds.

of seed sown.

Do not allow the people to divide virtne
into fragments. This has been the bane
of the temperance work.

Do

not

coddle

drunkards as a class. Tell them of their
criminality. He should keep the people
interested in missionary work. He should
not only give due annowncement of the
collection to be taken, but should enlight-

us, whose servants we, are, for whose
glory we live, with whom we hope to live

forever and forever. 1 was looking today at the great elms, and while I adniired the grand and stately trunks, I
thought of the enormous roots, spreading
everywhere. We must be great trees,
rooted, rooted, rooted in Christ; then we
shail “be steadfast, unmovable, always

abounding in the work of the Lord.”—Dr.
John Hall, in Advance.
A

a

OH
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OBSERVANCE OF EASTER.
It hardly needs more than a glance

1880.

Liver,

or “Biliousness.”

In many cascs of

‘Liver Complaint” only part of these symptoms are
experienced.
As a Jemedy for all such cases, Dr.
Tierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has no equal, as
it effects perfect and radical cures,
.
In the cure of Bronchitis, Bevere Coughs,
and the
early
s!
s of Consumption it has astonished thie
medical
faculty, and eminent physicians pronounce
it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While
it cures the severestC
tstr
thesystem
and purifies the blood.
Sold by druggists,
R.
V. PIERCE, M. D., Froph Worid’s Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y.

Kaster,

to

show

that

ed

that

—the

Westminster

Presbyterian.

they

subject

are

drifting away from the faith, as that they
are returning to some of the legitimate
and helpful observances which they lost
in the reaction from Romanism, and of
which the liturgical bodies have since had
the monopoly.
There are some people, no

lecture

will

rector of AllgSaints’ Church, Portsmouth,
O., for thirty-five years, and Rev. Dr.

Craik, rector of Christ Church, Louisville,
Ky., for the same period.

Biographies

¢¢ What

Daniel

penalitiesof

fancy

they are void. But when the system breaks
down, and almost hopeless complications
arise,which the family physician,by reason
ofhis limited

experiences,

fails

to relieve,

the pertinency of the above inquiry is apparent. Many remedies have been specially
prepared for these cases, and many physicians are bidding
for their patronage.
As before making a purchase of land, a
¢« search” is required. and the title carefully examined, so invalids
should
care-

fully investigate the claims of any physician offering to treat chronic diseases.
Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicines are well
known,
and have
effected many
cures
where eminent physicians have failed, yet

to accommodate surgical and complicated
cases, and those desirous of being restored
speedily, Dr. Pierce has erected an elegant
sanitarium,at a cost of nearly half a million
dollars.
No institution in the world offers advantages superior to those found

in this establishment. Half a score of phy-

sicians are in attendance, several of whom
have been prominently connected
with
leading American and European Hospitals.
Every improved facility for hastening a
cure that
a liberal expenditure of money
could secure can here be found. Before
fully deciding where to go, address InHotel for circular.
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DR. WARNER'S HEALTH CORSET

and Skirt Supporter are the greatest
improvement
ever
made in Corsets,

They
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9 no bones.
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(Catarr

emedy

ane
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Polishing

Silver

Glass, Mirrors, Marble,

and

druge

have

used

this

Manuai;

Plaited

and

have given it their unqualified approval.
CAUTION.
The original and only genuine
Silver Soap is known world-wide as the INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP, and is the only
proper

children.

J.

Butler,
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their statistics;
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of
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Denominational,
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contains

a

historical

statement,

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
cents; postage, 2 cents.

THE LAUNDRY JACK.

at 20 per cent. digcount for cash with
or on Fecerving the books.
Send your orders to

Adapted

to

Bosoms and Infants’
cost it takes the place
inventions heretofore
it. Price 75 cenit,

380

Printing Establishment
is a briet historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for.
gratuitous distrib ution,
Marriage Certificates,
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,

| is a simple device for holding the board while iron.
img. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary
board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the gor

and

a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church palily ana institutions,
.
The Sacved Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several

thing to use for Sleaning Silver, Electro
Plated
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &c. Made only
by ROBINSON BROS. & CO., Boston,
12611

ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt
Dresses.’ At a very trifling
of all clumsy and expensive
known. Try one and prove

thick.

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7

Paint, &c.

Soap,

the

75°

Tracts

bly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
Many of
our largest Manufacturers and Juporurs of SilPlated Ware

in

Leather,

lent book for ail who would * search the Scrip-tures 7 Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
cts.

entire safety, as it contains nothing that can possiand

Flexible

author,—Prot. J.

benevolent

Kéctures
ON THE

This is the most convenient and effective prepara.
tion for these Qurhoses ever offered to the public.
It may be used even by inexperienced help with

ver

ye

literary institutions. obituaries of deceased mv.
isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage. 1 cent per copy.
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with
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Price,
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by the same

the catarrhal dischutie generally
procecds, Its use
is pleasant and easily understood,
from dirce! ons
accompanying each instrument.
Dr. SA .ES Catarrh
Remedy cures recent attacks of “Cold in th
Head” bya few applications. It is mild and pleasBut to a6) contain he Do Sufong ot chustie drags or
sons.

comprehensive,

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath gchools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year)

[ania of the affected nasal passages, and the chambers or cavities communicating therewith, in which
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Butler's Commentary

produces radical cures of the worst cases of Catarrh,
no matter of how long standing. The liquid remedy
may be snuffed, or better applied by the use of Dr.
PIERCE'S Douche, This is the only form of instru
ment yet invented with which fluid” medicine can be

sores

are

bodies.

cents;

€.

APPLIED

25 cents;

Covenant

Rules of Ovder.
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents.

profuse, watery, thick
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and

the Rules of Order

DR. SAGE'S CATARRH REMEDY

and

Faith

very concige and well arranged; stating in fifteer
fages all the important, parliamentary rules of de«

mucous, purulent, offensive, etc.
In others, a dryness, dry, watery, weak, or inflamed
eyes, stopping ‘up, or obstruction, of the nasal pas_ sages, ringing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to clear the throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers,
voice altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, impaire:
or total deprivation of sense of smell and taste, dizziness, mental depression, loss of appetite, indigestion, enlarged tonsils, tickling
cough, etc. Only a

UP

doctrines

but useful for all church members. It contains.
Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen:
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozer
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions,

MBS.—Frequent headache, discharge falling $rto throat,

HIGH

the

is a confession of17 articles of faith and a de.
sirable church covenant.
Minister's Manual.
just issued, designed especially for misisters:

CATARRH

carried

of

thority of the General Conference.
tage, 1 cent.

I. V.
PIERCE, M. D.. PROP’R, World’s Dispensary
and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

sometimes

all the questions

held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets will give
the most
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The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the hound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
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of Kidneys. Internal Fever, Bloated fee!
Stomach, Rush of Blood to He:
:
Pleasant Purgative Pellets.
In explanation of the
remedial power of these Purgative Pellets over so
great a variety of diseases, it maybe sald that thelr
action upon
the animal economy is universal, not n
gland or tissue escaping thelrsanative impress. Age
«oes not impair the properties of these Pellets.
They are sugar-coated and inclosed in glass bottles,
their virtues being thereby preserved unimpaired for
any length of tiwe, in any climate, so that they are
always fresh and reliable, This is not the case with
Jills put up in cheap wooden or pasteboard boxes.
“or all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
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$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
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of dectrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
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These Pellets are scarcely larger
than mustard seeds.
Being entircl Vegetable Ho particular care is required while using them.
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ould be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
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contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser.
mons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents,
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120 bones) fits with perfect ease and 1s
arranted not to break over the hi
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Christian Baptism
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ment, while ironing on the board.
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The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first halt century ot our existence,

physiological

laws are not executed speedily,some

Jackson,

from 1780 10 1830.

case at one

are you going to do about it

Because the

$1.00,

of

David Marks,
William Burr, -

few of these symptoms are likely to be present in any

the

If

of his

Rev. W. C. Mead of St. Paul’s Church,
Norwalk, Conn. ; Rev. Theodore Edson
of St. Ann’s Church, Lowel!, Mass., and
Rev. W. Shelton, D. D., of St. Paul's
Church, Buffalo.
Rev. Dr. Burr has been

at

there is any significance in this change of
base on the part of the non-liturgical
churches, it is not so much that

the

be ‘“Mede cal Missions.” The lectures
will be delivered in the first instance in
Edinburgh, and subsequently in Glasgow.
Dr. Bo'ls of Cleveland says there are
but four Protestant Episcopal clergymen
in this country who have never changed
their parishes, and who have passed, or
nearly passed, their fiftieth year of rectorship.” They are Rev. John Brown of
St. George's Church, Newburgh, N. Y.;

| valids and tourists’

celebrationof that day in this city and
vicinity is no longer confined to Roman
Catholic and Episcopal churches. Methodist, Baptist,Congregational and Presbyterian join in commemorating the resurrection of our Lord with as much floral display and musical demonstration as may
be found at St. Stephens or Trinity.
Among all the Brooklyn churches there
was no more elaborate programme than
that of the church which is linked to the
most conservative and orthodox of names

the

subject of the lecture has to be made public one year in advance. Dr. Smith has
accepted the lectureship and has intimat-

the daily papers immediately preceding
and following

wish

$2.30,

Baptists.

The Book of Worship
only
a few copies leit, All
postage, 10 cents.

He will be assisted in Great

Accoruing to Dr. Duft’s

$2.%0

-

sively used.
Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocs
co, 81.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.55; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, & cts;
postage 4 cents.

of
of

gentlemen in London.
The late Dr. Duff, having leftdirections
for the founding of a quadrennial lectureship, his executors have requested the
Rev. Dr. Thomas Smith to deliver the first
course during the month of February,

.

will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
:
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten

oi wealth,

into\my church, or enter some other,
wherX they felt that they belonged.
You

-

is for less than four months at

White Swelllngs,

Goltre or Thick Neck, and
Glands.
1 you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sallow
color of skin, or yellowish-brown spots on face or
body, frequent headache or dizziness, bad taste in
mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot
flushes, low Spits, and gloomy forebodings,
irregular
appetite, and
tongue coated, you are suffering
from

one of the most energetic and famous of
the Protestant Episcopal preachers at the
South, has left for London
to raise
founds for the
paroehial
school
the Church of the Holy Communion

.

Little Star and Myrtle
.
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
{-Both-papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the:
MYRTLE.
Terms: Single copy, each, =<
305 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, .
+
25 cents
Payment always in advance, and no commission:
allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed TMODIIT, Bt the rate of
100 copies to one address for $6.00. If the order

has joined
now a can73 years old,
53 years, but

has severed his connection with

-

advance

The

have Britain by a committee of which the earl
Xisited them frequently, and have had the of Aberdeen is chairman, and which is
faction of seeing some of them come composed of some of the most influential
of unconverted

per year

union with the Freewill

supposed for the last time.
The Rev. Joshua V. Himes, of Nebraska, formerly a well-known
¢ Millerite"

the Society in Medway,
Mass., over
which he has presided since 1814—a period of 65 years. The doctor was 94 years
old on the 29th of March.
Rev. E. P. Humphrey, one of the leading Presbyterian clergymen of the West;
has resigned bis charge of the College
Street Presbyterian Church in Louisville,
Ky., owing to ill bealth. He isa son of
Rev. Heman Humphrey, who was for a
quarter of a century the President of
Amherst College.
=

paper of eight pages, imits

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of their

ed an advanced old age as missionary to
Assam, Asia, is on his way home, it is

Emmons,

Star.

is a large religious

fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and pro.
gressive.
All
communications, should be ad.dressed to ‘Dover, N. H.
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Rev. Jacob Ide, D. D., perhaps the oldliving associate of the famous Dr.
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Each.

School of Theology, at Chicago.
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Ulcers and:

Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
Side and head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhea arising from Internal Ulceration and uterine diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and:
General Debility. With their departure health re

CAMBRIDGR, MASS,

a

Unitarian
England,

are gone, the disorders they produce disappear.

HENRY L. SHUMWAY,
Local Editor ‘Gazette.

he was pastor.

preacher in New Hampshire,
the Episcopal Church, and is
didate for holy orders. He is
and has been in the ministry

an

Mash

pocket with

25th

clergy-

placed

you have done much to roll difficulties
out of the way.
Again, it is important to make pastoral

prayer, but

A

This compound of the
vegetable
alteratives,
Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stil-lingia, and Mandrake:
with the Iodides of Pot.
and Iron, makes a

the

is en-

facture.

be-

en the people and inspire in them a live
himself.
His last pastorate was with the enthusiasm in the work.
The SabbathPhillips church. In his last sickness he school should be regarded not as a ‘sepawas patient and resigned. His earnest rate institution, where benevolent young
prayer was, that those who professed the people may exercise their virtues, but as
the church, teaching the young. The
Christian religion might do the commands minister should be head and front in this
of God, for only such have the promise of work.
Fourthly : Pastoral conferences should
being saved. He died at his son's in
Rangeley Feb. 12, 1879. We copy the be more general and more frequently
held. We are so much afraid of sacerdofollowing from the Phonograph, a local | talism that we do not make enough of
paper printed at Phillips. ¢ The death this kind of work. It does not in the
of Rev. Edward Toothaker has cast a least approach the confessional ;. the minshade of gloom over our entire communi- ister 18 present simply as a Christian
We have not half enough of that
ty. We can not fail to miss those who friend.
kind of work,
have spent long lives of usefulness with
We must try to maintain in our breusts
us, when they are called away, to be with simple love to Christ and love to men
Keep
us no more.” - It is not my intention in that will make the work natural.
this brief notice to say anything to add close to Jesus our Redeemer, who sends
luster to the brightness of that life so recently departed. It was indeed a living
epistle known and read of all men. At
the age of twenty-one years he was -convinced that to him it was said, *‘Son of

George Gilfillan has

Towa, has been

not

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

IT IS NEAT AND CLEAN,

Philadelphia,

cause it is necessary that you should know
the people in their homes. Because it is
necessary that the people should have a
chance to know the
minister. Little
children and the young people should
know him. The men should know him.
How difficult it is to get the men in the
parish to approach the minister in confidence. When you have convinced the
are

sa

eral days’ general use,

April 21.
Rev. J. W. Reed has been appointed
Baptist Sunday-school missionary in Nebraska.
Twenty-four Lutheran ministers died in
the United States during the year 1878.
Their average age was a fraction over
fifty years.
A tablet to the memory of the late Rev.

the chief seat of English

First: Pastoral visitation—visitation made
strictly in the capacity of a pastor. Pains

men that you

Ayer's Sarsaparilla

WRITING

MINISTERIAL NEWS,

Ah no! for sweeter, dearer,
To toil, and pray, and fast,
If so the Lord draw nearer,
And bring his peace at last,

should

NEW

kA ¥

- For the Desk or Pocke
comb
convenience of the Lead
onell ini
permanency of Pen and Ink, uses
¢

day, to the Lord he doth not regard it.”—
Christian Union.

for breath?

our

TT

INSTRUMENT.

the Lord ; and he that regardeth not the

giving,

Would men thank God

I shall

AN ENTIRELY

much safety as a Lead Peni,

Would life be worth the

workers.

Ec

THE SOTLOGRAPEIC PEN.

eth every day alike. Let every man be
fully persuaded in his own mind. He
that regardeth the day regardeth it unto

If life were naught but living,
And death were only death,

ters, we must make up

]

REG

little difference. “Oné man esteeméth
one day above another; another esteem-

SERVIOE.

vindicaty

man, I have set thee a watchman unto the

tingham, N. H., from Oct., 1872, to Dec.,

pastorate

of business,”

TT

doubt, who, from force of training or conscientious scruples, can not as yet join in
these celebrations. Either way it makes

Selections.

Arrangements were made at the Con-

make angels weep."t

of duty:

©

watched

ference in 1877, for a Centenary

* What a sensa-

a military guard at

ready

he

Christ.
His earnest, faithful counsels
and addresses produced a deep impression on every heart. An interesting historical paper was presented and published in the minutes, signed by the only
survivors of the General Conference of
1827—Revs. Jonathan Woodman, Hosea
Quinby, and Daniel Jackson.

first

tion thrilled every nerve on this my first
experience in attempting to dispense the
gospel, thus locked within walls of gran-

iron,

item

spirituality

Referring to his first Sabbath sermon in

ite and

pain,

denomination,

Sabbath in July, 1869.”*
the prison, he remarks:

grave likea shock of
fit for the harvest.”

In spite of physical

extreme

every

increased

gen-

and

tive of the fact, that he came down to

heart yearned for the welfare of his be-

more still for his invalid family, he desired a more permanent home. It was also
a favorable location for writing

last
N.
He
last

Conference, and yet he was sel-

debility and

by's removal to Concord, N. H., in 1868.

valuable matter,

|

dom out of his seat.

‘We have already referred to Dr. Quin-

In view of his own impaired

:

Dr. Quinby was-a delegate to our
General Conference, held in Fairport,
Y., Oct., 1877.
Says a member: *
was sick for two or three duys of the

BY PROF, J.J. BUTLER."

tive audience. No flowers bedecked his
coffin, but a'sheath of fully ripened wheat
—an emblem chosen by friends as indica~
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the denominational work,

Editor.

All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

For the time being, indiscreet friends
do more harm than avowed enemies. But
in the long run, we can not believe that a
genuine well-wisher can destroy the good
which his character does a cause, by the
unwise methods which he pursues for its
furtherance.
The heart has a value that

outlasts the infirmities of the intellect.
Remembering this it will be a help in
bearing with those good and purely unselfish persons who think the Lord's work
demands that certain notions of schemers
must be put through.
The -schemers
shall one day have their reward, but we
believe a better fate awaits those who unwittingly are the tools in the hands of such
plotters of intrigue.
There is that in the human mind which
transcends mathematics, and that in the
human soul which science can not satisfy.
Science attempts to solve the * rights” of
people, and yet the people do not seem
to be benefited. Mr. Godkin, the editor
of the Nation, is reported to have

said

in

a paper read by him before a ministerial
union in Boston, last week, that the most
important task before modern society is
the care of those who work for weekly
wages. We hope he is correctly reported
“in the use of the word ‘‘care.” The
country is beginning to look for something besides *‘ rights ” to right its evils.
No society or nation can live on “rights”
merely. , Unless the strong help the weak,
both will go down together.
Rt

“There seem to be two classes of
people here, the working people and
what might be called the aristocracy,”
were the words, as

we recall them,

of

a

young person the other evening, who
spoke out of a heart that had keenly felt
the distinction. We are thinking how
many times
the Star has fought this
spirit of caste during the last half century,
and it is not our purpose that it shall
cease still to brand it, wherever found
and under whatever guise, as an abomination in the sight of the Lord. Caste is
the great obstacle in the wayof the propagation of Christianity, and its great foe,
after it has once gained a footing. We
presume none of our readers gre theoreti-

- cally opposed to the abolition of caste;

* and yet, if we give a searching examination, we shall find its subtle influence well
established inside of family circles, social
relations, and having its seat side by side
with the occupants of our churches.
There

doesn’t appear

to be much

use

in

prolonging talk on this subject.It hasbeen
preached against and preached against,
and the evil does not appear to mind the
preaching to any great extent. If there
is no other way, may a whip of small cords
_ drive the caste spirit out

of

our

hearts,

our homes, and our meeting-houses.
It does not require brilliant - people to
note where bread is needed and to give
it, to feel where sympathy is needed and
to give that also; nor to face a temptation
and conquer it; nor to

do justly

and

to

love mercy and to walk humbly with their
God. Rather is it not the habit of brilliant people to think that the Lord will
be greatly pleased with thousands of rams
and ten thousands of rivers of oil? There
is not a single department of Christian
life or labor but ean be successfully
achieved by those whom the world recognizes otherwise than as brilliant. Is
there anything in the teaching of Christ
thut would induce us to believe brilliancy
a special requisite or even special advantage to one entering the ministry? And.
yet how many of us there are who think
that brilliant people are the Lord's

chosen

ones. . Is it so, we ask again? There are
churches that are losing rich spiritual enlargement Dbecause they foolishly, yea,
wickedly, imagine that it is only smart
ministers

who

can

gather

the

Lord's

harvest. When a man is found, be he
young or old, with or without brilliant
abilities, with the learning of the schools
or without it—when a man is found who
does justly and loves mercy and walks
humbly with his God, do

we

the Lord will bless the labors
even a hundred fold here and
erlasting hereafter
? If we can
sympathy with such an one
building of Christ's kingdom
then there must be something
worldly and sinful in our own
lives.
SO

that

of that man
with life evnot work in
in the upon earth,
selfish and
hearts and

ASSOCIATION.
page gives but
what was said
in Lowell last

The attendance, the warm interest
promotion of our work, and the

purpose to go forward in the way that the
Lord leads can not appear to nor be felt
by those who simply read this report. It
needed the personal presence, the contact
with the interest there awakened, and
- the enthusiasm that was

more

than

once

aroused, to reveal to one the real spirit of
the meetings. The opening sermon by Prof.

Hayes was a most excellent and gratefal
. featureof the meetings, while the papers
on church finance, on toleration of mis-

chievous teachers, on mission work and
the relation of all our membership, both
men and women,

children

and adults,

infidels, therefore,

that followed; while the questions that
now occupy public attention, whether in
their political, social or moral aspect,
were discussed in such papers as those on
the ‘Chinese problem,on phases ofthought,
and on the decline of piety among men of
culture.
!
:
Perhaps the most general interest was
awakened in the subject of missions, and

should,

in

derness, join willingly in
that might help abolish the
And it is quite certain that
lishment of a day of rest
and for separating that day
powerful and wide-spread

their ten-

respect more

a

law

which

should

seem to emanate from the religious class-

of the Association settled on the only
basis that can be logically held, and that
is that the two departments of the work
are one, that it is the equal duty to push
both, and that neither can be neglected
without peril to the other. That is the
feeling that we believe is gaining strength
among our people, and that we trust is to
control them in their missionary work. As
to the obstacles, the position was taken by
some of the brethren that the organization of so many State and local societies

es but from the general reasoning classes;
—a law which, like the abolition of the

to'do home mission

there awaits

also much

to the work of the parent Society, and
that reliable statistics show ‘that less,
really, isbeing accomplished than under

less people. To which class do we desire to belong? It was not said that man

the old

in noman can think.

of doing

our principal

home missionary work under the auspices
of the main Society. We are convinced
that here is a matter that deserves careful attention. The very nature of the
case requires that this work bedone in the
most ‘economical and efficient manner
possible, and whatever hinders it ought
to be at once put out of the way.
The resolutions printed on the first
page voice the current feeling of the
Association

make

on

this

subject,

us

all be

due time.

churches and individuals, for the

con-

ception-of what may be accomplished for
our’ missionary
cause through divine
agency, let us on that day especially beseech him for his help, thank him for the
blessings already conferred, and put our
hands and hearts anew to the work that
so greatly needs to be done,
dL

TOPICS.

laid

We

have

Mountains, clad in Kentucky jean and
with a cigar in his mouth ;and afterwards
told how he was induced to give up his
habit of smoking by the innocent remark
of a young convert whom he was examining that he *‘ had given up all bad habits,
including smoking.” That young convert
little dreamed of the influence of his simple words on the famous preacher. It is

not for us to decide who does the most
good.

It is very sure, however, that with-

out humflity there can be but little good
accomplished.

:

est. Only a few weeks ago both houses
.of Congress passed the already historical
anti-Chinese bill, which would hate become a law and a shame to our country,
had not the President interposed his veto.
Now a Washington special states that
there are indications of a yet more general stampede of the colored people from
the cotton States;

and, that the Southern

Representatives in Congress are receiving
a number of letters from their constituents
urging a change of front on the Chinese
‘question,

and

instead of restricting emi-

gration, to facilitate it by more favorable
treaty stipulations. The specific object in
view, according to a prominent Senator,is
to introduce at least 20,000 Chinamen to
be ready for cotton picking in the coming
fall, and to put them in training for planting operations next spring. It is also
stated that agents have already been despatched to California to confer with the
six Chinese companies, and «lso to Hong
Kong to ascertain what arrangements
could be made to secure several cargoes
of Chinese laborers to take

the negro fugitives.

the

It will be

place

—--PROFESSOR SWING recently gave a
sermon
to his people in Chicago on
the Sunday of the State, treating of
the observance of the Sabbath as a political question and duty.
‘As Sunday
now exists in this city and in most

cities, instead of being made for man it is

made and sustained against man and is
one of his most marked enemies.”
To
shut up manufactories and stores and to
open hundreds and’ thousands of drink-

ing saloons where ¢ glasses and bottles

may rattle, and cards be shuffled and dice
cast, and hard earned money be wasted,”

injure the laboring wen far more than

regular labor all through the year. As
giving one view of the Sunday question
we also insert the follwing extract from
the sermon:

of New

at

Mary

New

Betts,

Brunswick,

who
N.

J.,

N. Y.,

81,000:

Brunswick,

Buddhist

to the Baptist

for

the

purpose

of

:

Nunneries

Closed.

neries.
Rev. George F. Fitch, Presbyterian minister at Soochow, writes on Dec.
19: ¢ Day before yesterday quite a little

stir was created in this city, and, indeed, 1
suppose throughout the whole country, byan order from Pekin closing all the Buddhist nunneries throughout the whole land.
For just what reason we have not defi
nitely learned. Just across the way from
our house are two nunneries, and ‘on that
day the occupants moved out. The younger will marry, and the elder will be sent to

NOTES.

past twelve months no tess than

seven

widows’

averaging six

London,

of all members of his church who appear in
the police court of that city will hereafter be

announced

in the church.

The Ob-

server thinks that if that were done in New
York city, there would be small time left for

mass.
D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, offer six copies

of the Sunday-school singing book “Good Will”?

to each Free Baptist Sunday-school that shall
purchase any other books of them. Considering the number and variety of reatly excellent
books that this firm publishes for young people

as well as for their seniors, here js an opportunity, in adding some first class publications to
the Sunday-school library, to get also the half

The following editorial item
Herald will explain itself:

from

Zion's

The item gatherer of the Christian at Work

must have some stronger eye-glasses provided
for him, He says, the late New England Conference voted 72 to 68 against holding caucus

meetings on the Sabbath!

This will amaze Dr.

McKeown and the other brethren who sought
to secure the closing of camp-meetings upon
the Sabbath. ‘We have never heard of Methodist caucuses except at Annual and General
Conferences, and then the brethren that attend
them preserve the sanctity of the Sabbath, so

far as we have heard!

.

.

or

eight

that great merit
founding

nuns

to a house.
of these
women

and

is

to

be

supporting

acquired

such

by

establish-

ments.
Individuals buy an interest in the
prayers of these nuns, at prices ranging
from a few cash to several dollars, according to the wealth or liberality of the wom-

earnest meditation, especially when we are re-

New

of the

of these

whom the nuns have deluded into believing

Dr. Howard Crosby, of New York, utters
this wise sentence, and one which will bear

in

Safford

account

Women are the chief supporters
nunneries,
especially
wealthy

bers of its School of Theology have entered

priest

Miss

institutions : ¢ There are fifty in Soochow,

the Foreign Mission work.

A Roman Catholic

asylums.”

same missien gives this

1aem-

minded of the inroads of worldliness into the
religious life of our day: *“ A church should
have a certain amount of cohesion for other
reasons thun affection for a pastor.”

en soliciting them.”
.

The

The annual

Moravians.

statistics of the

Moravian

church in this country for the year ending
December 31st
last
shéW.® total meinbership of communicants, 9,407, a gain of

36 during the year; including non-commu-

nicants over thirteen years old and children, the total membership
reported is
16,236, a loss of 27.
Five hundred and
thirty-two persons were baptized during
the year, 456 were confirmed ; the number

reported as “ Received and Re-admitted”
was 479.
Two hundred and forty-four

members died,

428

563 were excluded

were dismissed,

and

dropped

and

from

roll. The number of Sunday-school
ars is estimated at 8,517.

the

schol-

Mexico.

- In spite of its revolutionary
and practices, Mexico seems to
point of making rapid strides in
adherents. A recent visitor to

tendencies
be on the
Protestant
that coun-

what

they

can

towards

sweetening

the

gives particular information, not only of
is spent for school-houses, but of what it
to wash the spittoons in the City Hall.
blue-books of our benevolent societies

what
costs
The
must

speech of senators.

The blue-hook of our cities

show less lumping in the financial statements,
and more specifications of particulars.

republic,

the writer says:
of the

inan

Indian

80 miles from the capital, where

gation met regularly

all

last

a

congre-

summer

to

hear the Bible read, and had no
contact
with missionaries or help from them, un-

views the position of those who say that
some wars, such as that in Afghanistan,

are justifiable, because

town is ripe for more extended effort.”

War

Under this
advances

MISCELLANY.

and

head

Missions.

the

London

Christian

wholesome opinions.

drances and prepare

the

ception of the gospel.

It first re-

they remove
way

for

hin-

the

¢ Plague,

and commercial disaster, have at different
timesbeen used after the same fashion. And
it is quite as reasonable to employ means
for the production ofthese dread calamities,
in the hope that men’s hearts may thereby

be opened to the truth, as it is to send
soldiers
to heathen lands as pioneers
of the messengers of peace.”
But this
is nop the way the gospel has achieved its
most glorious victories.
‘The
gospel

triumphed by the death of its friends, not
by the death of its foes.”
The Christian
further saysy
The truth is, we can

evil.

not

overcome

Satar will not cast out Satan.

evil

Men

with

are in.

clined to confide in force because they have not
learned to walk and warby faith. We are tempted to use rough and ready measures for gaining
desirable ends, forgetting that God’s method is at
once the best and the only method for the further.
i.

Roman

Catholics.

to

The

Bible~-Flower

This is the sweet name
mission. During 1878, it
50,000 more bouquets than
year, and not a few cases
which the texts distributed
ers, have carried light to
Those who have
visited

Mission.

‘of a London
has distributed
in the previous
are reported in
with the flowanxious souls.
hospitals and

carried words of cheer and hope inthe gos-

pel of Christ, have also felt repaid in many
instances. |There is no reason why flower missions
may not be organized all
through our own country; as

they

are

al-

realy in some of our cities. Every vil
lage and every home muy partake in this
blessed labor. Take a handful of flowers,
neighbor, and carry them to some on who

is poor and sick and discouraged.

Yrloo

haven't flowers, why, raise a few for this
very purpose, and see if they will not be

subsc

to the

d

lookge

you

n
Morni

for a

w

n w
Star * lsatoemlye?
e

Is it nots a good thing to put a whol
iou
r
relig
pape
into the handsg of those
n

who do not have such readi
*
think about it,

e

Pleas

?

Prayer and Collection for Home Missions.
At a meeting of the sub-committee of
the Home Mission Board, held at Lowell,
Mass., April 23, it was voted to heartily
approve the request made by Rev. S.
Curtis, Treasurer of the Society, recently
published in the Morning Star, that the
first Sabbath in May be observed throughout the denomination as a day of prayer
for Home Mission work, in connection
with that proposed for the Foreign Mission cause, and that collections be also
taken for the Home Missiott work.

A. L. GerrisH, Cor. Sec.
Free Baptists in N. Carolina.
A

correspondent

writes us from

mont, N. C,, and from his letter we

In 1878, statistics of “Original Freewill Baptist
Conference” were these : Ministers 66, churches 9,

membership 6050,
Cape Fear Conference, ministers 10, churches 15,

membership 872.
;
Pee Dee Conference (1876), ministers 9, churclies
19, membership 759.
Eastern N. C. Conference,

colored,

(1878)

min-

Cape Fear
Conference,
coloredy
ministers 6,
churches 13, members 630,
Total, ministers 149,churches 279, members 13,889,

These are the F. Baptist organizations
in the State, and are all in eastern and
southern portions. The two colored conferences ‘were formed in 1868, from the
two white ones whose names they bear.

These people are
worthy of much
praise for the energy and zeal whicithey

have manifested.
They came out -from
poor white organizations from which they
have received little attention since the

separation. Yet they ‘have rapidly increased innumbers.
They have among
their members

some of the most prominent

colored men. They have Sunday-schools
in many of their churches. The worst
feature is the amount of error

they

have

imbibed, left alone as they have been. I
think the Northern
church might do

great good by sending a good missionary
among this people.
Southern feeling is

such that a Southern man of any influence

could not

be employed

to do

the work.

But one from abroad who has not been
reared under these influences might accomplish much good among these colored

churches.

In fact the white church in the State is
in many respects but few strides before
the coloredyand is suffering about as
much
for earnest, systematic
work.
Churches are confined almost entirely to

the country districts,

ministers

are

poor

we can expect little.
Give us in this
villageof three hundred inhabitants a

good F. Baptist school, which will have
the best farming section of N. C. for its

support,

and

1 think the different

white

Conferences might soon be brought together to support it and take a prominent
stand among the other denominations

here.

immediately,

four

hundred

subscribers to thie Missionary Helper for

400 copies of the numbers of the present
volume which are waiting to be ordered.
Surely there are more than four times that
number of our sisters that would not only
be greatly benefited in their own souls,
by its perusal, but would thereby be prepared for greater usefulness in the

cause

them.

Last

of Him who died to redeem

would surely be called for the present
year, £0 that number was issued. As yet,
the subscription list amounts to only 2600.
Will not every sister who reads this call,
that is not already a subscriber, send

her

name at once to Mrs. J. M. Brewster,
Providence, R. I., who will forward her
the back numbers commencing with Jan.,
1879? We ask also every subscriber,
who can do so, to give

mediately, to

the

a little

work

Maine.

!

The few remaining persons who have
reaq
the Star from its beginning are fast passin
g

away. The noticeof the death of Mrs,
Evans,
among this week's obituaries, relates
the inter.
esting fact that her husband, Dr, Evans,
of
Exeter, advanced eight years’ subscr
iption gt
the first issue of the Star to help start
the paper.
Rev.
moved

three

W, J. Twort, of White
Rock, has
to Windham Center, and will
care for

interests, Duck Pond, Windham
Center,

and Raymond village....Rev. Mr.
Scott takes
Mr. Twort's place at White Rock....Re
y, Pp,

labors

the
first Sabbath in May, with the church at Steep
Falls, under favorable auspices.
Their meet.
ing-house has been repaired and
painted. They
have a large and interesting Sabbat
h-school,

There is a good working force
in the church,
The. church and society have
unanimously
called Bro, H. to the pulpit and pastor
al work

among them....Rev. T. D. Clement is supplying W. Danville church....Rev. A. G.
Hill, of
Topsham, preaches one sermon in the
a. M.
every Sabbath with the 1st Brunswick
church

till they can settle a permanent

pastor.....Rev.

J. W. Parsons has entered upon the

pastorate

of the Saco church.

New

York.

Rev. C. E. Brockway has accepted
the pas.
4 torate at Norwich.
A correspondent (W, M, H.)
writes as foi-

lows from No. Scriba: * Rev. A.
EK. Wilson has

consented to continue his pasto
rate of the No.
Seriba church another year, altho
ugh liberal

time

im-

of persuading

others to secure the present volume of the

Helper, and thus send out these 400 copies
on their blessed mission of scattering
much needed light and knowledge among

our churches. Terms, one copy sent to
one address, 35 cents. Five or more copies
sent to one address, 30 cents each,

M.M.H.H

=

ay evening at the Joncs schoo
l-house,
Wednesday
evening
prayer-meeting at the
home church, Thursday or Frida
y evening at

Newhaven, besides frequent prayer-mee
tings

on Saturday evenings at the
houses of the sick
or infirm, and often calling upon
his parishioners whether members of a Christ
ian church or
not, and he never lets an oppor
tunity pass
when presented of speaking a good
word for
the cause of the Master.
It was through his
instrumentality that the writer
of this, new
nearly fifty years of age, was
made savingly
acquainted with the Lord Jesus
Christ. ‘The
work of the Lord is surely and
steadily prégressing in this vicinity.
Bro. Wilson, besides
being clerk of thé Central N, Y.
Yearly Meet-

ing, also clerk of the Quarterly

Meeting,

is

Superintendent of the Sabbath-sc
hool of the
home chureh, besides being the
church clerk
and treasurer,”
A five weeks’ meeting has been
held with

Otsduwa church, Otsego Q. M., with excel
lent

results.
Several have been received as candidates for baptism, with more to
follow....Bro.
‘8. K, Evans remains with the W.
Davenport
and E. Meredith churches, and
Bro. T,
Aj
Stevens with the W. Oneonta and
Otsdawa
| churches another year....The Frankl
in and

Oneonta churches are still without pasto
rs...
The next session of Q. M. is to be held with

te Fiaokl'n ¢iurch, May 93—95, Attend the
session, brethren and sisters, and come prayi
ng

that God will help them to a pastor....Rev,
8.
3.

Cady,

been

of

Burlington

Flatts,

afflicted in the death

has

recently

of his wife.

She

had been a sufferer for several years, and
during the last of her sickness was both physic
ally
and mentally helpless,
> Pra—

Western.
———

J

Ohio,

Rev. R. A. Crafts closes his labors with

the

church at Auburn, the first of May.
Any one
desiring a new field of labor can correspond

with Mrs. Lola L. Robinson, Auburn, Geauga
Co..

Twelve persons were baptized, April
14,
near Albany, us the result of the late revival
in that place. A young people’s prayer-meeting is held on Tues, evenings.
The prohability
is that Rev. D. Powell, the former pastor,
will

preach there once a month.:..Rev. T. J.
Fer-.

guson, an able and intelligent colored
minister,
is actively engaged in ministerial work in
Meigs

and Gallia counties.
verts

in the

Ohio

He

baptized seven

con-

river, at Middleport,

April

13; the result of a series of meetings held by
him some weeks ago....The present term
of

Rio Grande College is more fully attend
ed
than usual. The chureh there is being
supplied '

a part of the time by Rev. J. C. Nye, late
of
the Scioto Quarterly Meeting....Rev. H.
J.

Carr, an aged minister of the Athens
Q. M.,
residing at Jackson, has been quite
sick for

some time, but is now

improving....Several

of the Sunday-schools that closed during
the
inclement weather of winter, have been
reorganized for the summer work....For some
months past, Rey. Joseph Masters has
been
itinerating among several churches
of the

Jackson Q. M., with a good degree of success.

A Pressing Want.
Wanted

~ Eastern.

offers have been made to try and induce
him
to enter other fields, His labors have,
in the
+ nine years that he has had charge
of the No,
Scriba church, been of the most arduo
us kind,
Fre- Besides the three regular sermons be preaches
are oa the Sabbath, he holds religious services on
Tuesd

at liberty to take the following extracts:
I give you the following statistics which
may correct a small mistake in a statement in the last Star and be of some
service otherwise :
;

isters 58, churches 36, members 5518,

RAlinisters and Churches,

M. Hobson will commence pastoral

year, the subscription list numbered about
2400.
It was believed that 3,000 copies

re-

famine

native

Denominational Hetos,

village,

til they had begun to be reviled and persecuted as Protestants, when they
sent to
the city of Mexico to ascertain what their
legal rights were.
Mr. Butler tells me
that he finds the fruits of Bible distribution
In every place he has visited during the
last five years; and that every principal

RELIGIOUS

and

Might not this little English possession become the center from which the light of
the gospel might go forth to the surround-

«I witnessed the laying

corner-stone

i
d,
Frieniber have
r

A Mission at Gibraltar.

and unlearned.
In Cape Fear Conference there is a
try writes interestingly to the Congregaspirit of enterprise, and some intelligence
in the ministry. The majority of our
tionalist.
The way. for missionary effort
ministers can use good ¥nglish at least,
has been prepared by
the overthrow of
and
we have a successful and popular
ecclesiastical tyranny and the complete
preacher who is devoting his time to the
separation of church and state.
Equal ministry. Added to this we have two or
protection is given by the law to all three young men
preparing
for the
creeds, and all men are free to believe or ministry, but we have 10 school.
This is missionary ground. We need
disbelieve.
This was the victory of the
liberal party over the churches nearly 20 an educated ministry, we need to have
years ago, and before Protestant missions our churches aroused on the subject of
benevolence. We need a school.
We
had made any advances across the border. have
here iu the center of the F. Baptist
The confiscation of all real estate held by population, a beautiful situation
for a
the church, amounting in value to $200,- good school. We have a F. Baptist church
of fifty members or more belonging to
000,000, crippled its power, and the expulbut from them
sion of monks and Sisters of Charity add- the Original Conference,

To know where every dollar comes from and
for what purpose it is expended creates a confidence on the part of the people in the mansagement of a benevolent society. ¢ No dislike of ed to the discomtiture of the priesthood.
publishing petty items can be accepted in exThe ground has been further prepared for
cuse for glittering generalities.”
We
also | missionary effort by an extensive circulaquote the following from the Congregationaltion of the
Scriptures.
Bibles, which
ist:
went into Mexico with the American army
The blue-book of our government gives not
30 years ago, furnished seed whose fruit
only the salaries of the President and
of Congressmen and of Corporals of Marines, but the
is ripening now.” After reviewing
the agencost of the tooth-brushes and tooth-picks which
cies already at work in our sister

do

Perpriand
will

A correspondent of the London Christian asks if any will join in prayer, that a
mission maybe established at Gibraltar.
The correspondent claims that ¢ few agencies could be of more use toward evangel
izing the world than missions to seamen in
those ports where many nations putin. Gibraltar is such an one.
Ships from France,
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, African coast, &c., stop here.
On the Rock congregate English, Jews,
Moors,

Method.

building a chapel, 82,000.

The Boston University seems to be a gospel
institution in one respect at least. During the

of

ance; but that a material change of some
sort is soon to enter into the Southern sit-

Cortland,

Rev. Phillips Brooks manages. to hit the nail
on the head when he speaks.
In New York,
the other day, he told them that the simple act
of killing their sins would of itself only make
them less bad, not better.

well to

take all such reports with a grain of allow;

disinter-

Church at Asbury Park, N. J., $800; to
the Baptist Missionary Union, $1,500; to
the Baptist Home Mission Society, $800;
to the Young Men’s Christian Association

oo

BRIEF

dozen singing books without cost.

——IT ig a erooked path, this of self-inter-

a

To the Remsen Avenue Baptist Church in
New Brunswick, of which she was a member, $1,200;
to the
Baptist
Church at

ceed the weight allowed in the mail.
The price will be $3.00 including postage. The book gives entire satisfaction.

publicly

of

\

is commended to those who would do
ing dark lands and be carried far away
good with their money, and that is, that
‘distant countries?”
instead of leaving her property in the form
of legacies, she gave it all away before her
death. Among her gifts arethe following :

protected by wrappers, and still not ex-

Conn., gives notice that the names with offenses

White

of Miss

died recently

sold all

city, fresh from

the

Commendable

The course

on

——Ar a farewell dinner given to Rev. Dr.
George C. Lorimer in Boston,a few days
since, he made a little speech saying that
he left Boston only because his health required it. He also referred humorously to
the fact that he almost lost his call to Boston nine years ago because he entered the
in

is the representative

enough,

emphasisis

Rev. Hyatt Smith in reply to a scolding by
his Baptist brethren because he “ sprinkled
a sick man, replies from the pulpit that he will
do anything to make any soul happier.
The
article on an inside page referring to his act
has been delayed, but may better appear late
than not at all.

a tramp

A

and other sheet stock is now in the bindery, but the book will contain one-half
quire less of paper, that it may be well

ebserv-

‘hears sincere prayer, and with some

missionaries,

ested desire to elevate and improve the people.”

where-

thought

the English

The Imperial Government in China has
ordered the closing of the Buddhist nun-

as.

ance of the first Sabbath in May as a day
of prayer and thank-offering, in accordance with the request made by both the
Foreign and Home Mission Secretaries.
With faith in God, with belief that he

CURRENT

if the great

CHUrCH RECorp.

to

ourselves,

Englishmen,

There is no trouble

that there will be

‘ But for

:

one of the most profitable of crops.
haps, the world will not call such a
vate enterprise a ‘‘ Flower Mission,”
it may not get into the papers, but it
be seen and written down in heaven.

by

the natives of India would have a very poor opinion of Englishmen. The missionary alone,of all

the copies that were first bound, but five ;

Meanwhile,

preparing

edinIndia:

doing.

and

recommendations that we hope

see carried out in

let

whole

but

even

men

the most effective agency . in confounding adversaries and winning trophies for the Cross. This is
put simply, yet clearly enough, in the columns of
the Friend of India, a secular newspaper publish-

talk for work-

should think, for the night cometh

subdue

‘that ¢ patient continuance in well-doing” has been

slave-trade or the law preventing cruelty
to animals, should come up, not froma
chapel or a cathedral, but out of the very
bosom of civilization.
But it is of far more consequence to decide that we will individually and as communities do what we can to make of the
Sabbath
a day of rest than to get into
heated discussion®over opinions in regard
to the abstract Sunday. There is always
enough for willing
hands to do, and

is a hindrance

to.

the word and work ofgrace.
Indeed, if the history of modern Missions conveys one lesson more
emphatically than another, it enforces this fact,

not

between the two,the unanimous conviction

system

instructing and enjoining us

a legislation
Kell on carth.
for the estabfor the people
from the most
of all tempta-

ligion whatever, would combine.
But
so long as this duy is taken under the protection of the church-going fragment of
society it can never attack the places of
temptation with much hope of success.
Even the saloon keepers themselves would

particularly in the relation of the home to

work

ance of his own work. He may and does overrule our blunders; but how much more effectual,
ly he prospers and crowds
our obedience! We
challenge the apolgists ofiflre and sword to produce one single order from the Captain of our
salvation in support of their destructive policy:
we are prepared to furnish precept upon precept

tions, all the hest citizens, even of no re-

the foreign work, and the obstacles in the
way of the former. As to the relations

uation is altogether probable.

0b

THE NEW ENGLAND
The report on the first
the merest abstract of
and done at the meetings
week.
in the

doubt

and were made

still further interesting by the discussions

30, 1879.

APRIL

’

It does not pre-suppose religion to petition for Sunday laws, it pre-supposes an
interest in the welfare of the people. The
infidels all pretend to be humune.
They
call the Chians cruel because they
hold to the Mda of a hell hereafter. These

thereto, and on denominational literature,
were all on practical subjects, having a
vital relation to the individual life and to

The Rlorning Star.

MORNING STAR.

To

++++Through the efforts of Rev. T. E. Peden.
a promising Sabbath-school has been formed
in
Bedford, in which place it is expected he will
preach one-fourth of the time.
Indiana.

Several of the churches in the Salem Q. M.
have enjoyed. revivals, the past winter:
Rev.
-A. Pierce held a series of meetings with the

Day s Creek church.

About

thirty professed

conversion.
Twenty-two united
with
the
church.
He also held some meetings with the
Bear Creek church, resulting in several additions. The Salem and Day’s Creek churches

expect to erect houses of worship

the present

year, which will add greatly to their
tive usefulness.

prospec

Towa.

Rev. Jno. H. Decker writes that the work of
the Lord is still going on in Hillshoro'. On
the 20th, four were received into the Hillshoro’

church and ohe into the Utica church,
Rev. R. A. Couts has resigned the pastorate
of the Spencer and Estherville churches and
removed to Mitchell, to preach to the Mitchell,
Burr Oak and Orchard churches, commencing
April 20....Rev. D. N. Coats goes to Spencer.
Michigan,

Three

have been received by baptism into

the Commerce church, and two others stand as

All of which is the result of a
candidates.
meeting held the first week or two in March
by Prof. Vaa Dorn, of Holly, Mich....Rev. J.

Silvernail began his pastorate with

the

High-

land church, April 20, with good omens.
Kentucky.

On Sabbath, April 6, a church of thirteen mem-

bers was organized at Kinney Bottoms, Lewis
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and 1. Kegley, were chosen Mission Board for
the coming Jour,
And the following
were

ws

Co. Rev. Alvah Crabtree was chosen chairman

and Bro. Wm. Henderson, of the Science Hill

chosen Soliciting Committee: Bros. I. Kegley,
Lime city; J. Stewart, Racine Center; A. J.

ww

oo

FG

church, Secretary of the organizing council,
These brethren, together with Rev. Bro. White,
participated in conducting appropriate exer-

six converts

About

cises.
goon.

Feleh,

On motion, carried, that the next session, of

will be baptized

Q. M. be held with the Beaver church at Etna,

commencing May 30, 81, and June 1st, 1879.

The church was named Kinney Bottom

HAS. W. CRAIN,

«church. It is located on a beautiful bottom on
the Ohio river, and promises to be a self-sus.

church at Hartland, March 7—9,
The weather
being unfavorable at the early part of the session, the delegation
s not large, but what
was lacking in quantity was made up in quality, for an excellent spirit was manifest in all
our meetings.
The Holy Spirit was in our
midst.

<>
->

New

Brunswick.

‘We learn from the Intelligencer that the
work of the Lord is still progressing in Caverhill, York Co.
Baptisms occurred on the second and third Sabbaths of this month, the congregations are large, and the people seem deeply interested....Thg church at Seal Cove,

Next session with the church

sending

Clerk.

in their statistical reports at nexy ses.

sion,

Q. M.—Held its last session with

Next

session

is held with

the

charch, May 23—25.

‘the Columbus church, Feb, 21—23. This church
was formerly a member of this Q. M., but for
some time has been connected with the Whitestown; but at the Nov. session returned their
letter and were welcomed to their former relationship,
This renewing of old-time acquaintance, with the encouragement of seeing souls
converted, and others reclaimed, the result of
meetings held by its pastors, J. M. Langworthy

ST. CrOI1X Q. M.—Held its last session

with

Lord is progressing.
The
business of the
session was transacted in the best of harmony.
‘The meetings were all well attended, ithe
standing the roads were drifted and the weather somewhat stormy.
The covenant meeting,
Sat., was a very precious season.
As we came
together with the ‘ one accord ” feeling in our

OAKLAND Q. M.—Was held with the Commerce church.
Notwithstanding
the disappointment occasioned by Pres.
Durgin’s a
sence, we had a good meeting.
Our Sabbath
morning meeting was thinned out by a rain,
BIR on the whole we had no reason to com-

Hoxie, just previous to this session, may

good spirit which prevailed
session and the warmth of

Christian greeting which the delegates receivrevival, while all reported the

good work of the

plain.
Next session with the S. Salem church.

hearts, the “Spirit of the Lord came upon us,”

and if not the *¢ visible tongues of fire” were
seen, they must have rested
upon our hearts,
for many spoke and it was evident that the
‘Spirit gave them utterance.”
The preachin,
was earnest and instructive, showing carefu
"preparation,
The singing was a very pleasant
eature of the meeting.
be selections were
appropriately chosen, und hearts must have
swelled with gratitude to the Giver of all good
while the beautiful songs of Zion were sung.
And when,at the close of the session the large
congregution united in singing the Doxology,
“ Praise God,” &ec., and with bowed heads
received the benediction pronounced by Bro.
Hoxie, "each heart responded, “It has been
good for us to be here.”
Next session will be held with the Oxford
church, commencing May 23, at 7 1-2, p. M.
Rev. B. F. Marsden to preach the opening serson: Rev, Charles Morehouse to deliver S. S.
address, Saturday evening.
Let each clerk be
«ure and forward by delegate or mail a letter
giving statistical report for Register.

G. R. FOosTER, Clerk.

HARPER'S FERRY Q. M.—Held

its last ses-

A. H. MORRELL, Clerk pro tem.

ing enjoyed the labors of our Missionary, Rev.

E.
Berry.
A good degree of H. M. spirit
manifest.
Visiting brethren invited to a seat
with us. Rev. R. A. Coats, of L. 8. V.Q. M.,
was present and added much to the interest
of our meeting by his presence and excellent
sermons.
Bro. Chase, S, Hill, and others were
present from Blue E. V. Q. M., all adding to
the interest.
Messengers to other Q. Ms.
were appointed. Preaching in evening by Rev.
R. A. Costs, 2nd Cor., 7:12. March 1: Con- ference called at nine,
}
Minutes of last session
read.
Missionary report called for. The reort was one of interest, as we heard of sinners
reing converted and
prodigals returning home.
Report accepted.
The S. 8. work was next
taken up and discussed to a considerable extent, and seeing that our S. 8. interest is not as
:great as it should be, therefore,
Resolved, That a 8. S. Missionary be appointed to organize new schools, encourage
-others and report the same to the Q. M. and the

chosen to said S.

‘8S. work.
On motion, Revs. R. A. Coats and
W. 8S. Leigh were chosen a committee to draft
resolutions in faver of the late Rev. A. R.
Brackett. On motion, the following resolu-

TAMA
Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Bovina church, Jan. 81--Feb. 2. Although
the attendance was not large, the meetings of

worship were interesting and profitable.

Next session with the Oneida church, commencing May 30, and holding over the Sabbath.

.

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature de.
cay, exhaustation, etc. The only reliable cure.
Circulars mailed free. Address J. K. REEVES,
43 Chatham St, N. Y.
Sms
midi
nt MRS CRC AR
Frequently as many as two hundred orders from
samples are received in one day, ut Oak Hall, Bos-

Resolved, 1, That this Q. M. has sustained a

loss in the decease of our beloved brother that
is deeply and widely felt.
2.
That we recognize in our brother a serv1ce that has been zealous and untiring, a
‘spirit that bas been godly and devout, a disposition that has been gentle, forbearing and
sympathetic, and a character alike irreproachable and commendable, exemplary, eminently
«Christian.
3, That we sadly miss his counsel and mourn
the loss that not only weakens our ministerial
force, but withdraws that cherished influence
that certainly and truly went with his pres-

ence.

That we give our condolence

and

kindred

sympa-

more

stricken by his death,
5. That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the Star for publication.
On motion, Bros. Hardy and Jas, McDonald
be a committee to write a biography of the late
Rev. A. R. Brackett.
The presence of the
Master was felt in all our gatherings.
Next session with Sheneska church, last Fri.
«day in May.
J. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

Root River Q. M.—Held its March session
with the Freesoil church at Wykoft, Conference
called to order by Rev. C. Young, and on motion, Bro. C. Caulkins was chosen moderator.

Opening prayerby Bro. Joseph

Reeves.

The

following committees were appointed: Busi.
ness Com., Bros. Morrell, Sweete and Young;
To fill desk, Bros, Kegley; Felch and Stewart;

Special

Com.,

Bros.

Reeves,

Young

and

Bweete.
On motion, Bros. M. Young and J.
‘Reeves were chosen corresponding messengers to attend the Winona & Houston Q. M.
The corresponding messengers to the Winona

& Houston Q. M., at its last session, gave a report of their attendance, interest of meetings
prospects, encouragements, benefits, mutua

xeciprocations, &e.

-cense was renewed.

Bro. Joseph Reeves li-

Bro, Reeves reported the

itinerant work on the north half of the Q. M.,
and Bro. Sweet reported the same work on the
south half.
Letters were presented and read
from Beaver, Frankford, Jie city, Racine
Center, and Freesoil churches.
The following
resolutions passed :
Resolved, 1.That this Q. M. freely endorse
all
lawful means used to accomplish the temper-

ance reform, and pledges itself to support Pro-

hibition.
:
4
2. That the S. S., the nursery of thé church,
demands our warmest support and our earnest

aid,
8. That we deeply sympathize with Rev, W.
C. Sweete in his bereavement,

the

loss

of his

companion, aud recommend him to the God of
all
grace, whose word sys all things shall
work together for good to them that love him.

4. We feel our great loss in the death of our

beloved

Bro.

Deacon

Asaph

Spau

Sister Spaulding has our sympathy

dings

:

J

:

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church at
Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms,

of the United
N. H.
,

sending

States.

His

them

to

address

any

part

is Hampton,
6wortf3
"

be cea

CONSUMPTION

CURED,

An old physician, retired from practice, had giv.
en him, by an East India Missionary, the formula
of a simple vegetable remedy, for the speedy and
permanent cure of consumption, bronehitis,catarrh,
asthma, throat and lung affections, also a positive
cure for nervous debility and all nervous com-

plaints.
Having tésted its wonderful curative
powers in thousands of cases, he felt it his duty to

make

it known

to his suffering

fellows.

Actuated

for use.
Address with stamp, naming this paper,
M. C. ROSE, 154 Powers’ Block, Rochester, N. Y
é
tee
3mll
>
——

our family

and

in her be-

reavement and affliction.
:
;
On motion, Bros. W. F. Davis, E. H, Crain,

with

entire

it for removing

dirt

using

the

choicest article
It is used in

satisfaction; nothing

and

stains.

For

like

cleaning

type we regard the Printer’s Globe Soap as superior to any other article. Agents wanted.
Address
R.A. TYLER, DOVER, N. H,
:

lll

ROCK
with the
;

all

rr

rss ert

RIVER Q. M. will hold its annual session
Homer church, May 23-25,
" BENJ, BUTLER, Clerk,

last conference to assign

subjects

for

this

year,

}
ER CANASy

CAs
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Money

Females suffering from

pain

and

weakness

use of Benson's Capcine
Porous Plaster
Where children are affected with the whooping
ough, ordinary coughs or colds or

weak lungs,

it is the one and enly treatment they should re.
ceive. This article contains new medicinal ele
iments such as is found in no other remedy in
Itis far

superior

to

common

Cass—J

Song

Messrs.

Biglow

which

you

select

from

&

Main’s

List,

this

space in

this

paper.

remedidies.

and Weak

Back,

the

When

C Connor—J

B

O

Colby—[,

A

W

Farnbam-—S

Fisher—H

by all Druggists.

Price 25 Cents.

100

Inman—N

Jeffrey—S8

Jesseman—Mrs

B Jackson—J Knapp—T Kosier--L

C

P

Goodrich—G

A James—(G

Kellogg—A

Park
} F Penney--J F Pratt—J C Robinson--E A
Ridley—J
Quivey—E Rowe—W Rouse—Mrs
SJ Robinson—E J Rogers—E
Randall-R
_D Scott—Mrs F
M

Sleeper—dJ

F

Sorghworth—Mrs J Shafer—F Starbird—C W Smith—
MF
Stockwell—I B Smith—L W Stultz—A D SandW

Seeley—Mrs

D

Thompson—S

Tolman—

J A
Sheldon -I R Spencer—J
CC
_Woodyard—M
W Wright-H White—H H Wallace—J I) Waldron—F
Whitmore—J H Walker—J L Whidden—N Wooster—
L T Weller--B
Wright—W 8 Woodyard—0 ¢ Warner—C M Armstrong—C OThompson—J I D Sanford.

“Books

Hotices and

Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD.

ME, F.B,

HOME

MISS,

80C,

+ All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should be sent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
5200
Per order of Ex. Com,
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS Y.M, wii beheld in the city
of Cairo, commencing May 23. We should be glad to
welcome friends from the North.
J.8, MANNING.
3t16

OHIO
CENTRAL
MINISTERS’
CONFERENCE will
convene on Wednesday evening, June
4,w ith the Rome
chureh, on the C, C. & Mt,
V. R. R,
The following is
the
pro Fuame: Opening sermen, Wednesday
even
ing, by Rev. H.
W. Vaughn, Text, 1 Tim.4.14-16,
Thursday, A, M., essay, Conditions cf Salvation, Rev.
J. B. Lash, Essay, The Minister’s Calling, Rev. Jd. H,
Endless Punishment, Rev, I, Seitz,
Baldwin. Essuy,
Thursday P. M., Justification, Rev. L.Johnson. Sancs
tifiention, Rev, K. F., SHigRine, Thursday evening,ser~
FriRev. 8. D. Bates,
mon, text, 1 Tim,5:24, 25.
day A, Mr. Essay, The Work of an Evangelist, Rev. B,
F. Zell. Recitation of Lesson on Existence and Attri=
butes of God. Butler's Theology, pages 34—54. Rev. 1.
8. Parsons, teacher. Each session willopen with half
an hour of prayer and praise, Each exercise brought
before the conference will be subject to eritieism,
We hope all will come prepared on the Lesson (in The=
ology.
Brethren come to the first of the Conference
and come to stay through.
[4
J.W
P.ARSONS,
§ Ex. Com,
A. H., WHITAKER,
2t17
7

I have made

arrangements

with

the Chicago
'& Lake Huron railroad to sell delegates
attending the Mich, Y. M. tickets at 2 cents per mile
each way. Delegates will purchase return tickets to
secure the special rates, Tickets good May 24 to June
3
217
‘
E.J. DoyLx,

enough

containing

for

25

of

DRESS
Beoteh

House

without

two

SMITH,

DESIRABLE

CATALOGUES
DLOTHROP

$1,

3c

stamps.

:

416

Clitonton-

SUITS

in New

Qur- SUITS

expense.

&

FREE,SENC

FCR ONE

CO.PUBLISHERS.

every

COSTUMES

fully

and

sustain that

always

pre-emi-

represent

the

shades to match any dress material.
A superior selection .of plain hemmed

AS

whereto sell 40
* lies, hotels and

largest stock in the country;

Perfumed
Bb

BEST

CARDS,

son or Jet, 13c.
Lonn,

ableafter trial,
at maturity

gold,

10e¢.

EuLA

Gents’

Furnishing

able prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
of this department.

BOOTS
For spring

E.

BROS., Clintonville,
.
1y24

Misses, and

Chil-

French

_

calf

button

¥~Our

goods

are

all

boots, $2.75, and

first-class.

We

fill all

orders exactly and
to
she
Interest
of pur.
chasers, guarantee nll purchases
to be satis.
factory to buyers, and stond
ready to remedy

all errors. We invite orders, convinced that
a first trial will insure us the regular custom
hereafter.

All orders for Goods

the

money;

or, where

to

:

be

accompanied

pirties

wish,

by

Goods will

be sent by express, C. 0. I). Where the remit.
tance is too large, we always return the dif.
ference.

{ By R. G. STAPLES.
A new and choice collection of sparkling, bright,
{ cheerful Hymns and Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and Praise
Gives perfect satistaction wherever used . Price, 30 cts.; $3.00 per doz.; $25 per 100.

Broadway andTwentieth St,

ECHOES.

S. ‘Music,

Youths’

a good, durable laced shoe, $1.95,

879 SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 1879
A very choice collection of S.

SHOES.

summer, for Ladies,

Infants’ shoes, all colors. #1.25.
Boys’ and

PEARLY GATES. | En iosscass

AND

and

dren.
Cloth ton, low button shoes, the novelty of the
season, $3.50; genuine Kid walking boots, £3.75.
Low
shoes from $2 to $5; fine quality slippers trom $1.25 to
$2.50; Misses’ best pebble goat, worked button holes, $2;
Children’s hand made, spring heel, button boots, $1.60;

ARIETY PATTERNS. To any one sending me 25 ets., I will send them, post-paid, 1
Doz. Variety Patterns for both useful and ornameutal work.
Address Mrs. R. Hanaford, Underhill Center, Vt.

o

Goods.

Every possivle requisite for a gentleman's outfit. Firstclass and medium grades of goods at our usual reason.

no 2 alike, printed in Crim-

CLINTON

all

All the choice grades, containing every color and shade
known.
Fresh additions daily.

quality

Ray,
13t9

and

RIBBONS.

familarge

Ocean Gems, and (Gilt Edge assorted

Cards, name in
Wallingford, Ct.

linen,

linen hemstitched, and scolloned HandkerchieNs.
Also,
embroidered Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in\beauty
or color.

4t16

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow:
flake, ete., 10c. Game of Authors, 15¢.. H. M.
Smith, Clintenville; Ct.
13t13

NEW and Scientific cure for Nervous Debility,
without Medicine, from whatever cause,
Mailed
free. Electro- Chemical Pad Co.P.0O.box 3329,N.Y.

Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, N. Y.

mostly

{ new, and adapted to the needs of the Sunday-Schools,
Prayer-meeting
$20 per 100.
Sunday-School can afford it. Price 25 cts.; $2.50 per doz.
By KNOWLES
SHAW.
The last and best work by the late Knowles
MORNING
A
Shaw, the successful revivalist, Author of Sparkling Jewels, Shining
Pearls, Golden Gate, etc.
Price 35 cts.; $3.60 per doz. ; $30 per 100.
B= A copy of either sent by mail on reYou will make no mistake in adopting either of th&se books.
Specimen pages free.
Address
ceipt of price, or one of each for 75 cts.
CENTRAL BOOK CONCERN, Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaloosa, Iowa,
13t14
and OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston, Mass.

and Home Circle.

Momie:

| Ladies’ & Children's Undergarments.

and terms the best.
Country
storekeepers should
EA COMPANY, 201
| call or write THE WELLS
Fulton st., N. Y. P.O. Box 4560.
Gteows

BOOKS.

top. 181s T. CLYMER, Quakertown, Bucks Co., Pa.

Meetings.

Goods,

&c., with

& COSTUMES.

and

nence so justly established,
latest styles and t1ashions.

Agenets Wanted every
PUR

Crop.

GOSPEL

Dress

Cheviots,

Superb assortmentof fine French hand-made UNDERWEAR, comprising every requisite for a lady's wardtobe.
shown on sample cards, and the gimplest rules for
Also, children’s suits for every ace and size.
i
_.Our Infants’ Furnishing Department is thoreughly
self-measure accompany each,
equipped.
Complete Wardrobes as low as $35;
better
In short, the material of the whole stock at Oak
in proportion. Any article in the Wardrobe at list
| Hall can be examined #t home as easil as in Bos- goods
price; really cheaper than the home-inade article, and
ton. The system is original with Oa
Hall, and
much more sat.stactory.
everythingis so clear and simple that any child |
can understand it.
Garments ordered are in all cases sent with
privilege of examination! To convince yourself
The larzest, rarest, and most unique French novelties
of the correctness of these statments, send for a
in the city.
Also, the medium grades of hose for ladies
samppe card for yourself and children!!
and children at very moderate prices.
3
The 3d Special Sale has closed.
Ladies’, misses’, and children’s kid, cloth, and Lisle
Thread Gloves of the best manutacture, in all the newest
The 4th Special Sale will be ready April 26.

POTATOES
or

cottor

Percales,

tailors, therefore style and fit are guaranteed.

Boy’s garments.
Also, if to be made from measure,
or ready made.
Spring Overcoats from $3,795 and upwards are

Proved by two years’ experience. Costs nothing but time
Gurne Winter or eurly Boring to prepare the Sood, Ao
irectl

printed

Cotelines,

This department maintains
its supremaey, and shows
the best productions from the European centres.
Our Cloaks and Sacques are cut and made by men

All that is necessary is, to state if samples re- !
quired are to represent Gentlemen’s, Youth's, or |

of

Zephyrs,

Cloths,

grade to be found in a first-class establishment.

SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.

Clothing

ingland,) can be obtained

GOODS.

Novelties in Cachemeres, Snitings, Debeiges, and the,
standard cloths, in splendid variety. Also, “Anderson's

OAK HALL, BOSTON,
largest

Also,

AND BLA
SILK DAMASSES, embracing’
thie rarest gems
of the
European or
5
American Markets,
In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS we have everything
that is new and beautiful,

FROM

The oldest and

EVERY

A

«

COLORED

11

pounds
/

equal to the

at half the cost.

Every

HENRY
& JONSON'S
ARNIC

BY MAIL.
Rev A II MorreH Harper's Ferry W Va.
B D Newell Kennebunkport Me. 2.
S F Beede Ravine Wis.
Carl Beese Lisbon Iowa
Box 186.2.
Rev H G Corliss X Randolph Vt.
Rev Clarkson D Ayers Bridgeport Conn.
John W Pannell Speers Ferry Va.4.
W RH L Coombs Richmond Va,
F E Pease Spafford Wis.
Rev P Hutchins Brighton Me,

F.B. Woman’s Mission

2.

For Man
4
SURE

Aux

{ [¢

Society.

9.00
6.00
9.50
4.00
1.00

Dover, N.
have

In Star of Apr.
been

credited

9 Mrs E A
with

Three

?

and

10.00
10.00

Mrs

Mrs 8 N Greenleafdo

Mrs W G Heury Lowell
Mrs W B Davis do
A sister Mt Vernon chde

1.0
1.0
1.00
1.00
50
3.50
40
5
25
1.00
1.00
50
25
25
1.00
1.00

:

1.40

.
\
/

.50
50
1.00
1.00
1.00
25
1.00
EB
50
fl}
2.00
B50
1.00
0
1)
1.06
0
B30
2.00

£50

;

:

80
J5
1.40

34.80
PER ORDER.

Married

Wounds,

Bruises,
Ulcers,

|\Scalds

Strain,

County

Order get them paya

In remitting by P. 0.

e

aris,

North

Co,,

Bourbon

Middletown,

Sold by all druggists.:

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Ky.

ants,

of Mr.

Charles

most

attractively

in

of

McLeod,

the

cost.

every

Selling

business.

fast.

Send

Saves

many

(€O0.,

1000
1v24

for Circular

and

EMPLOYMENT.

(author

Garret,—Norman

everyliods,

times

— Elizabeth Stuart Phelps,—Jacob Abbott,— Lyman Abbott,—Dr. John Hall,— Dr. H.
Jessup,—and other well-known writers, are found in these Series.
The Books are well printed on firm pape rs bound

fuori;

For Business

Terms.
P. W.
ZIEGLER
&
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

at the lowest price.

works

BE

forms.

These are now almost all
included in their HEARTH-STONE LIBRARY, issued in two Series, each uni
The
aim has been to
formly bound, the volumes of which are sold separately.
make all these
Series not cheap simply, BUT TRULY ECONOMICAL;
i. e., to

Stretton,—Edward

TO

Men, Farmers, Mechanies, Property Owners, Ten-

REDUCTION

Their most valuable publications, including the

AGENTS.
WANTED.
$50 to $125 a

YOUR OWN soi’
HOW

in prices of all their Sunday-School and Juvenile Books.

the Schonberg-Cotta Family),—Hesba

Rub

it in well with the hand.

|

and State plainly, and your orders will receive prompt atten=

SWEEPING

supply books of the best quality

and all Skin Diseases.

-

The marked success of their Economical Libraries of which 90,000 volumes have
been sold, has led the Publishers to prepare a new Library for 1879, and to make a

best

English cloth, and fully illustrated.
“0
40 vols., 16 me, 11,000 Pages.
£
PRICE, $18.50 NET.
‘Economical S. S. Library op
60 vols., 16 mo, 16,462 Pages.
PRICE, $29.00 NET.
Economical S. S. Library
Economical S. S. Library “A” vo! 1¢ me ioe, $3550 nur.

Steady
Employment and good pay for energetic, reliable men to canvass in New England for

the sale of Kirst Class

NURSERY

STOCK.

Applicants must be 25 years of age, and refer.
ence required.
Address,
ALFRED COLE,
4116
GENEVA, N. Y.
Caswell’s

Slippery

Elm

Lozenges.

For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat
and Lungs. Consumptives will find them soothing and healing; use them freely.
In traveling,
the Church, Concert and Lecture room,

don’t

fail

to use them. Always have them by your bedside;
Pe or Lhoe pre
epee
— bt when
you

retire

\

your cough.

Ww

gLiPPE RY £¢ PPR

sto

Especia Vi

are
they
FICHS
THU0% ROARS
fadapted to
children.
Si
Don’t dose
them to sick
ness
and
death
with
Squills, Ipesac,
Anti
monials,
Bloodroot,F
Lobelia
or
Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in
abundavce, Large boxes,25
cents. Sent by mail,
postage paid, to any part of the U. S., upon receipt

of

prietors.

price.

CASWELL

& CO.,

Boston, Pro-

For sale by all Druggists.

1y3

The three Libraries are uniform in style, and may be used together as one.
Each in a Neat, Wooden
Case, Grained Walnut.
The volumes are numbered and ready for use. 50 Catalogues supplied with

NURSERY
STOCK.
Choicest and hardiest varieties grown in New

Ecoriomical Primary Class S. S. Library.

England.
Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum and Cherry
trees. - Small
fruits, Evergreen, Shrubs and Roses
a specialty.
New and standard varieties of Straw-

enol et.

Together they contain 150 vols.

All different.

41,000 pages for $72.

THE HEARTH-STONE

1

For Sunday-Schools
dt

and

an

Issued
Reading.
Price and Style.

Family

UNPARALLELLED

FIRST SERIES AT 80 CENTS.
Containing books of from 300 to 450 pages, usu:
ally published at from $1.25 to $1.50.

16 mo.

Handsomely bound in ink and

80 cents per volume.

A Liberal

Discount

FOR SALE
2t18

at

to

40

Vols.,

Sunday=Schools

500

Illustrations.

In case numbered and
with 50 catalogues.

supplied

berries,

$7.50.

Grape

LIBRARY.
in

Two

Series,

each uniform

in

Raspberries

vines.

REDUCTION

grown

of from

175

upon the volumes

of

to to 300 pages,

Hearth-Stone

Li=

further

River

South.

BOOKSELLERS,

CO., Publishers,
751 BROADWAY,

.
NEW

YORK.

vines

OLIVER

chtalogues

DODGE,

Nashua,

ir AY
5

In use 10 yrs.

Perfumed, Bouquet, Lace, Snowflake CARDS,
10c. Name m gold & jet. G. A. SPRING,

9

Wallingford, Ct.

Dan

13t13

CHROMO, Gold-Border &e, 106. no 2 alike,or
20 Cupid cards 10¢. J.B. HUSTED, Wugean;
NY
£16

sent

or Gent

AND BY

DODD, MEAD &

Descriptive

Nursery,
.

to any address.

BY ALL

hardy

and

BERRY
0
ATE
Best and cheapest made.
Send for Free Circular.
N. D. BATTERSON,
6t14
Buffalo, N. Y.

.

Series.
the

shrubs

& Baskets.

usually published at from 90 cents to $1.25.
16mo. IMandsomely bound in ink and gold; at
65 cents per volume. 39 volumes published.

Descriptive Circular, with full Catalogues,

Blackberries;

plants,

mailed free on application.

in Price.

SECOND SERIES AT 65 CENTS.
Containing books

and

Trees,

grown in central New England are more certain
to thrive when transplanted, will produce fruit
earlier and of better flavor than those specimens
,Merrimac

Just Published in both

brary, which are sold separately.
on application

gold;

42 volumes published.

New Volumes
In Ea. Rochester,N. H.,Mar. 16,by Rev. W. H, Ward,
Wm.J.Bishopand Miss ‘Mary A. Hedderwick, both
Amesbury, Mass,
Prairie Cit 10., March 16, by Rev, B. F. Brown,
oH
R. E. Blades, both of P
Mr. tohn P. Mainard and Miss
In Strafford, Vt. Jan. 80. by Rev. B. F. Jefferson,
th of Straf=
Wolcott,bo
Mr. Mayhew Ross and Miss Eva
ford, Vt. Feb, 18, Mr, Frank W. Ilsley, of Thetford, Vt.,
and Miss Hattie J, Simonds, of8,

for

J

Economical Sunday-School Publications

wi

50

friend do

Rev H Yeoman Tilden N H
Murs Silas Curtis Concord
Rev E N Fernald Lewiston Me
Mr DH Varnum Lowell
Mrs C E Blake New Hampton
Mrs Cutler Lowell
Mr G F Mosher Dover
Mrs Dudley Haverhill
Miss Dame Lowell
Miss E Owen do
Miss Rollins do
Rev. D Waterman Nottingham
Mrs Robbins Lowell
Mrs E D Wade Dover Me
8S D Fuller Lowe!'l
W H Smith do
CW _L Eastman do
Mrs Dow Lawrence
Mrs Hoyt Lowell

hoxes for Two Dollars,

Post-office,

Address all orders to the proprietors.
DOBYNS & MITCHELL,

D LaForee 1.00, and the five young ladies mentioned
each .25, all of Agency City Iowa.

Mrs A J Gould Lowell Mass

juste

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY'S

25.00
$0
1.00
5.00
10
J
5

Dudley

5.00

Mrs E W Porter Lowell
“FE L Hunking Lawrence
Rev G C' Waterman Dover
Mrs J Clarke Lowell
Rev P W Perry Gt Falls
“(+ W Park Manchester
“ D H Adams Newmarket
“J M Brewster Providence
C 8 Perkins Portland
Mrs M L Robinson Lowell
* A C Russell do
Rev W H Bowen Lewiston Me
** A Given GreenvilleR I
Rev T G Wilder Blackstone Mass
Rev W L Noyes Lyndon Vt
“ NL RowellN' Y

We

cure

WARRANTED

Cuts,

**We eall at-

cnres performed by Ls gimple remedy, will be mailed free of charge, to all applicants.
We senil “DOBYNS' SURE CURE” by mail postage-paid for One Dollar Yer Box of

write your Name,

In ordering

Ky.

tion.

H.

CORRECTION.

wy.

132.53
Treas.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

should

FRANKLIN

Itis perfectly simple and harmless, is convensesses almost J,Bron Cur~tive Powers.
ient to carry and use at all times, and ics good ¢Fects quickly Jollow the very first ap-

5.00

+

BENJAMIN

plication.
Each 1 ox contains sufficient to last one month, and in many cases has been enough to
perform a complete cure. Our-circular, containing a list of some of the most remarkable

14.00

Mrs T B Hudson Otiawa Ontario for Myrtle
Hall
i
Mrs B F Haley Newmarket N H Mrs L W
Gilman Melrose Mass Mrs Helen M Dore
Lynn Mass Mrs H C Goodwin V inal
Haven Me and Mrs J A Lowell Danville N
H ea 5.00 to finish room in Myrtle Hall to
be called New England room
Mrs A PrattQuarry Iowa for F M
Mrs Mary Stevens Unity Me
Missjon Band Pawtucker R I
Busy Bees Tiverton R [ for Miss I Phillips's
salary
Miss EM Dame lowell Mass for Myrtle

ELDER

the American Christian Review, of Oct., 29th 1878:

The medicine itself 1s the best testimonial,
Sure and Spseducre 1i ef lies within your
8' SURE CURE’ posreach, and a very
small outlay will convince you that
‘‘DOB

N H

Hampton

‘ Ladies of ch Lawrence Mass. do
Mrs M A Foster W Nottingham N H do

Late

thers, ns we have been in public nearly all the time, and it has invariably given relief.
Lev G. Fritz. No. 322 Baymiller Street, Cincinnati, O., March 19, 1879, says:
ha
tried the “DOBYNS’SURE CURE’ and find it to bejust what you recommend it.”

10.00

a

» The

sure

Sprains,
Burns,

and Beast.

er using
the
“DO YX * SURE CURE” about three months, can pride say. that we feel about free
CURE”
tot othfrom the entire trouble in the head. We have given ‘DOBYNS’ S’ SURE
SU
U

3.00

Hampton

Ozoena, Neuralgic and Nervous Headache, Hay Fever,

tenticn to DOBYNS’ SURE CURE’ us a voluntary thing, and not for
been
greatly troubled with Catarrh of the liead for ten years, and now

9.38
8.65

do

of Tirzah

For Catarrh,

Says of this Wi

Mission Band Greenville R I for Miss Ida
Phillins’s salary

CURE

;
Coldin the Head, Stoppage of the Nasal Passeges, and all kindred
complaints resulting from Colds and Exposure.

Aux Court St ch Auburn Me
Aux Prairie City Il
Aux Miuneapolis Minn for Myrtle Hall
and towards L M Mrs A A Smith
.
Aux Agency City Iowa for M
2
Aux Pittsfield Me for native teacher
Native teacher Emiline
Busy Bees Broadway O for F M

A

MICHIGAN Y. M_, Capac church, May 30,
ILLINOIS Y. M,, Fiat church. May 30,
MINNKSOTA Y. M,, Spring Brook church, June 13
=15.
MINN. SouTHERN Y.M., Mapleton church, June 20.
SOUTHERN ILL. Y. M,, Cairo, May 23,
ST. JOSEPH'S VALLEY Y.M,, East Gilead church,
May 25.
x
ps Bored Y.M. Lebanon & Smyrna church, June 11,
NEW YORK & PENN, Y.M,, Adrian church, June 6,
TowA NORTHERN Y.M., Waterloo church, June 6,
NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M, Laconia
church, June
10-12,
:

just

attention, being

Forwarded.

Given by friends at the late N. E. Conference at
Lowell for Mrs. J. L. Phillips's werk at M idnapore.
1.00
Mrs MM H Hills Dover
1.00
“H A Wiggin Lawrence Mass
3M B Osgood do
1.40
1.00
“8 Qole Lowel) Mass
* Payson Lawrence
50

Djpointments.

packages

SAMPLES

VALUABLE INFORMATION ius.

W

C Mitcheil—E Miller—E Owen—R I Pouley—M
iss M J
Phillips—S RB Philbrick—C F Potter—O
D Patch-R

born—G

in

earnest

WARRANTED,

COLORED SILKS our well-selected stock is offered
| at Inprices
that cannot be undarsold.

by

The Horsford Almanac and Cook Book

Next to the system of rotation in crops, the most impor.
tant discovery yet made in
culture. Without any
outlay of money, an increase of from A 20 Bs cent.
can be obtained
in the crop of MARK

B Jack

Lymun—E
D Lewis—W
A Lyster—R Martin—O D
Moore—J Morrow—C McLachlen—H McGill—C Morrow—dJ Malvern—W MceNutt—A Lovejoy—E W Norton—J Newbold—A Nelson—S Niles—J W Martin—D

Stoneking—C

AND

justly claims

best of foreign manufacture

Hosiery, Gloves,& Handkerchiefs.

Address, CARLTON R.

BOSTON:

—W.H
King—\V
Lester—Miss E G Long—B F Lane—
J Belogan—-1 G Lewis—E A
Libby—A
Lewis—E
M

S Small- G W

up

consumers;

O

SILK

sent free on application.
RUMFORD CHEMICAL WORKS,
:
Providence, R. T.
W. G. SHILLABER, Agent, 124 State St., Boston:

ordering,

Flirtation Cards sent for

;

t16
%.

issue

Our BLACK SILKS contain the well-known brands of
Bonnet, Ponson, Tapissier, Guinet, Girard, and other
Squally prominent manufacturers. The Lord & Taylor
4 yl SLE Slots a, reputation for universal excel~
ence that is unsurpassed.
"
: Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK

GC. W. SIMMONS & SON,

Goodwin—C H Gurney—S B Harriman—1 J Hoag—L
Gordon—I
Higg—J A Houston—I, Hoke~L Hull—L
Hassett—G H Hubbard—J W Hiuncklev—C E Hoxie—S

Kid.

ney Disease and all local aches and pains, it is]
also the best known Temeds. Ask for Ben
son’s Capeine Plaster and take no other. Sold

Sunces,
our,

saw this Adve
MORNING STAR.

ILLLSTRATED

Crandall—C

Gray—A

1

It restores
the
nutritious elements
which are taken from the flour in bolting.

Put

occupying

next

SILKS.

result

YARD

please mention t

Letters Received.

It relieve

Rheumatism,

find

the

rol

Universally used and recommended
prominent Physicians.

Book
will

and

is much better.

else used for raising bread does this.

|

Sunday-

ville, Conn.

Carpenter—W W Dean—dJ J Dunn—W R Dewitt—dJ
Drew—0O Dow—A M
Davis—WC Drew—H N Dawley—N Chadwick—W U
Edwards—W H Edgar—J H
Durkee—B_ Furguson—E
Dewell—J 8 Frost—-W W
Fletcher—B H Fish—R P Fullop~ D Frisbee-J Foss—

pain at once, strengthens and cures where
other plasters will not even
relieve.
For

MICHIGAN Y. M.

have

School

new

WE CAN POSITIVELY ASSERT THAT AT NO PERIO!
L
D
AN ASSORTMENT OF DR
GuODS 80 ADEQUATE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OM
THE PUBLIC OR AT PRICES SO
APTED TO THE
NECESSITIES OF ECONOMICAL SHOPPING.
8

Tartar or |
Shey

No ordinary Baking Powder or anything

Ad-

SINGER MAN'F'G CO.
J. D. PATTEE, Agt.

a

Cream

ordinary Baking Powder,

TO THE PUBLIC.

If you want

Powder,

BOSTON.

porous plasters, liniments, electrical appliances and other extertal

investors.

Opening
Spring Display
NEW DRY GOODS.

The cost of raising Bread, Biscuit, etc.,
with it is only about halfas muchas by

J. PINKHAM, No. 20 Atkinson Street is no longer Agent for the Singer Improved Sewing Machines. Beware of Second-Hand Machines. The
only place that New Improved Singer Sewing
Machines can be obtained ‘is at the COMPANY’S OFFICE, No. 4, P. O. BLOCK, DOVER, N. H.

_E H Butts—H Briant—8 I Adams—J A Brown—G
E Able—H M Andrew—M Atwood—B F Brown— Miss
A E Austin—0 G Augir—J H Ballard—J Brysnt—I
P-Bates=A Bingham —T C Brooks -S H Barreit—Mrs
A Bratt—Mrs S M Berry—dJ Baker—J M Bedell—RA
Baxter—4 B Borden—A Chase—W A Contrell-B R
Clark—MrsJ Cox—J L Coltle—U Chase—H J Couch—
A Id Crabtree—S Cole—A Cobb—A - J Canney—SD
Church—E Crowell—=I B Col¢eman—-E
L Clongh—E

tor support

will derive great comfort and strength from the)

for

Iydd

NEW

Young Ladies Miss Soc New

BENSON'S CAPCINE
rol UROL, PLASTER,

tJ Baking
east.

FRI

NEW YORK.

University.

con-

Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

eareres

double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by druggists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St,, New York.

Street Finance,

information

a

———————

Lord & Taylor

It is Better and Healthier than ordina=

Persons why think of attending the Rhode Island
Free Baptist Association wil) confer a favor if they
will send their names to A. 8. Hopkins,or Re BV. A.
Lovejoy. Pascoag, R. 1.
A. LovEJOY.

Race ‘Street,
13t52

with more benefit secured to the patient than with

Lame

valuable

dress

nc
ry

Invented by E. N. Horsford, late Prof. in Harvard

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE |
of Wall

y

Baking Powder.

PIANOS

cash. SPLENDID ORGANS $35, $40; 5
Stops $45, 7 do $50,
9 do $55 & $60, 11
do
$6531 do 870, 13 do 880. 7 Qctave
SQUARE
AND UPRIGHT PIANOS $125,
do $130, 7 1-3 do $140,
net used SIX
months.
Warranted §
years.
AGENTS
WANTED.
Illustrated
Catalogues Mailed. Music lc.
per page. HORACE WATERS & SONS,
Manufacturers and Dealers, 40 E. 14th St., New York.
1y18

taining

Con.

concluded to Jet each one select his wn subject. Now.
brethren, let us have something
interesting for 1hat
occasion
and our Ministers’
Conference will be a
source of pros: and strength to each of us.
We cordially invite ministers of other annual conferences to
meet with us preparedto take part, And we especially fnvite our brother ministers of the Holland Purchase and Genesee Y. Ms. to attend. - Dear brethren,
as many of you as can, come over and help us. We
ulso extend a cordial invitation to ministers belonging to other denominations, to be present with usand
participate in the work of the conference,
I wish it
distinctly understood that there is heart room and
house room in Adrian, for all who attend. The church
is looking and praying for a glorious good time. Let
them not be disappointed.
L. KELLOGG,

remedies

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, apt
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yor,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,

the same form,

100

A:

BREAD
PREPARATION,
The Healthy and Nutritious

y16

|

ANN
RW

ORSFORD'S

FOR

DR. GEO. W. RHODES, Resident Physician,

Complete History

NEW YORK & PENN. Y.M, MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE will be held with the Adrian church, commencing Thursday,Juneb, at 1, P, M,
Adrian is on the
Erie R. R., ten miles east of Hornellsville, and isa
very convenlent place to those coming by rail; the
depot being but a shqrt distance from the church. Onr
Ministers’ Conference was organized eight years ago.
A few of the ministers have worked nobly to sustain
it, but a large majority have done nothing, not even
to attend it. And now,dear brethren, if our Ministers’
Conference is to be sustained somebody must be interested, Otherwise it had better be abandoned, than
suffered to die on our hands, It would be a great satisfaction to those who have prepared essays, if our
brethren of the ministry would
be present 10 hear
them, and take part in the criticismand. di
of
subjects presented. The committee appointed at our

Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.

1032

R.

CEDAR VALLEY Q. M. will hold its next session with

having failed, and Dr. H. James was experiment.
ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and now gives this
& Co.,

& St. Paul R.

RETREAT

New York.

A Man of a Thousand.

Address CRADDOCK
Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago, Mil,

at Elk Mound depot to receive them,

13610*

‘When death was hourly expected,

by

THOSE coming
to the Minnesota Y. M. by
rail
will please send their names to D. B. Fuller, Elk
Mound, Dunn Co,, Wis., and temns will be in readiness

Strong—S

GLOBE SOAP.
Some of our lady friends have been
Globe Soap, and say that itis the
for washing they have ever used.

WAUPUN Q. M, will be held with the Scott & Marcel®
lon church, commencing Friday. May 30, at 4, P M.

going

AND

Send stamp for circulars.
p

OwEGo Q. M.will hold {ts next session at
South
Apalachin, commencing May 30at 2, P.M,
Statistical
ceports, including the 8S. 8,, are expected - from each
chureh,
GW. MAYHEW. Clerk,

Parties

HOME

INVALIDS.
A private, first-class institution for
the treatment of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and
Nervous Diseases, Paralysis, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
&c., 208 Shawmut Ave.,
Bo:ton, Mass,

A GBEAT, OFFER\! sod dwciys

will commence
Bixny, Clerk.

N. W,

REV. E.N,FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
Rev J J Hall Biddeford Me.
Rev GW Wallace Apponang R I.

Farha
ELECTRIC
BELTS.

ll

Q. M.

Post-Office Addresses,

West's Liver Pills cure Sick Headache.

Whereas our reverend brother and colaborer
in gospel work, the Rev. A. R. Brackett, has
been called to his heavenly home, and whereas, although we humbly submit to a providence that must be as wise as it is inscrutable,
therefore,

4.

H. H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.

Business Hotes.

tions were adopted:

thy to those of his family and

Clerk.

by this motive, I will mail, free to all who desire,
this recipe in German or English with directions

THAIN LAKE Q. M.—Held
its last session
with the Nashville Center church.
Rev. E.
Berry chosen moderator.
A large delegation
present, all the churches being well represent-°|
ed.
Nearly all reports encouraging, some hav-

was

|.

ton.

sion with the church at Martinsburg, April 19,
20.
A goood spirit was with us.
Reports
from churches cheering, as whs also the report
of the delegate from the Winchester
Q. M. Dr.
Wm. Wells Brown, of Cambridge, Mass., was
with us, delighting us with a lecture on Practical Christianity.
He is lecturing in our congregations and to the people of color generally
with marked ability and great usefulness.
He
was once a slave,
The collection lifted at the
Q. M. was $16.87.
Tt was given to aid our new
church enterprise at Berryville, some twelve
miles from Harper's Ferry on the R. R. to
Martinsburg.
;

Morning Star.
Bro. J. N. Longstreet

E. 0. DICKINSON,

& CLAYTON

the Marble Rock church, May 23=25.
Church clerks
will please see that the statistics are made at that
time,
H.C. INMAN, Clerk.

Clerk.

ed. Reports from the different churches showed that some of them have enjoyed seasons of

and S.

DELAWARE

May 23, at Buffalo Grove.

Tusecarois

A. V. WELLS,

the Cady Creek: church, commencing Friday
Feb. 28. The churches were all represented
but one, The Tiffany Creek church asked admittance in with us. The
uest was granted
and the right hand of fellowship was extended
to the delegate.
Our meeting was of interest,
Preaching by Revs.
J. R. Poston, Blud, Wilson,
Haggard (C. Baptist) and Hathaway.
Next session will meet
with the Spring
Brook church, commencing Wednesday, June
11, at 9A. M.
- Li. A. H. WELCH, Clerk.

account for the
throughout the

MEDICAL

ToWA NORTHERN Y.M. will convene with the Wa=

terloo chureh, in the city of Waterloo, Black Hawk
Co., commencing June6, and continue over the Sab-:
bath,
A
.
Re'NORTON, Clerk.
2t18
;

will get off at Parduville station where teams will be
in readiness to take them to place of meeting, Trains
going east arcive at Plat 7,80, A. M., golag west at
730, P, M,
A, G. BRAND, Clerk.

TUSCARORA Q. M.-~Held its Feb. session
with the 20d Woodhull church.
But four of
the churches of this Q, M. reported by letter,
and a small attendance of delegates,
The
usual Com. business was attended
to. Good
congregations at the religious services.
We
urge upon church clerks the importance of

Quarterly Meetings.

4

at Garland,

Wednesday, June 11,2 p. M.
V. D. SWEETLAND,

Grand Manan, has been greatly helped by #he
labors of Rev. J. Noble, who is now the pastor.
‘Three converts were recently baptized.

CHENANGO

Clerk.

EXETER Q. M.—Held its last session with the

taining church.
|

Frankford; O. A, Boyinton, Etna; and

W. H. Stone, Waterloo.

- ADVERTISEMENTS

Please mark all boxes or barrels sent to Harper’
Ferry, for the Mission orStorer College. with the
names of the places or parties sending them, and
oblige yours,
317
A. H. MORRELL.

RE
r

}, APRIL 30, 1879.
*
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i
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-
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left.

M. YOUNG,

173

that

sends

us

their Sides will receive something o
at
value free by atl
on.
ly about two hundred
Greenwich St, N. XY,
4151

*
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Poetry.

Austin was the first bishop of Canterbury.

But

there

were

some,

probably

many, who would not acknowledge him as
BLIND.
BY V. G. RAMSEY.

“ And Jacob awaked out of his sleep and said,

* Surely, the Lord

is in this place and I knew it

not.” *

The Patriarch, toiling o’er the desert sand,

Had felt no want, had known of no alarms;
Refreshing fruits were ready for his hand,
And wells of water, shadowed by the palms,
But he was blind, and he had failed to trace
In this the presence of the Hand Divine,

his

son,

a pagan,

succeeded

him to the

throne ; and he did all he could to destroy
the Christian religion, and to get the peo-

ple back to paganism.

Edwin, the king
He and his queen

is the child of thought ; that having seen

And fills the purple grapes with cooling
wine,
;
So he lay down upon the stones to sleep,

were Christian people, and many
fled to them for protection.
During

tnat

Like sleepless sentinels, their watch on high.
And as he scanned their wondrous, quenchless
flame,

Their awful grandeur hushed his heart
fear;
:

with

Surely, to him the Lord was wondrous kind—
He waked him with the music of His voice,

He flashed His glory on him, though so blind,
made

his

heart

re-

And then, astonished and ashamed, he cried,
“I knew it not, yet God is in this place!
Oh, blind! I knew it not, though here abide
The light and glory of Jehovah's face.”

And we, like Israel, slumber on the sand,
The desert sand, our stony bed unblest,
And, being blind; we do not see the Hand
‘Whose cooling shadow gives us peaceful rest.
Nor see the ladder rise from earth to heaven,
On which the shining Seraphim descend ;
Nor dream such honor unto us is given
That round our couch these angel guards attend.
4
But, sometimes, they have touched our poor
blind eyes,
And o'er our souls distilled the dews of

g

* And we, awaking, know with sweet surprise,
That we are blessed, for God is in the place.
S--—4

A SPINNING SONG.
Over and over, round and round,
_ Like a gold-green top on a crystal ground,
‘With never a whizz or a singing sound,
‘The beautiful earth goes spinning.
She sweeps in a circle around the sun With Time, and the year-long race is won
By both—to a minute; ’tis ever done
And ever again beginning.
We clasp our hands in amaze, and cry,
“* ¢ A time to be born and a time to die,’
Is given to men, but the years go by,
Unending and unbeginning.”

But on New Year’s morning the people sing
And wail in a breath ; and the broad lands ring
With “ The King is dead—long live the King,”
But the earth goes on with her spinning!
Wide Awake.

Famalp Caxcle.
CHRISTIANITY IN BRITAIN
AMERICA.
BY

GEORGE

AND
-

RODGERS.

Iv.
called Austin, was sent from Rome to
preach the Gospel in England. He: was
accompanied by about forty men, who
‘were his helpers in evangelistic work.

They landed in Kent.

Ethlebert was the

king of that part of England. He was a
pagan, but Bertha, his young queen, was
the Christian daughter of Charibert, the
Christian king ofiGaul ; and she and the
Christians in her court rejoiced when they
© heard of those preachers coming to preach
the Kingdom of Christ.
Bertha asked
the king to receive the missionaries kind1y for her sake. This he promised to do;
“but said that he woula receive them under
an oak tree, and not in any house, as

was

he

afraid they might use some magic if

‘they were permitted to meet him and his
court in the house. At the time appoint-

ed the king sat under.a great tree in a
wide plain, and was surrounded by the
chief men of the kingdom when the procession approached. The first man carried a huge silver cross; the second held
aloft a picture of the crucifixion on wood ;
then came the tall priest, Augustine; and
after him came all the other helpers.
-Augustine delivered a discourse on the
Christian religion ; the king, who was a
“most attentive hearer, said it was all very
good ; he liked it, but was not disposed to

<hange his religion ; and yet he believed
it was better to be a Christian than a pagan.

At length, however,

he did receive

the gospel ; and most of his nobles followed his good example; and when the
poor people saw that the king and his

~ chiefs had changed their religion, they
~ changed

theirs.

It is said, and I believe

it to be true, that hundreds were buried
by baptism in one day. The king and

queen did all they could to help those
Christian workers.
The people of Ethlebert’s kingdom
“were Saxons, and most of them were, un-

til the visit of Austin, ignorant idolaters ;
and the transition from paganism to popery was

easy.

. great success.

This

accounts

for

his

Among the hills of Cum-

ry (Wales) many good

Christians lived,

before Austin left Rome.

Austin tried

hard to turn them to popery, but the

sturdy Welshmen were enlightened Christians, and could not be seduced from their

allegiance to Christ.

They were the prot-

estants of the sixth century.

seventh,

and early part of the eight centuries, Bede
lived, prayed, and wrote good books in
the monastery at Jarrow, in the county of
Durham.

Bede was engaged until the hour of his
death in translating the New Testament

He finished the

When Aus-

tin found that he could not convert those

Welsh Christians to popery he determined to kill them ; and he caused 1200 men,

many of them ministers, to be killed in
‘one day, on the borders of Herefordshire.

something new, men find a new name for
it. By the new mythology thought becomes the child of language. Men have
first accumulated a stock of words, out of

which they construct Iliads and Odysseys,
Greek histories, stories of gods and demigods, heroes and half-heroes. With us,
poetry is apt to degenerate into phrases ;
with them, phrases became gloritied into
immortal poems.

Let us believe

may be seen in the old castle of Durham,
viz. : a very large coffin, made out of the

New Testaments into
the sun and Sarah the
patriarchs and the
the twelve sigus of the
rising sun, who kills

in
of

myths.
moon.
twelve
zodiac.
Goliah,

bole of an oak tree; it stands on four
huge wheels, made of oak.
That coffin

the darkness, though so much larger than
himself. A vast deal of ingenuity has
once contained the bones of St. Cuthbert, been wasted in thus resolving history into
and those of his teacher, Bede; and in mythology.
;
war time the people used to wheel that | But these writers, having gone so far,
coffin into the battlefield, hoping that it ought to have gone farther. They seem
would secure them a victory.
to have neglected a very important field.
At Whitby, on the East coast of York- They have left unnoticed the solar and
shire, and very near the

ocean,

lunar myths which have been embodied in

is a lofty rock, on which there stands the
grand ruins of the Abby, the first religious

that archaic literature, the songs of
Mother Goose. We are sure that it is
only necessary to call their attention to
this vast domain to arouse all their inter-

house
land.

German

that was built in that part of EngIt was built by Hilda, a Saxon

of course, the

twenty-four

hours. The pie in which they are baked
is the solar and lunar day, The opening

of the pie when * the birds beganto sing”
is the dawn of the morning. And what
more gorgeous dish to set
(the sun) than the earth
freshness and beauty?
his parlor, counting out
the sun beholding all the
earth,

which

he

creates

before the king
in its morning
The king ‘in
his money,” is
treasures of the
by

his

beams.

“The parlor” is naturally the heavens
where he sits. The kitchen where the
queen sits is the night side of the earth,
the queen being *‘ the queen of night,”
or the moon. The ‘maid hanging out
clothes
in
the
garden” represents
the working forces of Nature, which hang
leaves, blossoms, and fruits on the

trees,

“There was an old woman who lived in a shoe,”

of such theories. Other writers have,
the same way, turned all the history
the Old and
Abraham is
The twelve
apostles are
David is the

are,

al-

tery may now he seen at Jarrow, on the
banks of the Tyne.
In a room in the
church which stands near that ruin may be

in

birds”

support

we can.
Of course, an ingenious person can
ways find some resemblances

horizon, into which clouds the moon (Jill)
follows rapidly and also disappears.
The well-known legend * Sing a‘ Song
of Sixpence” is plainly both solar and
lunar. The ‘‘ Four-and-Twenty Black-

as their clothing. The little bird which
snips off her nose is winter frost, which
stops the vegetative process.

this—if

twentieth chapter of the gospel according
to John about ten minutes before he died.
The crumbling remains of Bede's monas-

sat, and a still more remarkable curiosity

go.”

—Mary A. Lathbury, in Jan.

people

secn a bit of the oak chair on which Bede

¢* This is His house, and here beneath his eye
I laid me down and slept, and dic not know,
Until I heard Him speaking from the sky,
And saw the swift-winged angels come and

grace,

married

the latter part of the

into the English language.

But, being blind, he did not read the name
In flaming letters traced on every sphere.

it, says Mr. Cox. ‘‘ Phebus, Perseus,
Theseus, Bellerophon, Heracles, Philoctetes, Achilles, Odysseus, Meleagros, Si-

gurd, Rustem, and many other names.”
It has been hitherto thought that language

had

daughter of Ethlebert..

limited. The ancestors of the Greeks
bad, apparently, never seen anything but
the sun and moon; indeed, hardly anything except the sun. A very unobserving people, according to Mr. Cox. But,
by way of compensation, they had many
phrases. If their knowledge
was small,
their language was abundant. We have
only one name for the sun. They called

‘the

‘Which sets the loaded fig tree in its place,

Beneath the glory of the Syrian sky.
He saw the myriad, God-poised stars,
keep

\

their bishop. There was a Christian society at Bangor, which consisted of some
3000 persons, and they said that Jesus
Christ was their bishop, and they would
acknowledge no other.
King Ethlebert died in 616, and Edbsld,

of Northumberland,

Revealed His love, and
joice.

,

\

ete.

“To

live in a shoe”

means

to

be

per-

petually walking or moving,—as we now
say;

*“ To

live

in

a

trunk,”

meaning

to

travel a great deal. The old woman is
the earth,—mother of all things, therefore
very ancient. Her numerous children are
all the products of the earth,—all she produces. To some she gives meat and
bread ; that is, there are summer regions
of fertility where all plants find ample
nourishment. But the children whom she
whips soundly and sends to bed are the
northern plants which are pinched with
cold and sent into a long winter's sleep.
The perpetual motion of the earth and its
great age, indicated by the first line, show
that the ancients had more science than
we give them credit for.
:
These few specimens are, probably,

princess of great moral worth.
est. Therefore, we will merely suggest enough to show the mythical character of
In the year 669, the people ordained at present a few striking parallels,—far Mother Goose as an epitome of Nature.
Theodore of Tarsus the first archbishop more so, we are bold to say, than those’ worship. These are the hymns which our
of Canterbury, and sent him to England. by which Mr. Cox has resolved Achilles parents sangin Central Asia before the
From that time until the sixteenth cen- and Hector into the sunlight and the Vedic Age.
tury the church of England was a branch shadows.
:
But, if there is any one who doubts that
of the church of Rome, and the pope was
Let us take the first of these legends all the poetry of man consists in a few
recognized as the head and ruler of that which occur (0 us :—
names of the sun and moon, he may find
church. All the time of the reformation
‘“Dickory, dickory dock,
support in the words of an intelligent
The mouse ran up the clock.
the pope ceased to be the head of that
writer ina recent number of the Revue
The clock struck one, and down she run;
church, and the king of England took his
des
Deux-Mondes, who says: —
Dickory, dickory dock.”
place.
*
‘Shall we deny that there is some
The surris here compared to a mouse,
Early in the ninth century the Danes
grain of truth in the legends concerning
on accountof its silent and quiet motion.
invaded England. Then began a most
the Trojan War? This would be going
Its running up the clock is its ascent in
cruel persecution.
The Danes robbed the firmament to the meridian. About too far. Thucydides regarded the expethe churches, murdered the clergymen,
dition of the confederate Greeks against
one o'clock, and not sooner, you begin to
burnt the Scriptures and did all they could
Priam as a historic {fact. If we can not
perceive the descent of the sun toward
to destroy the Christian religion. The
the west, which makes the meaning very wholly discover what historic facts are
Lord raised up a deliverer in the person obvious. The word ¢ dickory” is proba- imbedded in these poetic fables, shall we
of Alfred the great, who was made king bly derived from the Sanskrit darek to therefore deny their existence? Besides,
of all England in the year 871.
In my shine; or else from the Sanskrit desenduf, the solar and lunar myths offered us in
next paper, 1 hope to give my readers twelve,—the ground-form of which is place of the Homeric story are based on
some interesting particulars of Alfred.
dakan, meaning the twelve hours of the very fragile hypotheses and often on a
mere verbal error. To believe in the exday. (See August Schleicher.)
istence and carrying away of Helen is not
SOLAR AND LUNAR MYTHS IN MOTHTake another popular ditty :—
ER GOOSE.
nearly as difficult as to believe that it
“
Little
boy blue, come blow your horn;
means an eclipse of the moon because the
A myth has been defined as a thought
The cows are in the meadow, the sheep in the corn.
or feeling or idea turned into history. All Is this the way youwtend your sheep,
Greek name of the moon and that of Helen
.
have someresemblance to each other. This
human interests, all which moves the soul Under the hay-stack fast asleep ?”?
or bears on human life has had its apothThe *¢ little boy blue” is the small piece mania for turning history into myths is in
-eosis somewhere-and passed-into the heav- of blue sky visible in the west after a danger of giving us something very unens., Every race has had its gods and its storm. The
cows” (according to the likely, instead of what is merely incaThis is not at all in the
stories about them.
Some myths have well-known custom of the Vedas) stand pable of proof.
been derived from Nature,—from sun, for the clouds, and the sheep for white interest of truth. Better to repose on the
moon, and stars; some from human nat- mists.
The meadow is the vast expanse soft pillow of uncertainty than to yield to
;
ure and human life; some ‘from the in- ‘of the heavens. The ¢‘ blowing
the horn” such facile skepticism.”
So perhaps, after all, we may have to
dustries of man. If Phebus represents implies the wind coming from the blue
the sun and Artemis the moon,it is evi- skyin the west, to collect the clouds and relinquish the above given explanations
dent that Pallas is the apotheosis of wis- drive them away.- ‘ Hay-stacks” is a of Mother Goose; though we maintain
dom, Eros of love, Aphrodite of beauty,
common name for mountains of a certain that they are far more evident than those
Vulcan of labor, Pluto of the under- shape. The ¢ little boy blue” asleep which Mr. Cox substitutes for Greek hisworld. But of late a school of mytholo- under the hay-stack means, of course, the tory and mythology.—James Freeman
gists has arisen who wish to derive all little bit of blue sky just visible at the Clarke, in Independent.
S40
+4 -oo
the gods in all the religions only from base of the mountain.
the sun and moon and other celestial pheHOME TOPICS.
“ High diddle, diddle; the cat’s in the fiddle;
nomena.
FasHioNs, Etc. Tatting is used for
The cow jumped over the moon.
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
Of this school the most, conspicuous
sunshade covers.—Mourning parasols are
And the dish ran away with the spoon.”
writer is perhaps Rev. Geo. W. Cox. All
trimmed with crape.—A club for foreign
This, which is mere nonsense
when
the gods, demi-gods, heroes and great
governesses has been opened in Londen.
men of Greece, India, Egypt, are merely ) taken literally, becomes full of meaning —Black and white tops are used for fashpersonifications of sun, moon and other when looked at as a picture of thé night ionable walking boots.—Women are apheavenly bodies.
Instead of Hercules, sky. ‘The cat” stands for discordant pointed to be notaries public in the State
Theses, Perseus, Achilles, Bellerophon be- sounds;
‘‘the fiddle” for harmonious
of Ohio.—Waistcoats are as often made
ones.
‘The cat in the fiddle” means,
ing men, whose legends have been changto wear over the basque as under it.—
ed to myths, they were nothing but names therefore, that the harsh sounds of day Black brocade grémadines with bright
for the sun. Athene is not wisdom but are swallowed up in the softer harmonies figures are new this Sutmer.—Parasol
the dawn.
So is Aphrodite.
Hermes of the night. ‘The cow jumped over the linings are sometimes of gay Scotch plaids
means the morning breeze ; Hercules and moon” implies that the cloud (the Vedic or bandana goods.—Thyra red is neither
It is a poppy nor cherry, but something between
his labors represent the yearly course of cow) has gone over the moon.
thesun. In short, Mr. Cox says that ¢ Per- picture of night like that of Milton, where, the two.—Black silk is combined with
speaking of the moon, he says:—
seus, Bellerophon,
Hercules, Theseus,
polka dots for walking and evening
Achilles, Apollo, Odysseus, Ligura, Rus‘ Oft, as if her face she bowed,
dresses.—Florence, Italy, is to have an
Stooping ‘neath some wandering cloud.”
tem, and a host of others are only differAcademy of Design
exclusively
for
In fact, the two figures are exactly the women.—English children wear pinafores
ent forms of one and the same person, and
that the idea of this person has grown out same. The * little dog,” who laughed is, of pink, blue and white washing silk.—
of phrases which described originally the no doubt, ‘Canis Minor,” or Procyon. Women’s underclothes are cheaperin New
course of the sun in its daily or yearly The meaning of *‘ the dish” running away York than anywhere in Europe.—Queen
¢“ with the spoon” becomes apparent when Victoria has nine million dollars’ worth of
round.”
ane
plate at Windsor Castle.—The wives of
According to Mr. Cox, the whole story you recollect that the dipper or spoon (in fifteen of the diplomatic corps in Washthe constellation of the Bear) seems to be ington are American girls.—Shirred India
of the siege of Troy, as told in the Iliad,
is a solar myth. It represents ‘‘the daily continually carried away by the revolu-. muslin and lace are made into collars and
for "dressing sacques.—A female
siege of the east by the solar powers, that tion of the hollow *‘ dish” or bowl of the cuffs
gymnasium excites the curiosity of the
heavens.
are robbed of their brightest treasures,
excluded male sex in Missouri.—White
The myth of “Jack, and Jill” needs no linen, or nearly white, will be worn by
every evening, in the west.” ¢¢ Helen
means the dawn.”
* Paris and the Tro- explanation. They are, of course, the ladies at the seaside this Summer.—Black
gold
jans represent the dark powers of night, sun and the moon climbing the sky. The net veils with tiny dots of gold and
borders are new, but unbecoming.
—~White
who steal the beautiful twilight from the purpose of their going ¢“ to draw a pail of bunting
is made into morning wrappers,
western sky.” That Achilles vows not to water” shows that the ancient races, having many tucks stitched ‘with colored
help the Greeks means that the sun some- among whom this legend originated, al- silk.—Morning sacques of dotted or striptimes is concealed behind a cloud. The ready knew that the heat of the sun, when ed muslin are to be worn with colored
this Summer.—Lyons silks are
Myrmidons are the sun's rays. Patroclus high in the heavens, was the cause of skirts
again rommanding the market, by reason
aqueous
evaporation,
and
they
naturally
is a reflection of the sun. The vengeance
of their beauty of finish and excellence of
of Achilles is the victory of the sun over supposed that the moon assisted in this fabric.—Lengthwise
button-holes
are
the clouds. Ulysses means the sun jour- operation. They had also observed that worked around the waist line of wrapers, and the belt is run through them,—
neying to the west. Thus Achilles is the the powerful evaporation of a hot day
onnet strings are tied in a large loose
same as Ulysses. In fact, pretty much was apt to produce clouds and rain in the
bow under the chin, not at the side, or
everything means the sun, and is the afternoon. This they expressed by Jack's they are simply crossed in front, the ends
same as everything else. All the events falling down (that is, descending toward forming a jabot.—The ladies of up-town
and persons of the Greek story are mis- tthe west) and losing
his crown (crown of New York are about to establish a coffeeunderstood phrases, which meant the sun rays). Thus we have the picture of the house, for the promotion of temperance
and respectability among the class who
and moon, day and night,—the stock of sun shorn of his beams, as he falls among are inclined to accept less desirable facilideas in early times being, therefore, very the clouds heaped up around the western
ities.—Am, Cultivator.

Witerary

Bebiskn.

THE MAY MAGAZINES.
The

Secretary

of

War

numerous,

the

North

American Review,—which perhaps we hardly
ought to class with the magazines—with an article on‘ Our Election Laws.” The writer says
that a government based upon popular suffrage
can be successful in the best sense only to the
extent that the public choice is truly expressed,

fairly ascertained, and fplly obeyed;

and that

in such a government the importance of providing efficient safeguards for the purity and
sanetity of the ballot can not be overestimated,
He points outthe defects in our present system,

and suggests means for securing honest results.
The second paper is entitled * Campaign Notes

in Turkey,” and is by Lieut. F. V. Green, U,
8. A. This officer served with the Russian army as military attache of the United States
Government,und the article is in substance a
reproduction of his official report.
It is published by special permission of the War Department, and its interest and value are enhanced by the insertion of netes from Generals Sherman and Skobeleff.
It closes with a

criticism of the abilitiesof the commandersof
the Russian and Turkish forces. ** German
Socialism in America” is concluded in this
number.
The anonymous author shows that
the conflict between State Rights and Centrale
ization is intimately associated with the development of Socialism, and, paradoxical us it
may seem, that,while it has engendered disorder, it has formed the most powerful obstacle
to its spread.
After depicting the dangers
which threaten society and government in the
growth of Socialism,
the writer proceeds to name
several antidotes.
One of these is a revision of
the immigration laws, by which the United
States shall cease to be the dumping-ground of

Europe.

* Abient Friends” is the

work is superbly done.

excellence of its illustrations.
In * Topics of
the Times” Dr. Holland discusses ‘ Vulgarity

|

opens

and the

This magazine still leads all the others in the

title of a

graceful eulogy by the Rev. O. B. Frothingham

on six noted contributors to the Review, who

have recently died, viz.: Dana, Bryant, Motley, Cushing, Hillard, and Bayard Taylor.
The
literary careers of these men are reviewed
somewhat: critically, and yet with a kindly
hand.
One of the most striking articles in the
number is a symposium on * Law and Design
in Nature,”
The discussion is opened by Prof.
Simon Newcomb, one of the leaders of what is
known as the scieatific school of thought.
His

antagonists are President Noah Porter of Yale

in Fiction, and on the Stage,”

and * Art Criticism.”

In

“Church Music,”

the

department of

‘*/.Communientions,” M. 8. Beach gives, for the

first time in print, an account of the perilons
secret mission to Mexico, which was undertak-

en by his. father, Moses Y. Beach, during the
Mexican

war,

and which

Guadalupe Hidalgo.

led

to the treaty of

* Home

and

devoted to the third of Mr. Rideing’s

Society” is
practical

papers on the *“ Boys of the Family,”—this time

for the information of the one who desires to
become a mechanical engineer,~and to * The
Maternity Society,” and *“ A Design for a Fire-

place,” with the novel suggestionof the use of

fire-brick for ornamental tiles, The * Culture
and Progress” contains notices of useful and in-

strfictive books.

The * Bric-a-brac”

depart-

ment contains an account of the excitement ov.
er Miss Kemble’s “Journal”in 1834,which seems

to have been almost overlooked in the notices
of herrecent volume. In the same department are some clever humorous, and satirical
cartoons and

verses,

including

piece of Irish dialect by Irwin

an

excellent

Russell

and

a

revised and re-written version of Austin Dobxon’s lines, ** On a Fun which belonged to the
Marquise de Pompadour.”
* The World's
Work” department has a consideration of the
Tenement House problem, and probably “the
first magazine account of thé Electro-Motograph of Mr. Edison, with some fuc-similes of

drawings ofit by

the

inventor.~New York:

Seribner & Co.
Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps contributes a sad
poem to Sunday Afternoon, which opens the
current number.
Following it is an article for

thinkers, on * The

Kingdom

of Heaven,”

by

Pres, John Bascom, of the Wisconsin Univer
sity. Prof. Francis A. Walker, of Yale College, Superintendent of the Census, writes of

*‘ The Present Standing of Political Economy,”

a subject on which he is a recognized authority. ** The Humility of Positivism” is by the

writer of * The

Two

Methods

of Changing

Creeds” in the March number.
T. L. Rogers
has a second article on the ““ Mormons,” mainly about their religion both theoretical und
practical. Under the title of
Six Stories in
One” Mrs. Helen Campbell writes of the tene-

ment house question as seen from

the stand-

College, President Jumes M¢Cosh of Princeton point of the Jerry McAuley mission.
Mrs.
Julia McNair Wright tells of some experiCollege, Rev. James Freeman Clark, and Rev.
ments in economy by both cultured ladies and
Joseph Cook, each of whom assaults the Prolaboring women as related by Miss Jane Help,
fessor’s position with all the zeal of his faith,
among other things, how to support a family
repudiating emphatically the scientific position.
Mr. Lloyd Bryce follows with “ A Plea for. of four on twenty-five cents a day.
The deep
religious tone of the churacter of another ofthe
Sport,” in which he traces back the genealogy
great scientists, Sir Isaac Newton, is shown
of games through the Normans, Saxons, and
in
Romans to the Ancient Grecians, who seem to an account of his life.
There are two short
stories, one by Julia C. R. Dorr, and those
have been the originators of most of the uthletwho have been reading * Calvin the Sinner,”
ic exercises of the present day.
Sports, Mr.
will-be interested to know that Cicily is marBryce argues; have their wsthetic qualities,
ried ix this installment. The shorter articles
when rightly pursucd, and the physical cultiinclude an account of the mirage in Colorado,
vation of a people, he says, is sure to be followby Alfred Terry Bacon, . of the origin’ of
ed by a moral elevation. *“ Notes on Recent
our
year and months as at’ present arranged,
Progress in Applied Science,” by President
‘‘ A
Night on the ¢ Bitter Lake,’
Henry Morton, of Stevens Institute, discussing
with contributions from Rev. Dr. Tucker and Mary Bradley.
late experiments in electric science and molecThe three departments, The Still Hour, Litular physics, closes the number.—New York:
erature, and Editor's Table conclude the
The North American Review, 551 Broadway.
number.
Inthe lust named such topics as Christianizing the Churches, Some Abuses of JourThe current Harper's is an unusually inter- nulism, and
the Current Crazes, are discussed.
esting number.
It is peculiarly an artistic
—Springfield, Muss, : Sunday Afternoon.
number.
We have rarely seen better work
done in the line of engraving, than is here preSt. Nicholas opens with the crowning of a
sented.
An article describing » tour along
May-king—not a queen—a pretty picture illusthe *‘ eastern shore? of Delaware, Maryland
trating the verses that tell how it happened
to
and Virginia—that
famous
and
luxurious
be. There are numerous stories, short
and
peninsula—with its illustrations of character
long, that will fairly enthuse the children. The
und scenery; another devoted to the study of
* Land of the Powder-Players”—Morocco—and
Artin Boston, showing the work done in the
the wild sports, on horseback and afoot, of
its
public schools for drawing and reproducing
dark-skinned warriors, are described by Ernest
many of the most interesting articles in the
Ingersoll, with the aid of seven illustrations.
Art Museum; the third of Col. Waring’s ex- Harriet
Prescott Spofford’s story of “ The Boy
quisite Tyrol papers in which the
life und
Astronomer” concludes by carrying him to
the
scenery of that romantic country are brought
Observatory and telling what he there did and
freshly before the mind; an article entitled
saw. © Kate Gannett Wells, in ¢ She Couldn't,”
** Stratford-upon-Avoli,” being both deseripa narrative of girl-life, warns all whom it
tive of the town and biographical of the immay
concern to find out what they cun mot
mortal bard who was born and is buried there,
do, as
well
as
what
they
ean do; and Mrs. E. T. Corwith illustrations of nearly everything that is
hett, in some comical verses entitled
** The
especially connected with his name; and an
Three Wise Couples,” winds up the adventures
article on the piano, giving its antecedents by
of the Three Wise Women and the Three Wise
the help
of
both
pen and
pencil,—these
Men, their absurd doings being shown in
make up an array of articles that for attracttwo
full-page pictures by L. Hopkins.—New York :
iveness are not often surpassed in magazine
Scribner & Co.
literature. There is also a biographical sketch
of the late Mr. Motley, a timely paper on * The
May is peculiarly the children’s month, and
Risks of Athletic Work,” besides poetry, fiction,
the publishers of the Nursery have borne it
and the customary departments.—~New York:
in
mind in preparing the current number.
Harper & Brothers.
It is
bright and merry throughout.—Boston : John
L. Shorey.
The admirers of Mr, Charles Carleton Cof.
—
fin will welcome his appearance in the Atlan-

tic with an article entitled * Labor
Natural Forces.”

and our

It treats of labor-saving in-

ventions and their effect within fifty years upon
production and upon labor.
Mrs. Helen Hunt
Jackson (“ H. H.”) contributes a paper entitled

“ To Leadville,” which describes a place that
is just

mow

the

goal

of many

an

ambition,

George Willard Brown discusses *
Civil Service Reform,”
Mr. C. P.
writes of “ The Seven Wonders of the
among which we believe he reckons

English
Cranch
World,”
the tele-

graph and the telephone, and Mr. Henry Van
Brunt calls attentign to the new dispensation
of Monumental Art as it appears in the decoration of Trinity church in Boston and of the
new Assembly
chamber at Albany, N.Y.
Chapters VI—IX of * Irene, the Missionary”

are among the contents of this number.

Itis

written by one who Has spent years among the
missionaries in Syria and Asia Minor, and has,
therefore,
a peculiar interest for those whose
sympathies are enlisted in the cause of mis-

sions, in addition to the romantic charm it pos-

sesses for the general reader.
There is another
chapter of * Americanisms,” by Richard Grant

White, and Mrs. Stowe

plantation.

describes her Florida

The other articles are * Witch.

work,” by Mrs. Spofford; ** A Fancy” * The
Ship from France,” by C. L. Cleveland; * The
Abolition of Poverty,” by Alfred B. Mason:

“The

Faience

Violin,”

by W. H.

Bishop;

* George’s Little Girl,”
by M. E. WwW, S..
‘ Emile Zola as a Critic,” by Clara Barnes
Martin; “ The Contributors’
Club” and book
notices.— Boston : Houghton, Osgood & Co.
The
shown
during
twenty

growing
by the fact
the past
thousand

popularity of Scribner's is
that the increase in sales
six months has been nearly
copies, and the edition in

Epgland has doubled. The May issue (95,000)
contains thirty-three articles and departments,
among them an account of the newMuseum in
' Rome, sketches of Wilhelmj and Remenyi, a
description of a day on the New York docks,
the first part of Adeline Trafton’s story, a capital installment of * Haworth’s,” &c., &c., with
the first of ** The Brazil Papers,”
been a long time in preparation.

which have
The frontis-

piece portrait of Dr. O. W. Holmes,
with those of Longfellow,

tier, also

appears here, and a

sketch of the late R. H.

Grant Wilson.

The

uniform

Emerson and Whit-

Dana

biographical

by

Gen. James

illustrated

articles are

Rev. Dr. Lyman

Abbott's

Commentary

on

the Gospel of 8t. Jobn was announced, to
be
published on Tuesday, April 22, by
A, S.
Barnes & Co., N. Y.

LITERARY NOTES,
Rev. Leonard Woolsey Bacon has written a
biegraphy of Mrs. Emily Bliss Gould, well
known and honored for her charitable work in

Rome, which will have the title * A
Life
Worth Living.”
A.D.F. Randolph & Co. will

publish it in a few

days.

A portrait

sand

a

view of the Gould Memorial Home, an institution in Rome for poor children, will be added
to the volume.
It promises to have a special
interest to the general public from the vivid
sketches it contains of nature, art, society
and.
contemporary history,
.

It is told for truth that « Daisy Miller” and
lier mother are pretty close copies of certain
ladies of Beacon S8t,, who
lately journeyed
over Europe and had their courier ride
in the

carriage with them instead of on

seat,

"It was

showed

thought

that

the

the drivers.
younger

lady

the courier more attention in other

ways than was necessary, and this and other
incidents of their travels set the long-necked
geese of the world to hissing dispraise of these

two-ladies, because, forsooth, they chose their

own way of studying

and

enjoying

the

coun-

tries they passed through; and it is quite pos.

sible that they

average

wanted to know more than the

culchahed”

said, ¢ Daisy

tourist.

Miller” was so

well

As

we have:

understood

to satirize these ladies that they remonstrated,

and even talked of a libel suit—which was foo)-ish. But Mr. James's work, it is reported,was -

socially effective. The ladies gave a party,
but
few guests would accept invitations; life wax-ed exceedingly unpleasant to them, and the
prospects of the young girl just entering soci=
ety were apparently blighted—the long-necked:
geese hissing continually after their nature.
And it is further said that to this unfortunate

affair we owe

the charming’ * Lady oft the

Aroostook,” which is not, to be sure, a special
defense of the prototypes of
Daisy Miller”

‘and her
picture
We are
ells has

mother, but a true und sympathetic
ef the American girl abroad as she is.
not surprised to hear that Mr, Howreceived numerous letters of thanks

from the casual observers who appreciate the
manly kindness of his act.— Springfield Re--

bublican,

§

ERENT

THE

men, when they

desperate

notion

Contentment

produces, in some

the

are at

usually as-

and the

thing by banishing the desire for them.—AddiS0n.
is no corporate conscience.

act in bodies, it matters not whether

large or

Some people seem to be here in this world
just on their guard all the while, always so
afraid of doin, Ve rong thu they never do any-

thing, really Ay
hey do not add to the
wornly moral force: as the man, who, by connothing

over
from

his own
dying,

te the world's

health, just
contributes

vitality. All

mere-

ly
negative purity has something
of the
taint of the impurity that it resists. The effort
not to be frivolous is frivolous itself. The effort not ta be selfish is very apt to be only another
form
of selfishness.~Rev.
Phillips

Brooks.

JOHN PAPERS.
BY

KIM

“young

an

RYTE,

folks”

improvised

had

bench.

not

come

The

in.

I

can not tell why, after quite a silence on
her part, Josephine should say, half to

herself, «I wonder if the more near friends
become, the less they understand each
other.”

;

:

‘*According to the philosophy of this
camp, I should answer in the affirmative,” Dickenson replied. ‘We believe
in the system of contraries,

therefore, the

best friends are the worst.”
By this time all were listening. John
looked sober. A dab at the philosophy of
the camp

never

failed

to

reach

John's

perceptive organs in due time; and none
knew this fact better than Dickenson.
‘Without

stopping
pping

to

inquire
1

into

the

question our'wise man began :
JonN.
Yes, this camp believes in the
doctrine of contraries. In my experience, the

effective

method of

gaining

a

vivid conception of any subject has been
to pay exclusive attention for a while to
its contrary. We thus have the whole
momentum of human pature to help us.
Emphasize anything as good and, without
any regard to the merits of the case, people will begin to question the statement;
but begin to picture the evils of the world
and you have already opened their ears
to hear about the good. If [ was a clergyman and desired to strikingly set forth
the beauty of holiness, I would first make
a background of the sordidness and misery of selfish living.
URrsuLA. [shall beg leave to be excused if the “Holiness” doctrine is to be
expounded.
DICKENSON.
Oh, no; we are directly
coming to total depravity.
Orrvia. Shall we follow the thread
which Josephine has somewhere picked
up?
,
JonN.
Most assuredly, if our friend
will forgive the irrelevancy of Dicleenson,
and kindly repeat her proposition.
JOSEPHINE. I was. merely wondering
if the more friends cared

for

each

Misunder-

the

it seems

a little

cold,

don’t

has made
has also’
naming it
unuttera-

lower

the parties

other,

descend,

the

But is it fated

that they must seek reunion in the nether
world? Separations come from below,
unions from above. The hands may yet
be joined, and if their way is upward,
that very chasm which threatened their
happiness is but its surest protection, for
the consciousness of its existence will
ever keep more close the grasp of the
hands. What was a thoughtless whim
before, now becomes a fixed principle.
JonN. This
is very pretty, and I
hope I am not such a cynic that I would
brush aside illusions when the persons
are not capable of bearing the light of
facts; but it does seem as though this
company would choose to face destiny
even

Saturday evening found our usual company seated on a trunk, the bed, one or
two nice camp chairs and with Dickenson
occupying

it.

apt to occur among

wider the chasm grows.

Men who

small, mobs, senates or cabinets, will, without
hesitation, take their share in measures which,
if proposed to any one of themas an individual,
would make him reply with the Syrian, “ Am
I a dog that Isheuld do this thing
?”— Southey.

stant watchfuloess
keeps
himself

with

of

to make

bly deep. - The feet are forever separated,

cribes to what he calls the philosopher’s stone,
and if it does not bring riches, it does the same

There

done

are

people

OriviA. What our friend
clear by calling it a chasm, he
indicated to be very narrow by
the line. It is very narrow but

measure, all

alchemist

have

te.

the worst, that nothing can be done fo rescue
them! whereas Judas Iscariot might have done
something better than hang himself.—Arthur
Helps.

those effects which

up, and

light, but

it is of

have erred, that things

in

its

savage

moods

than

to be

pleased and quieted by opiates. And to
show first the perception of the savage
‘fact, and secondly, the tendency of human nature to cover it up

with

pleasing

fictions and illusions, I will give you the
whole of the poem from which a few lines
have already been repeated.
:
Then John proceeded to read the following out of his favorite collection of
poems.
Asking the privilege of copying
the verses,
I
found
them
entitled
“Thought” and credited to the name of
Christopher Pearse Cranch ;
Thoughtis deeper thun all speech,
Feeling deeper than all thought;
Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught.

FERRARO

MO} RNING STAR. APRIL 80, 1879.

true discern-

pity for the

writer

Souls to souls can never teach
What unto themselves was taught.
are spirits clad in veils;

Man by man was never seen;
All our deep communing fails
To remove the shadowy screen,”

Ourviai Have
you read the poem
through ?
JonN. Thou art wise in thy generation, but a little given to the ideal, The
poem commenced well and I wish as
great merit might be attached to its close.
DickENsON. We are up so high that

for

the

extent

¢I

think

I

know what a sardine is as well as any
member of this committee ; it is two pieces
of bread and a piece of meat!” It is

needless

down.

to add that the

house

Hartford (Ct.) Post.

was no steamer,”

goon a

to

Racine

College $40,000 and his valuable library.
About one hundred of the students of
Oberlin College have been hopefully converted in the late religious interest there.
The authorities of Colorado College
have established academiesat Salt Lake
City
and at Santa
Fe,
whence they
hope to take candidates for the college
classes.
;
Johns Hopkins university at Baltimore
has established a summer laboratory on
Chesapeake bay, under the charge of W.
K. Brooks,

partment,
a similar
sum
consin college
and $5000

Swelling till they meet snd run,
a

OHINESE

MEDICINES.

The larvie of beetles and

other

insects

are used medicinally to give strength
feeble children; dried toads are taken

to
to

chants, bankers and the like, and join
boon companions, who walk around bil-

liard tables or sit at cards, and

thirsty

until

the drowsy

keep very

steeples

toil

two and three. This
is
overwork,
but overwork in the ‘wrong direction,
and of a very different kind from that

Slbposed,

Overwork covers

of bad habits ; it is made
countless transgressions;
a shallow pretense, a
While there are far too
work, there are a great:
down and kill themse

self-indulgence and

d

tude

There

was

new revitalizing agent

which

is

a
we

which attended.

now

ise on Compound Oxygen” sent free.
Starkey & Palen, 1112 Girard Street,
adelphia, Pa.

to a
to the

Professor

Webster.

at-

- Drs.
Phil.

The

PARTICULAR

sons who do

the secret

have a firm

Greek

class,

societies

foothold in American

colleges

is evident
from their increasing membership, the architectural pretentions.of
some
of the chapter halls; and the elegance of
the society catalogues.
The
new
catalogue of the Psi Upsilon Fraternity, which

been

issued

by

the

to the

Executive

departments of

Art and Laws in University College, London. During the first term, from October
to Christmas, ‘the number of women in
regular attendance on the college classes
was 225, Of these, seventy-two were in
the Fine-Art Schoo), yhich has been opened to women since its" first establishment.
The remaining 153 were in attendance upon classes of whichsome are open to wom-

perfectly.
room

of

The

their

women
own,

for

men and women than at lectures
of the
Royal or the London Institution; and the
whole system is so simply accepted that
the fear ofa failure in readiness to trans—
late aloud or answer questions, among the
members
of mixed
classes, has proved
groundless.
—N. Y. Tribune.
+O

PARAGRAPHS.

man

to carry

it

home from church.—New
Orleans Picayune.
?
Science must take a back seat when a
cross-eyed woman begins to beat a carpet
with her left Hand.—New York Express.
frolickome

oyster,

the

first

of

May is the merriest day of all the glad new
year.—New Orleans Picayune.
Sir Richard Wallace has given ten new
fountains to the city of Paris, which are to
be erected against the walls in different
parts of the capital.

It is proposed to buy the site of the
English cottage at Sandgate,
Kent, in
which John B. Gough

was born, and

garden in the world.

The

a coffee tavern there.
Antwerp has about the finest
includes thirteen lions
magnificently housed.

erect

zoological

collection

and

five
:

now

tigers,

Queen Victoria last year received $220,000 from her duchy at Lancaster,
At the

beginning of-her reign the revenue did not
exceed a fourth of this.
An exchange asks, ¢¢ Why do the horns
of a cow grow up and the tail down?”
We

suppose it is because the horns do not
grow down and the tail does not grow up.
If thisis not the

answer,

we

should

be

not patronize

the

should

Morning

accompany

Star,
the

LINE

it

copy

ofaeight
:

give

it

up,

—Rome Sentinel.
re
i]
When riding on the cars, if cinders annoy you, persuade your neighbor next in |
frontto close his. window; that is where
they enter.
You may keep your own win=
dow open with impunity,unless your neigh-

bor behind is a bigger man and compels
you to clése it.—Binghamton Republican.
The only memorial to Captain Cook at
present existing in England is a mural

Dra.

J. T. HILL

March 23, aged 66

died

vears

in Starksboro, Vt,
and

6 months.

Hill sought the Lord and found him when

Bro.

but

a {opus man, united with the F. B. church at
what was then known in town as Hillsboro,
and when the F'. B, interests in town united at
the village, he was a member. He held the office
of deacon 40 years lacking a few days.
During this time he, by *“ a weil-ordered life and a
godly conversation,” had secured to himself
the. love and esteem of a large number of
friends.
Conscientious in principle, faithful to

duty, and true to every

trust, he secured

the

Maine.

Scientific

Full board

for both sexes.

Connected with

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
courses

of study

of teachers.

for

Expenses

Summer term begins Monday,
Fall term begins
Monday, Aug.
to the Secretary for a Catalogue.
PAosSHELD

both

Kansas Central, and

KIMB ALL,

M!

’1

1879.
Send

SEMINARY.

and

Scientific course

Board, including room
week.
Rooms from $2

and

room

rent free

ministry.

Summer term

of study

for both

sexes.

rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
to $4 per term.
‘Luition

to those

begins May

preparing

¢; F

for the

erm

Sept. 2;
5.
y 4
Fall
Bem
For further information address the Principal.
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegi-

Winter term Nov.

ate,

Scientific,

Theological,

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
buildings

and

Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in the Northwest.
Ruttion. incidental

library

fees,

$2.25 a week.

only

$15 a year.

Board, $2 to

Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.

Schol-

arship for Commercial conse, unlimited time, $30

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

For Catalogue address,

+ D. W. C. DURGIN,

RY

‘

President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

No

ever
this

other

preparation

TON,

A.M.,

May

29.

Co., Ohio.

For

catalogue

address

the

Secretary,

WM. REED,

DIKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
Wyoming
Co., New
I York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction.
No primary instruction.
With three carefully arranged courses of study.
The Classical,

seminary and English Course.

For full catalogue.

address the Principal.
IRVING

B. SMITH.

HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one 0° the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
2
J. NS. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further in‘ormation address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY,
D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
EBANON
ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for busi4 ness, scientific schools or tl
pst. colleges
J.
W. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal.
For further
particulars, address
the principal,
or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

known

has

ILTON
ments
For

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil.

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
for the coming
year.
particulars address the

Special

arrange-

Principal,

CLAR.

ENCE E. BROCKWAY, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary

Wilton Junction,

external or internal, it is always reliable,

and is used by Physicians of all schools with

a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
lungsit is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fee
male
es and anhalers are mate: rial | offers
es.
alds in cases of internal bleeding.
r to

|

Grande, Gallia

‘Ridgeville, Indiana.

nceang, citner

and

Rio

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
close May 29.
Commencement
Thursday,

without relief, can rely upon being entirely
* cured by using Pond’s Extract. :
i th
H
All neuralgic pains of the
N eu ralgia. head, stomach or hoes
are speedily
cured by the free use of the
Extract.
0 other Yodioine will cure as
quickly.
;
For
stanching

Diphtheria

Grande, Gallia

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

performed such wonderful cures of
distressing disease in its various forms.

Hemorrhages.

COLLEGE.—Rio

courses, viz. :" Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room’ rent)
$2,135 per week.
For further information appiy to A. A. MouUL-

GREAT

Rheumatism.

GRANDE

Co., Ohio,
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug.
26.
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,

Sore

EST

Iowa.

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
to students important and peculiar advanta-

For particular information, send for a circuRev. W COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Used -as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied externally asdirected, in the early stages of the diseases it will
surely control and eure them. Do not delay
trying

it on appearance

of first symptoms

of these dangerous diseases. 40 the
ut
The Extract is the only
Catar r h. cific for this prevalent
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves
in the head, &c. Our Nasal Syringe
essential service in these cases.

Sores,

speand
cold
is of

VES

Ulcers, Wounds

DR. N. 6, WHITE'S

and Bruises. ing and ciosnsing,
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.

Burns and Scalds.

PULMONARY

For allay-

EIIXITR

“iz tho

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be

—— FOR =

kept in every family, ready for use in case
of accidents,

Inflamed

or Sore

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,

Eyes.

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.

And other Lung Affections.

Earache, Toothache,and
Faceache.

R_—

The astonishing success of this Elixir, and
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

It is a panacea, and]
when used accor

to directions its effect is simply yonertul

H
Blind, Bleeding or Itching.
T{
P | | €s, isthe greatest known remedy; rapidly curing when other medicines have failed,

Lung and Throat Affections.
For . Broken Breast, Sore
e
Th
Nipples, tinct ioceaniy ang
efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it willnever be without it.

Female Complaints.

- Sawing off a Log,

|

2%

need be called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pamhlet which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

POND’S

CAUTION.
EXTRACT Ji
tcn imitated
The genuine arti

cle has the words * Pend’s

and Comy
is never sold

'g trad
in bulk.

Extract,” blown

in the glass,

k on surrounding wrapper. It
None other is genuine. Always
insist on hawing Pond's Extract.
Tal e no other pre- |

paration, however much

Prices

you may

be pressed.

50c¢., $1.00, and $1.75.
PREPARED ONLY BY

P0OND’S EXTRACT CO.
New York and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

London.

This SAW MACHINE is a wonderful invention. The weight of the man who is
sawing does half of the work. Itsaws logs
of any size, and will saw off a 2 foot log in
2 minutes.
Circulars free. Address, Wm,
GILES, 696 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio,

ThisIs

A,

Winter

Rev. T, I, MILLETT, Principal,

.
;
A
RR. R.
Between CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS and OM
connecting at Chicago with Railroads for all
ints East and South, and at Council
Bluffs in Salon Depot, with the Union Pacific R, R, AA,
Sonne & Missouri River
Hiv R. R. in Nebraska,
THE "
Y 0
ANY THAT
0
AND 0
OHICAGO AND KANSAS.
TES A THROUGH LINE BE
Connecting at Cameron with Hannibal & St, Joseph R. R. and in Union Depot at Beverly with Kansaa City, St. Joo & Council Blufl R. R.; at
Atchison with Atchison, Jopeks &
& Nobraska, and Central Branch Unlon Pacific Rallroads ; at Leavenworth with Kansas
Pacific,

sexes.

low.

Apr. 14,
18, 1879.

with competent
Q., assistants. College Preparatory, Normal,
Classical

F. HUNT.

THE

While he was liberal in

LitLiaN L. Moopy, of Barrington, died
April 13, after an illness of six months.
During her sickness she sought and found salvatiou.
She died believing that * underneath
ure the everlasting arms.”
SUSAN A. Davis died in Gonie, April 13,
aged 77. - She was born in Deer Isle, Me., converted, and baptized in Boston, forty years ago,
by Elder Himes, of Chardon Street church, removed to Gonic after the deathof her husband,
where she has resided with her daughter for
the last fdrteen years.
She lived a Christian;
lost ber reason two years ago, and yet at times
her intellect was clear and her faith still lively.
She leaves one daughter and several grandchildren,
A. L. MOREY.

AYA

cal,

PAIN
DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFI¢
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
‘AND
HEMORRHAGES.

muny happy moments in reciting its passages.
For a’long term of years he was a teacher jn
the Sabbath-school, and his pastor has often sat

Mgrs. REBECCA, wife of Dea. Dennerson
Haynes, late of Smithfield, Me., died in Norridgewock, Me., April 8, 1879, aged 85 vears.
Mother Haynes sought the Saviour when but
12 years old. She was a tender, loving wife
and mother, a devoted, active Christian, ever
ready to aid the poor and distressed with her
means and fervent prayers.
Grace ripened
her for the harvest.
She leaves seven children,
grandchildren, and a large circle of friends
who will ever cherish her fond remembrance.

coursesof study

the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tolegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship inthe State. ExXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1s,
Summer Term begins Apr. 21. Summer Term
closes June 26. Send for aislogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
Mie
CENTRAL "INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

POND'S EXTRACT.

fectly familiar with the Bible, and experienced

his religious views, and charitable to all,he
held with an unyielding tenacity to the great,
essential truths of the Bible, ever testifying hy
word and act that Christ was * the Way, the
Truth, and the Life.”
His Jast moments were
peacetul, lucid and happy.
While his veperable form will be seen by us no more, we feel
that a life is ended whose virtues we =hould
do well to imitate.
‘We commend his companion to the widow’s God, and his children to
the Father of the fatherless. - ¢“ Thou shalt
come to thy grave in a full age, lilg as a shock
of corn cometh in in his season.”
D. H. Apams.

NE HAMPTON INSTITUTION. —New Hampton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph. .
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular

ADVERTISEMENTS.

DAVID MURRAY died in Newmarket,
Jan,
16, after a long and painful illness, and at the
advanced age of 82 vears.
In his death the
community loses one of its best citizens, and his
family one of the kindest of husbands and
fathers.
During his life he has held nearly
every office which wus in the power of his fellow-citizens to bestow upon him, and was connected with nearly every institution which has
been established in town.
Ile prob
more public business and settled more estates
of deceased persons during his life-time than
any other man in Rockingham county, commencing in June, 1826. He took a great interest in the work of our denomination,
and many
a time has the heart of his pastor been made
glad by his advice and gifts. He turned none
away empty, as the agents of our Benevolent
Secieties can testify. Strictly temperate, deeply pious, one of great business capacity, he
was indeed a pillar in our Zion. He was per-

in his class delighted.

of

BENAIAH DANFORTH died in Bristol, Jan.
27, aged 69 years and 8 months. Bro. Danie,
was baptized in Danbury by Elder Joshua
Ciemant, in 1839, and united with the Baptist
church. = After he moved to Bristol he became
a member of the F. B, church, which relation
he sustained at death.
Bro. D. was a worthy
member, though often one of the doubting
Christians, having his dark hours in which he
could not exhibit the ardor and zeal of more
hopetul believers,
His last sickness was protracted and painful, but he bore it with more
than his usual patience, snd, as he drew uear
the dark river, grew more earnest in prayer.
He died eahnly in the bope of a better life, He
leaves a wife toanonrn ber loss,
N C.S.

+ Maria W. BENSON, eldest daughter ofJ, E.
and M. J. Benson, died in South Parsonstield,
Maine, Feb. 26, aged 35 years, 1 month and 26
days. Maria experienced religion under the
labors of Rev. IK. W. Towne some years since.
She ever lived a consistent Christian.
For
a long time she had been a great sufferer
from asthma—dying of a violent attack while
her father was absent to summon medical aid.
The heart-stricken mother did all in her power
for the relief of her suffering daughter, and
when the last struggles were over, with heroic
fortitude she closed the eyes of the dear one.
Sister Benson's strength failed her in attempting to call assistance,
and being remote from
neighbors, she was compelled to remain alone
in the presence of death till her husband returned, an hour later. Parents, sisters and
brother mourn not without hope.
Maria ** being dead yet speaketh” by her patient Christian life.
F. C. BRADEEN.

D, J. HAYNES.

Good men would have more than at
present should they earn half that they
yearn.—Boston Transcript.
A young lady’s prayer-book is so heavy
now: that it takes a young

Obituaries

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

metaphysics.

letter

NOTICE.

i8 but just that CASH

latter

same

Bitters and

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
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which compares favorably with the record
it is said, intends to take up

but Hop

Bbitunries.

gives a pleasant account of their progress,
of Union male students.

Up.

only ten daysago his doctors gave him up and
said he must die!”
;
“ Well-a-day!
Ifthat is so, I will go this
minute and get some for my poor George.
I
know hops ure good.”

Wis.
New

The

Him

Lord

Goueational,

ANNA, widow of the lute Peter Glidden, died
USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
in Melvin Villaze, N. H., Feb. 11, aged 93
wmilies
at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
vears and 8 months. The decessed was born mn
English and Classical,
For further information
New Durham. and spent her youthful days in address
the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
that town, under the faithful ministry of Rev.
REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,
WaBenjamin Randall, und was baptized by him
TERBURY
CENTER,
VT.
some 7) years ago.
Her father was James
Two
courses
of
study.
Instruetions
thorough.
Runnals, who was many years a Ruling Elder Expenses low. Students in this vicinity give us
of that church, as was also his brother, Sumuel
your patronage.
Kor further
informautoin adRunnals, Joos Mrs, G. came to thistown when ress,
Lizzie COLLEY, Principal,
but a young lady, and when the first Freewill
\] ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
Baptist church in Yuftonboro’ wus organized
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
she became a member and remained such till lege, and every effort is made to do this in as ther.
it lost its visibiity. She was also one of the ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderfirst members of the Moultonborough & Tuft- ate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
onborough church at its organization and re.
Lewiston, Me.
mained a member till her Heavenly Father
TORTHWOOD
SEMINARY
.—Northwood, N. H.
called,** Come up higher.” Her voice was often
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
heard in the =ocial meetiggs of the church till |
board of assistants.
For further partic
within the last ten or twelve years, when age complete
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
and infirmities prevented her from going to retary.
the house of worship.
She loved prayer, and
Northwood Ridge, N. H,, Dec. 2, 1878,
when the Lord’s servants called to see hér she
APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
almost always requested a season of prayer.
For particulars address the Principal.
Three daughters have pussed over the river
;
W. S. STOCKBRIDGE.
before her, and one son, with whom she spent
No Scituate, R. T.
ber declining days, and three grandchildren
are all that remain of the whole famiiv.
In T YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
4 BROWN, A. M., Principai, with competent asthis death another link that binds our denomi.
nation to the mother church is broken.
Per- sistants.
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
haps this may be the lust obituary of any of
Three comple courses of
whom it can pe said they were baptized by the A first-class school.
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
father of our denomination, as he has been in Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
the better land more than 70 years.
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
;
S. P. FERNALD.
Lyndonville, Vt.

tracting such wide attention. Our ¢ T'reat-

Gave

and

March 16. aged 86 years and 6 months.
Hi
last sickness, though very violent, was borne
with great patience and Christian resignation;
after the lapse of two weeks from the time he
was first taken with this fatal disease (lung fever) he calmiy and confidently passed away,
to the glorious rest of the people of God.
He
was born in Guilford, Vt., moved to Canada in
the 17th year of his age, married Miss Sarah
Willson,on the 8th of*Murch, 1829, who still
survives and deeply fecls the loss of such an
estimable husband.
Bro. Williams has been a
member of the Freewill Baptist church for 45
years, and a subscriber to the Morning Star
for over 40 vears. The great esteem in which
he was held in the community
in which he
lived tor about 70 years, was manifested at hifuneral, by the very large concourse of people

I had to

thirty-four hours

.

attached

DANIEL WILLIAMS died in Stanstead, P.

The Tortures of Neuralgia.

has been offered by Harvard.
A class of
twenty-five
young ladies
have recently
been studying geology under Tutor Bal-

For the

* and

wa-

These
are being mitigated, and
in
u large number of cases wholly removed,
by the use of ‘‘ Compound Oxygen,” the

use between
lectures, and are entering
quietly and unaffectedly into the College
life. They are already establishing amongst
themselves a College Debating Society.
In the mixed classes there is no more ditficalty found in fellowship of study among

Shall be all absorbed again,
Melting, flowing into one.

for

cured and with nothing

Dr. Philips Brooks and William Percy
Browne, while Joseph H. Choates of New
York will preside at the dinner.
Union College is quietly giving
to
women the same sort of instruction that

have a Common

We, like parted drops of rain,

and

Doctors

John Jay, Rev. Edward Everett Hale, Rev.

thus far answered

‘What the dim-eyed world hath taught,

fully pray the Father of mercies

“Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and
at work, and cured by so simple a remedy
¢ I assure Jou it is true thut he is entirely

Haven orphan asylum.
The Alpha Delta Phi college fraternity
hold their 47th annual convention with the
Trinity college chapter at Hartford, May, 7
and 8, and among the speakers will be

That

says,

strongly

but charitable to-

the harvest to put the mantle of the fallen on
the shoulders of some young man who shall
honor the place of the departed.
Bro. IT. had
often warned us during the last few months
that bis departure was near at band, but in an
unexpected moment the brittle thread was cut,
and the longing spirit took its flight, we trust,
to a fairer realm.
He leaves a wife and four
children, who, with a large circle of friends,
mourn their loss. May they be comforted with
a Christian’s hope.
J. W. BURGIN.

and

the

Bro. H. was

denomination,

wards all; a reader of the Star, which he loved.
Muny, among
whom are F, B, ministers, will
‘remember his home as their home.
.As a ecommunity we have lost a good citizen and neighbor, as a church a good member und strong
pillar.
We feel his departure much, and tear-

for the study of zo-ology.

Professor Joseph B. Steere, Ph. D., of
Michigan University, intends visiting the
mouth of the Amazon the coming summer,
for the purpose of making an extended collection in natural histery.
The late Dr. Charles Ives of New Huven,
(Ct) bequeathed $10,000 to Yale college for
the support of poor students in any de-

lart and

to his own

were on the English Channel in the roughest weather. I was very sick and lay for
a long time on the.deck covered with a
tarpaulin and holding to a mast, expecting every moment to be washed overboard,
and not caring much if I was. Finally, we
reached Jersey, and, strange to say, my
cough disappeared. It had been chronic.

came

*+o+e

left

he

twenty-ton smack.

great storm

OOLLEGE NEWS.
Dr. James DeKoven has

length,

most as if ready to glide through

of his

book learning. Upon the question as to
what should constitute the menu at the
collation, the mayor
named sardines
among other things. A heated debate
arose, during
which a member of the
committee mildly suggested that perhaps
his honor did not know what sardines
were!
This brought Mayor H——to his
feet, and he angrily retorted:

in

He was well spoken

Many are they who can say he gave them

good counsel.

to main-

ter. It was washed out of
a mining
claim about two years ago. It must have
run into the hole in the root of the tree for
a hiding place and there have heen caught
and petrified.
:
Mr. Donald G. Mitchell
was cured of his
family tendency to consumption in a curious way. He had a very severe cough
when he started to cross from the English shore to the Island of Jersey. ‘¢ There

than

six inches

confidence of the people.

of,

shows very plainly the spots on its sides
and back. It is very perfect and looks al-

As a general rule, mixed classes are confined to
subjects attended by the more advanced
students, but the arrangements are based
more on experience than theory, and have

- Only when our souls ure fed
By the fount which gave them birth,
And by inspiration led
Which they never drew from earth,

left £1000

tured by him

measures about

to whitewash (to use a vulgar expression)
the stern reality which he has so nicely
I en only, and some are mixed.
expressed :
Only when the sun of love
Melts the scattered stars of thought,
Only when we live above

Mrs, Cook

Just after the close of the war, a public
meeting of the citizens of Concord, N. H.,
was called to decide upon a proper reception of the returning veterans. A subcommittee on collation was appointed, the
chairman being then mayor of the city, a
gentleman more widely known for “the
excellence of the mackerel kits manufac-

admission of women

is social company
a babbling summer stream ?
our wise philosophy
the glancing of a dream ?

ment it seems a great

buried.

tain the tablet, the surplus to go to the
poor of the parish.
The Nevada (Cal.) Herald hus been shown
a curiosity in the shape of a trout which had
become petrified in the root of a tree. It

chants, 136 manufacturers and 125 bankers; and among the single entries there is
one sea captain, one oarsman, one organist, one telegraph operator, one florist and
one designer.
No practical difficulties have arisen in the

Far apart though seeming near,
In our light we scattered lie;
All is thus but starlight here.

so much

KNEW WHAT A SARDINE WAS.

sicians; the entry corresponding to *“huthors, editors, etc.,” is 114; there are 80
farmers, 47 soldiers, 539 teachers, 333 mer-

Like the stars that gem the sky,

After

tablet erected by his widow, who died in
1837, having survived him fifty-six years,
in a church at Cambridge, where one of
his sons, who died an undergraduate, is

1180; there are 690 clergymen and 326 phy-

Heart to heart was never known;
Mind with mind did never meet;
We are columns left alone
Of a temple once gomplete.

JOHN.

\

is overdone. — New
;

ro-*e

has just

We are spirils clad in veils;
Man by man was never seen ;
All our deep communing fails
To remove the shadowy screen.

‘What
But
What
But

decidedly overwork
York T¥mes.

Council, is the. ninth in the series, and
contains the names of 4928 members,
and
the residences of all but twenty have been
traced and recorded.
The city lists are
one of the best features.
The New York
list contains the names of 717 members—
618 living and 99 dead. Of the professions,
the law has the largest representation,

the less they . could understand one give tone to the system; caterpillar syrup
18 a specific for bronebitis ; and for smallanother.
pox the skins of snakes and scorpions,
CorroN. This looks like business.
dried and powdered, are considered effiURrsurLA. Platonic!
cient remedies. The horns of the rhinoceros, the bones of tigers, tlie paws of
DICKENSON.
Sardonic!
JonN.
There seems to be a certain bears, and the wings of bats all have a
place in Chinese pharmacopeeia.
The
distance whence the line that divides body of the bat eaten is said to prolong
souls is not seen, and the longer persons life ; to partake of the white bat is believed
travel the road together before discerning to protract one’s existence beyond that of
this line, the more complete is the decep- the aged Methuselah. A simple remedy,
well-known
ingredients, is
tion of mutual sympathy. But sooner or containing
nothing thought of by a patient, and the
- later they are destined to reach this | { octors seem to be quite of the same
dividing chasm, and strangely enough mind.— From Letter in New York Even;
when they awake to the fact they find ing Post.
EE
—
themselves on its opposite banks. Much
of the soul misery of the sons and daughOVERWORK A SUAPEGOAT.
ters of men begins at this juncture.
Numberless men, alleged to be hurt by
Happy they, who, acknowledging the overwork, do not work half enough.
inevitable, accept it, and clothe the ugly Their trouble comes
from superabunfact in fitting words, and thus, in time,
dance of leisure and inactivity. They
yawn through three or four hours in the
render it not altogether unpoetical.
office or counting room ; are too indolent
“Thought is deeper than all speech,
to walk up town; eat too heavy and rich
Feeling deeper than all thought ;
dinners; go out afterwards to see merLA

Grn,

She AGES

that

tarch.

a strange,

TLE

A

that he

In human life there is a constant change of
fortune; and it is unreasonable to expect an exemption from the common fate. Life itself decays. and all things are daily changing.—PluWhat

ar

E: ST: JOHN, Ge¢n’l Tht: and Paw; Agt, Chicago,

aR TR RR, Se

eggs.—

can not be flattered, has got so low down
he can not be abused.—Josh Billings.

for quarreling

just the chance for them to get out of it.
Maybe this isn’t philosophy, but I take it
to be common sense.
UrsuLA. That's what I say.
JOSEPHINE.
The chasm once seen,
then, the lives can never again be as
before ?
Orivia. Certainly not; no more than
can the child illusion which gave unalloyed
happiness tickle the grown-up
fancy.
:
JOSEPHINE.
I didn’t think of it in that

house on

low down

ins slncaun

i

got so

A ai

|

Bacon.
The man that has

TAI rb

|

the

the essence of

self-love will set a man’s

about

best of folks.
If friends want to remain
friends, let them make up, I say, and if
‘they don't want to be friends, why, it's

art from admiration of excellence.~Schlegel.
Extreme

know much

sensible
standings

of others

fire, though it were buc to roast their

EO

|

is

I don’t

this chasm business ; but it seems sort

lifts us above ourselves.— Mrs. L. M. Child.
We must learn to comprehend

A

punoy

the happiness

ATA)

Saw) say)

made for

Bp

suo) oagg-Ayuoseg

An effort

SUN

Mix

Corton.

==M. J. Preston,

hight of enjoyment.— Novalis,

SRA

1

ileged class.

"The shadow named so stretches, we alway
Fail to o’ertake it, hasten as we may ;
(od only gives one island inch of space
Betwixt the Eternities, as standing-place
‘Where each may work,—the inexorable To-day.
doing

PAL

au) Blox

“luny,” but then philosophers are a priv-

Though before our face

but

SO

25003080g “TOR Saug uv dog

he ‘‘young folks” should get to quoting

To fret because it's little.
=
;
~
—Mrs, Browning.

is pleasurable,

If

poetry to one another, we should call them

Let us be content, in work,
To do the thing we can, and not presume

Learning

ET

"We run Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping purposes oniy
and Dining and Restaurant Cars for Eating purposes.

the thin air is fast becoming thinner.
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Helos Summary.

tion. His closing sentiment was that the
proposed legislation was not such as the
Executive could rightly approve.
ELLIOTT.

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.
WASHINGTON,

THE DRAMA IN THE HOUSE.

calmly

and

patiently,

forty-sixth
the

congress

are

to see

quiet firesides of their

waiting

what the

intends

to do.

homes,

By

they do

not experience the excitement that exists
in the presence of these sensational orators and quasi leaders of public sentiment.
These men deliver impassioned speeches
in the Capitol, securing for the moment,
the plaudits of their party on the floor,
and the enthusiasm of a willing aadience in
the galleries, but a patriotic people, in a
more tranquil manner,

shall

deliberate,and

act decisively upon these matters.
On Saturday last, a highly sensational
scene occurred between Frye, of Me., and
Blackburn, of Ky.,
both
representative
types of radical limits, and both exemplars

of the extreme
latter was

dramatic

in

the chair

manners.
while

The

the

House

was in Committee of the whole on the
Legislative bill, when the member from
Me. arose and read in his stentorian tones
an article from the Okolona States (a most

rabid secession

sheet published in Miss).

‘which fully endorsed Blackburn’s extreme
utterances of last week,and wound up with
such miserable sentiments
as: ‘ Down
‘with the devil-born amendments;” “down
with pictures of Lincoln and the scoundrels who surrounded him,” &c.
Blackburp started and twisted in his chair, and

coming

down excitedly

to

the

arena

in

front of the Speaker's desk, he made
a
most impassioned reply.
The Democrats

had now flocked around him, filling up
entire

space;

the

Republicans

the

gathered

about Frye, and both men became the central figures of as dramatic a scene as could
be improvised on so short a notice.
The
affair ended by Kentucky’s
son repudiating the *‘ imconsequential sheet,”
and

the legislative sea was calm again.
GENERAL LEGISLATION BEGUN.
On Monday, a tempest of bills, petitions,
and resolutions
rained down upon the
House for three mortal hours.
The time
expired at two, and only the State of

Georgia was reached, leaving twenty-three
States yet to be heard

from,

in order

to

save the country.
A whole
year’s solid
work was cut out by this day’s work in

the House. - The most of it will never
leave the pigeon receptacles again.
Thus
has been opened the doors to general legislation which the Republicans strenuously
opposed, believing the extra session unnecessary and detrimental to the best inter‘ests of the country.
The debate during Monday, in the Senate,on the army bill, and in the House, on

the Legislative bill, was devoid of particular interest, the day

being

partly

broken

up by diversified
legislation, &c.
The
Rev. De La Matyr, of Indiana, officiated
temporarily as chaplain of the House, as
also on Tuesday and Wednesday,
opening
the daily sessions with the usual prayer,

probably

the

first

instance of one

of "its

members
performing
a similar
service.
On Tuesday, Senator
David Davis, immense in body, and constituting a whole
party in himself, delivered what
was given out to be, a ‘* pouring-water-upon-the-

oil” speech, but he took the Democratic
view of matters ere he had finished.
It
would

be

supposed

that

should attach to the

great

weight

utterances of an ex-

Judge of the Supreme bench;

bnt his

self-

satisfied utterance that the laws are now
obeyed and respected all over the land was
speedily antagonized by Republican Senators, and Senator Logan produced official

returns to show that the number of arrests in the South for the violation of the
Internal
rains

»

Revenue
nthe

laws,
Ng

was

2935

as.

and wounded while in the execution of
their duty was 19, all in the South.
This
authority was not disputed, nor figures de-

were’

-HELP FOR THE COLORED IMMIGRANTS.

~ Senator Ingalls, of Kansas,
Garfield, in the House,

and Mr.

introduced bills for

the relief of destitute colored immigrants in
Kansas, the colored people who have late-

ly gone from the Mississippi valley
welcoming

On

Thursday

Faneuil

fields of the West.

noon

a meeting was

cluding in its signatures nearly

all the

promi-

to the

The form-

rage at the polls, or shall there be unlimit-

ed fraud and violence ? The House did
an important stroke of business by pass“ing Stephens’s (so called) subsidiary silwas

not

a

at any U.S.

depository

for lawful

U.

S.

money, and copper and nickel coinage
at the various Post-offices for postagestamps, &c., in sums of $3.00 or Jess. It
will undoubtedly pass

the Senate

immedi-

ately upon its coming up for action.
Wednesday, in the Senate was devoid of
particular interest until Blaine stirred up
the embers, and a sharp colloquy ensued
between himself and a number of Democratic Senators in consequence of his emphatic charge, that there had been no fair
election in five Southern States since the
Deniocratic party had come into power
there. He. also paid his respects to Senator Davis, of Illinois, who had endeavored todrag

, Abraham
camp.

the

traditions

Lincoln

and glories

into the

of

Democratic

mentative effort, that was decidedly refreshing and instructive, after the wild
harangues of would-be President makers.

it conclusive and most
‘given.

.To-d
erious ay Senator

day)

New

addressed

York's
a

im-

crpwded

‘Senate. Not so magnetic as Blaine,

he yet

domineers over the rind of an audience
with aggressive power. Owing to his peculiar feelings since his disappointment at
Cing., his remarks attracted great atten-

this

was

then

He then mov-

orfered by

Mr. Windom.

The time for voting

on the bill was extended to five, P. M., Friday.
In the House, day and evening sessions were
held, devoted to the discussion of the legislative
bill, under the House rule.
A number
of
speeches were made on both sides, most of
which were made np mostly of partisan talk
and buncombe.——The
army appropriation
bill, with the political sections attached, passed
the Senate by a vote of 41 to 30. Several
amendments were offered ‘by Republicans as
tests of the Democrats’ exact attitude with relation to the political effect of the Will, but all
were laid on the table by strict party votes.
In all these cases, as in the vote on the passage
of the bill, Mr. Davis, of Illinois,voted with the
Democrats,
The
bill
subsequently
went
through the usual formalities of engrossment,
ete., and was transmitted to the President, in
whose hands it now rests. The Wallace resolution relating to the removal of Senate employes was adopted, the Democrats having first
voted down Edmuands’s resolution that Union
soldiers should be retained on the Senate rolls,
and Carpenter’s that no Confederate soldiers
be appointed,—both by strict party votes.
The
Senate adjourned to Monday. In the House the
debate on the legislative appropriation bill proceeded, but there were no nowble utterances.
——The discussion on the legislative appropriation bill in the House, was brought to a close
on Saturday, and the bill, with the political
sections attached, was passed by a vote of 140
to 119. A number of new bills were introduc-

honors

ed, including a bill offered by Mr. De La Matyr
to substitute legal-tender money for
i
bank notes, The House adjourned to Tuesday.
The Senate was not inrsession on Saturday.
4

o

Latest News.
The President has issued & proclamation to
the effect that, as he is informed, certain evil
disposed persons are preparing to move upon
HP
that portion of the Indian Territory
west of Askansas, and he warns them not to do
so, on penalty of being forcibly removed therefrom, by military force if necessary.

Nowhere did General Dix show

more good sense than in the directions for his
funeral, his expressed wish being that all parade and all ceremony except the regular

church service for the dead should be studiously avoided;

and instead of having a pall placed

Miscellaneous.

on the coffin, he directed that it should be cov-

San Francisco has appointed a teacher of policemen.
There are 1,600 sons of temperance in New
Hampshire.
Mark Twain and bis wile are now in Paris,
and they will return home this summer.
The Union League, of New York eity, is to
build a new club house at a cost of $210,000.
Mr. Moody will hold revival services for a
few days in New Haven, Conn., in the course
of a few weeks.
Mrs. Mary Hewes of Boston who is in good
physical and mental condition, celebrated her
101st birthday on Tuesday.
The largest illicit: distillery ever discovered
in New York district wasdestroyed by officers,
Monday, under the palisades above Fort Lee.
Six thousand Chinamen are now employed
in the construction of the Southern Pacific
Railroad in California, which is being pushed
forward at the rate of three miles a day.
In the Michigan House, Thursday, the bill
which proposed to regulate the sale-of liquor in
the State, being in substance the same as the
Maine liquor Jaw, was defested—=34 to 59.
John Nee, aged forty, of Brooklyn, bitten on
the hand by a strange Newfoundland dog,in
January, and who was taken suddenly with

ered with the flag of the United States.
When
those in high station set the example of unostentatious funerals, we may hope to see the

common people follow suitand save themselves

from costly obsequies, which are neither a
credit to the dead nor to the living.
Temperance is flourishing in parts of New
Hampshire.
Farmington has had a big temperance revival under the labors of Messrs.
Booth and Smith, and two-thirds of the population have signed the pledge, while $40,000
has been subscribed by the business men, to
be used if necessary in crushing the liquor
traffic.——Some of the Portsmouth temperance
people have formed a legal suasion elub, as the
Reform Club believes only in moral suasion,
while the liquor sellers have a mutual protective league and a bitter war between the two
interests is expected.
Rev. Bishop Edward R. Ames, D. D., of the
Methodist Episcopal church, died in Baltimore,

Friday, aged 74. He did much in the development of the church in the West, t=aveling,
preaching, and organizing as the settlements
were spread out in every direction.
During

the rebellion he was a trusted adviser of President Lincoln and Secretary Stanton.
_As a
preacher he was homely and effective, free
from all pedantry, and gifted with a vein of
genuine humor, but he was chiefly noted as an
organizer and practical executive.
A statement issued by Dunn & Co.’s mereantile agency shows that the number of failures
in the United States for the first quarter of: this
year is 2524, with liabilities amounting to
$43,112,665, a falling off of about twenty-five
per cent. in number, and nearly fifty per cent.
in amount of liabilities, as compared with the
corresponding quarter of last year.
The Watchman has its say about occupations for women:
* No woman need suffer
from hunger who can do good, plain sewing
a plain dinner neatly.” We are tempted to the
opinion that the Watchman has-evolved these
words out of its own inner consciousness, and
that when they come to be compared with the

facts, they will have to be considerably modi-

fied.
British Columbia
with, and wants the
derstand it, too, Ifs
resolution, which it

graphed

to

London,

:

don’t wish to be trifled
home government to unParliament has passed a
has directed to be tele-

demanding that, failing

the fulfillment of treaty obligations, the
province shall be allowed to secede from
Great
Britain, May 1. This action is said to meet

with popular endorsement.

:

bonds yielding
4 per cent. interest us good us
6.55-100 per.gent. interest on taxable property
in New York.
Congressional.

The discussion of the army appropriation bill
continued in the Senate Monday, Messrs. Bayard, of Delaware, and Maxey, of Texas, making the principal speeches of the day. both, of
course, in support of the Democratic position,
but neither adding anything of importance to
the arguments of the predecessors.
The interest in the discussion seems to have almost entirely subsided, as judged by the small audience
present in the Senate chamber Monday, and
the flagging attention of the members them-

selves.

In the House, the whole

day was de-

voted to the introduction of new bills, the total
introduced during the day amounting to 1,500.
——The main portion of Tuesday’s session of
the Senate was taken up with the continuation
of the army bill debate. The principal speech
was read by Senator Davis, of Illinois, whose
osition on the question, as anindependent,had
Pr
been in doubt. He, however, placed
views,

and advocated

with

the Democratic

the passage

of the

bill

with the repealing clauses, though he admitted

he would have preferred to have the proposed
repeal
presented in a separate bill. In the

House,
Mr. Stephens’s bill, making subsidiary
silver coina legal tender for ull sums not exceeding twenty dollars, and providing for their
exchange in legal tender money, wus passed,
After the morning hour the legislative bill was

the army bill, his speech-

rejected by a strict party vote,

age of seventy-five, he out-worked any of his
subordinates. “He personally examined every
matter with care, and his work was as prompt
and conscientious as it was thorough.
When
on one occasion, reviewing with a young Senator a large batch of local measures, the wearied
Senator, near midnight, proposed adjournment,
the venerable Executive, still fresh. insisted
upon-elosing up the task, and worked on for

himself fully in accord

In the House, Ex-Sec. Robeson, of N.
J., gave anothier dispassionate and argu-

Robeson, of

ed anew his amendment Felating to the carry-.
ing of concealed weapons at the polls, which
was also rejected, as was a similar amendment

old age.
The Albuny Journal relates tbat
while he was Governor of New York, at the

political

or extreme financial measure.
It provides that the smaller silver coins to the
amount of $20 or less, can be exchanged

sixth section of the bill, and

attest to the high esteem which the people had
in his ability. His great activity continued into

hours later.”

and

years. Mr. Blsine moved the striking out of the

filled and on the platform were seated Governor Talbot, General N, P. Banks, Hon. Henry
B. Pierce, Hon. A. W. Beard, Rev. Jas. Freeman Clarke, Rev. Dr. Miner, Hon. Josiah
Quincy, Bishop Haven and others.
Speeches
were made by prominent gentlemen, and resolutions adopted stating the nature of the case
and appealing to Boston and New England to
give temporary assistance to the destitute emigrants.
The Executive Committee of the
Freedman’s State Central Committee of Topeka, Kansas, has issued an appeal to the citizens
throughout the State to organize aid societies
for raising money, food and clothing for the relief of the destitute colored people (from the
South now arriving in Kansas.
Twelve thousand dollars, so far, have been collected at
Cleveland, Ohio, for the aid of the negro emnigrants to Kas., and it was sent to Gov. St. John
of that State.——In New York, the great hall
of the Cooper Union was filled Wednesday
evening with colored residents gathered to express sympathy with and extend aid to the
refuges who have recently left Southern States
for Western homes.
The greatest enthusiusm
was shown,
The death of General John A. Dix is an-

Very many years of official

Maine,

the federal election laws,.——SenatorConkling,of
New York, made the speechof the day in Congress, Thursday, in support of ‘the Republican
position with reference to the political legislation proposed to be engrafted on the army appropriation bill. The speech is considered one of the finest that the Senate has listened to for

nent names indissolubly linked with the cause
of the negro, inviting the citizens, without distinction of party, to assemble for the purpose
of devising means of relief for the colored
refuges from’ the South.
The hall was well

nounced.

of

New Jersey, making arguments in defense of

held in

The N. Y. Tribune notes that Mr. Whittier
er stated that he did not know whether
does not disdain to use the modern American
the action of this people was the result of language.
* Dear friend,” he wrote the other
oppression or violence, which is all a Sen- day, ¢“ will thee take the trouble to add my
ator could be expected to say, no doubt, name to the call for the Faneuil Hall meeting
in aid of the colored emigrants from the bullwith a view to favorable action, but the dozed South?’
L
country at large does not fail to account
The Smith family ought to be proud of Dafor this movement of the colored peovple,on vid. His name is David P. Smith, and he lives
any other ground than that as a class they in New Market, N. H.,—and he has kept a diary for 43 Fours, without missing a day, writing
are deprived of God-given and constitu- over 2,018 pages of large-sized foolscap paper.
‘tionally conferred rights socially and at
Colonel Higginson writes in the Woman’s
the ballet box.
Journal that he has known ‘‘ men to express
In the House, both afternoon and in the great indignation at an unexpected newspuper
evening until ten, the lesser guns were puff,and
then to send ten dollars privately to
fired off with no perceptible damage in the author.”
<ither direction.
The fact is, about all
The Chicago Tribune computes that‘ every
‘that can be said has beer said. The ques- speech made in Congress costs the country
tion is simple enough.
Shall there be any a
$5,000 cash, not to mention the annoy-authority in this broad land to legitimate- ance of reading it.”
ly and lawfully put down riot and outThe N. Y. World estimates government

“ver coin bill, which

ed, Messrs, Frye,

Hall, Boston, in response to a call in-

a

nied, and the balance of his remarks
not of much interest.

the expiration of the hour. Inthe House, the
consideration of the legislative bill was resum-

ou RRENT EVEN TS.

D. C., April 24, 1879.

The people of this country

ited debate was promised, but was cut shortby

again taken up, and discussed through the vemainder of the session and a special evening
session.—— Another «ay of debate on the army

bill in the Senate Wednesday,

The ply peech

of any length was made by General
Williams,
of Kentucky,—his maiden effort—in support of
the Democratic position. Mr, Blaine withe
his amendment to the bill, but gdve
notice
he would offer it again after the sixth
sect
bad been acted on. The proposed
a
of the rule relating to the removal of
ficiuls came up in the morning hi
:
w

bydrophobia, Monday, died, Thursday,in great

agony.
This is the second death from that disease in Brooklyn within a week.
The Laconia (N. H. ) National Bank was
robbed Friday morning of bonds, notes and
money representing $150,000, althugh the actu-

lenves having been first
blow with a long knife,

cutoff by
The piles

a strong
are then

immediately covered with leaves for protection
from the sun, and to prevent the drying effect
of wind, so that the beets may not
become

Michigan... ...ess

Plow in the manure deeply, and

5.

Plant thickly, and as early as possible,

Oat

will not exceed

harrow

QULTURE

The beet-sugar enterprise in Maine seems
in a promising way, and the farmers can receive, this coming season, benefit from the attempt.
The company, in order to encourage
the growing of beets, pay the uniform price of

crops, provided the culture be understood and
attention be given to

the

conditions

for

suc-

cess.
The cropping capacity of the sugar beet is
not so great as that of common mangolds; and

yet is sufficiently large and varies sufficiently,
to offer inducements

towards

tion and the exercise of skill.

care in

cultiva-

In Silesia, the

average crop is from nine to nine and onehalf tons per acre; in Saxony, from eleven and
three-fourths to twelve tons per acre, and exceptionaMy fifteen tons; in France, from nineteen to twenty tons per acre. In Massachusetts,
premium crops have been reported from six
tons.: In
of erops

from twenty to thirty tons, or at that rate,
per acre.
The beet is a plsnt which, to be profitably
grown,

land.

requires a careful

preparation

of the

~The soil should be made deep by plow-

ing, be rendered friable by repeated stirrings,
and the surface should be formed into a smooth

seed-bed.
If testimony is to be believed,
scarcely too much attention can be given to
these preliminary operations. The best soil

is a deep, mellow, sandy
loam, with a permeable subsoil, The land requires to be well
manured, and the manure well mingled with
the soil; and an additional supply of commercial fertilizer, as a rich superphosphate, should
be furnished to the drills, along
with the seed,
About sixteen pounds of seed per acre; and |
this should be planted in drills about eight
inches apart in the row,
and
the drills
sufficiently far apart to admit @f one horse
with implement to pass between.
The nearer
these drills are, the better for the sugar yield,
as the beets are dwarfed by crowding, and the
smaller beets, say from one to one and onehalf pounds, are richer in sugar than those of
two or three pounds’ weight.
It will always
be found desirable to plant this seed with a
machine, of which there are mary good kinds
to be obtained. It is always well to plant considerable . seed, so as
to escape accidents,
When the beets are thinned, as they should be
when about three-fourths of an inch high, the
surplus plants can be removed more economically than new plants can be grown in the vacant spaces. The depth to plant is from one-half
inch to one inch.
.

There is usually one hoeing or cultivating

of

the field before the thinning, and then cultivations after thinning. Like the corn plant, the

beet plant requires frequent stirring of the
soil during growth; and unless this be attend.
ed to, the farmer need not expect success.
It is a maxim
quires much

in Germany, that ‘* The beet rehoeing;” and again, *“ Hoein

makes sugar.” Yet care must be exercise
not to continue
too late in the season.
The
beet piunt usually makes leaves before it
make

much root, and: the leaves elaborate

carbonic acid from the atmosphere, form

the

prod-

uct, and store the product in the root.
Hence
there are two stages of growth to be observed

~the first that of leaf
of root

growth.

growth, the second

During

quent cultiyation is very

the

first stage,

beneficial; but

that

fre-

when

f the leaves are formed, then all cultivation
{ should at onee stop.
!
In lifting the beets at harvest,a spade is used
to loosen the earth and pry up the root, which
1is then freed from earth by knocking two roots

| together,

and then thrown

intva

pile,

the

Which is found only in

operat.ng at

any

price.

which not only cleanses the Blood of all impuri.
ties but, at the same time restores the appetite,
strengthens the stomach, tones up the physical or.
gans, relieves all phases of indigestion, and in a
word re-invigorates the whole system.

VEGETINE IS NO UNTRIED
REMEDY.
On the contrary,

No

West.

very hard to gell at any reasonable figure.
up at 20 @ 22¢ #

other Medicine
has
Quickly Achieved
Reputation.

Read the Following

of-

when

grass dairies come along prices will probeblv be
lower. Nothing of consequence doing in old But.

°*

ter.

RAGS ror DarLy Use.
Boil soft rags in a | CHEESE.—The market sustains a fatrly steady
mixture of new milk and hartshorn powder, | tone, with finest grades held at 7% @ Sc, but buyers continue to operate cautiously and we hear of
in the proportion of one ounce of powder to a very few sales to the trade at over 7 a ic & 1b.
lb,
pint of milk; boil them for five minutes; | Fair to good lots move off slowly atd @ te
and cemmon lots still run down as low as 2 a 3e.
wring
them as soon
as they are
taken
EGas —Eastern 12; & 13c; Northern at 12 @
out, fora moment,
in cold water, and dry
1250; and Western at 11}; @ 12¢ # dozen,
them before a fire. With these rags rub the
BEANS. —Good lots are offering at $130 @ $135
plate briskly as soon as it has been well washed
¥ bu.
Mediums are in liberal supply, with sales
and dried after daily use.
A most beautiful
of choice at $130 g #135, and £115 a #125 # ba
deep polish will be produced, and the plate
for common.
Yellow Eyes are quiet at $1 70 @ 185
# bu, with sales in small lots.
will require nothing more than merely to be
POTATOES. ~The market has developed a firmer
dusted with a leather or a dry, soft cloth, betone the past two days, with sales of Maine Cenfore it is again put on the table.

Mr. H. R. STEVENS:
In 1872 your VEGETINE

sold readily

yesterday at 95¢, and

best ‘lots

sented to try it.

be

seemed

Doctors

Gave

it possible that

Him

Mr.

ly at 3)3

@ 4c, and 4c

supply of sugar, and

price

find a better.

Botanic

Balsam

has

is an extreme price.

luce # 1b is

for best quality,

in

now

small

VEGETINE thoroughly eradicates every

grades, which sell slowly at 89 @

outside

La:ge

FOR NERVOUSNESS, SLEEPLESS
NIGHTS.

$14 ¥ ton.

Rye

#12 ¥

ton.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March 12, 1877.
Mr. H. R. STEVENS:
:
Dear Sir,—1I do not believe in
pufling, nor would
I endorse a humbug, but I Hb) do it no more than
real justice to speak well of VEGETINE, believ-

FRESH MEAT.
The market for Beef has been quiet at last week’s

rices.
Lamb and
Veal sells slowly.

Mutton are
We quote:

in

far

demand.

Beef, hind quarters, choice, ¥1b...... 03

Veals, choife

ers, with a light demand from the trade. The sales
of extra prime have been at 29 25 & $9 50; mess at
$1087 @ $11: Boston clear at $12 a ‘$1250; and
backs ai € 3 @ $13 52# bbl,
BEEF.—Prices are steady, with a fair demand.
Western mess and extra mess have been selling at
$950 @ $11; and exira plate at #11 @ $11 50
vb).

SMOKED HAMS.—The mark et rules steady,

THE
TERMS:

ing it to be an excellent medieine. I have used
several bottles to my entire satisfaction and great

$2.50 per year;

or, if paid in adthe date
and not

the time
persons request it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one year in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been given.

REMITTANCES

must be made

Address,

Rev.

I. BD, STEWART,

DOVER,

N. H,

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO’S

ROSES

thou-

/ hese

Boamtifol ooess. fe deter
suitable
for immediate bloom,

Pot
mai!

EAR DISEASES!
ET
in
Bris, Toh
AR
oD

made

to this matter and

|.

are

t cure.

A book

13tdeow

the

unma-

Produce Report,
SATURDAY, April 26,
Reported by HILTON BROS
& CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
ees, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 38
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.—There has been a steady demand for
winter wheat Flours, and congiderable sales could
have been made if’ Western millers would accept
current rates, but the fact that prices are com.
uratively higher at the West than current rates
exe, has iuterfered with purchases to arrive.
The stock here, of this description,is small, and
meets with a fa ir demand. Spring. wheats are
dull, the trade purchasing only to keep up assort.
ments, and sales arexconfined mostly to leading
and well known brands. Low grades, including
the

Wisconsin... ....

400

@

450

425 @ b Ho
S25 @ 8H

relieve

its

a relief

a disease

use I seldom

of

got

u night's sleep, or half a one. and my appetite was
poor, and as a consequence, I was running down

rapidly; but after a few doses, 1 saw a radical
change every way, and am thoroughly satisfied
with VEGETINE, and recommend it to any person
Respectfully,
suffering as I did.

MRS. J. A. JOHNSON.

A

DR. J. P. COMAN SAYS:
H. R. STEVENS,

Boston:

“ Blood

Puritiers.

performed some wonderful cures
is esteemed superior to ali other

DR. J. P: COMAN, Druggist,
Athens, Ala.

Vegetine has never failed to effect a cure, giving
tone and strength to the system debilitated bLy

disease.

VEGETINE.
A SPLENDID

MEDICINE.

HEART AND KIDNEY DISEASE,
FEMALE WEAKNESS.
GRIGGSVILLE,

H. R. STEVENS,

ILL.

July

25, 1873.

Boston:

Dear Sir,—1 was afflicted with

Heart

and

Aid.

ney Disease, and
Female
Weaknesses, and doctored with several physicians
and received no

benefit until I tried your Vegetine, and after tak.
ing two bottles I was completely eured, and have
been a healthy woman ever since, although I am
in my sixty.sixth year.

Ido

heartily

recommend

it as a splendid medicine to all aficied as I have
been, and I bless the day thatit tell into my hands.

Boston:

Vegetine is a good medicine, sells well, and gives.
satisfaction,
DR. J, CRIGHTON, Pruggist,
Dunleith, 111.
VEGETINE has restored thousands to
who had been long and painful sufferers,

health

'VEGETINE.
IT IS WHATIS NEEDED.
FEMALE WEARNESS..
DES MOINES, IowA, Sept. 6, 1878.

H. R. STEVENS, Boston :
Dear Sir,—For a long time I have been troubled
with Female Weakness, and a weak, sinking feelin
at the Stomach, and Shrough the advice of a friend

I tried your Vegetine, and find it just what is need-

ed.

I can recommend

itto

all: who

are

suffering

from these complaints,
Yours res £0
Murs. ANNABELLA HARW oD,

Dr.

W, ROSS, Dru

gist.

Wilton, hig

VEGETINE is acknowledged by all classes of people to be the best and most remarkable blood purier in the world.

DOCTORS PRESCRIBE IT!
H. R. STEVENS,
Vegetine is an
scribed and used
DR.

Boston :
excellent medicine. I have pre. it in my practice as a Doctor.
C. 8, BALDWIN, Druggist,
:

|’

Provicial tradej continue to supply themselves
with Canada Flour, and the ehipments to ihe
Provices are largely of this description
in | a
bond.
SPRING WHEATS.
gage
Western superfine...
8300 @ 325
Common extras. .
370 @ 425
Minnesota, bakers....
Veisy
Minresota and Wisconsin, faney.

could

I began

Sept. 18, 1878.

Boston

as

When

sia, Rheumatism, Weakness.

tared and bearing interest at 6 @ 7 per cent, selling
at a preminm of 15 @ 20 per cent.

slowly,

that kind.

H. R. STEVENS, Boston:
I have been practicing medicine for 23 years, and
as a Temedy for Scrapile,
Liver
Complaint,
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Weakness, and all diseases
‘| of the blood, I have never found its equal. I
have sold Vegetine for 7 years and have never had
one bottle returned. I would heartily recommend
it to those in need of a blood purifier,

war is shown,
we think, in the rapidity with which,
the Jovernment 4 per cent. loan is going into the
han 8 of permanent investors.
1tis now selling at |
a premium of nearly 2 per cent., and some think
that it will be profitablé to buy at a premium of
even 5 per cent. Undoubted city and corporation

move

as soon as a medicine

DR. W. ROSS WRITES:
Seuiive Complaint, Dyspep--

tant to their business success that they should get
it at as low a rate as it can be Procure ,a8 do the
employers of labor or the dealers in commodities.
The logic of events settles the whole matter in a
way that can not be withstood. That many have
made up their minds to the idea that the rate of in-

teres. is to rule lower than during or before

I

312 Fourth street.

commodities generally.
The element of competi.
tion is as strong in the one case as the other, and
those who use money feel that it is just as impor.

extras,

of the misery I had endured, and I found

Dou ou

of

little faith,

DOCTOR'S REPORT.

10teows

ly to fall in with the same idea. The rate ot inter.
est can not be kept up arbitrarily, any more than
it can be kept down.It obeys the same law of supply
and demand, which affects the price of labor, or

Western common

give VEGETINE a trial, with

will admit; but to my surprise and great relief, a
few doses convinced me tnat I had got hold of the
right thing for my difficulty.
It sent out humor
from my blood that 1 have no doubt was the cause

H. R. STEVENS,

Aar-Send for our New Guide to Rose Culture —
tly illustrated
—and choose from over
ve
Finest Sorts. Address
3 THE DINGEE & CONARD CO., .
Rose Growers,
West Grove, Chicster Co.) Pao

willing to accept the situation, and others are like.

those

I would

Mis. MARIA HOBSON.

¢Bar:
N for OF) Ia,
variotlen, r Kur
26 ik ea 3s 16x 855. 15 for $105 100 foe $13"

already

the same tendency,

|

in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
In writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.

will be very difficult to keep it employed except at

loans also show

relief from an inexplicable Nervousness which had
caused me great suffering and sleepless nights:
have walked the floor, and resorteu to different
methods of relief, to no purpose.
1 finally thought

Vegetine has
in our town, and

STAR

allow it to be in arredrs.

business, for with the present volumeof currency
and the general range of prices of commodities, it

up their minds in regard

MORNING

vance, $2,20.
Each subscriber will please notice
of payment on the label of his paper,

EVENING, April 26,

have

with

farther sales of Boston and Western at 8 @ Sic
Ib, Fancy in bags command 9% 8 9c & 1b.
LARD.—The demand is light, and prices lower.
Sales of Western steam range from 6% @ 6c, and
Boston at 6% @ 6c ¥ 1b.

The week closes with an easier condition of the
money market, which, however, is reflected more
in the decline of the rate for balances between
banks than is actual transactions outside. A
further softening of rates all round is not improbable in view of the general condition of trade and

Many capitalists

BO
856

Worcester county choice€...........c...i8 @ 9
PORK.—The tendency has Leen in favor of buy-

Financial Affairs.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)

low rates.

......0ivvsvaverinins ‘Tas

TRIE 10 BuO cesrasnrsssnssvanrnes.id
Common.....cocvivneiiviar
ness
3

and

MARKETS.

BOSTON, SATURDAY

1b...

of

liberal

an

cakes.

Straw is scarce, and readily comands

kind

humor, and restores the entire system to a healthy
condition,

but very little offering is worth more than 15.
There is a )iberal supply of poor and medium

sands to health who had been long and painful
sufferers with Colds and Coughs. 35 cts.

THE

Boston:

1 sell Vegetine and can recommend, it for I know
of several cases where it has proved to do more
than any other medicine.
W. W. ECKLES,
.
Druggist, Springfield, Tenn.

Evap-

The Star is not discontinued when

restored

the

I rapidly

DRUGGIST'S REPORT.

HAY AND STRAW.—Choice Hay continues
in
light supply, and $16 can be obtained for the best,

‘“ I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured und with nothing but Hop Bitters and
only ten days ago his doctors gavehim up and
said he must die!”
:
* Well-a-day!
Ifthat is so,I will go this
minute and get some for my poor George.
I
know hops are good.”
Adamsow’s

from

use

Yours truly,

H. R. STEVENS,

Put | “expires for which it is paid unless

is up

system

‘W. H. CLARK,
Q
120 Monterey street, Alleghany, Penn.

cakes are seling at 8 @ 9¢, and tubs at 6 @ 7c # 1b.
Syrup is plentitu! and selling at #0 @ 75¢ ¥ gal.

cat-

at work, and curedy so simple a remedy

debilitated

new lite and energy. VEGETINE is the. only medicine I use, and as long as I live I never expect to

made

orated are quiet at 9 @ llc ¢ 1b for choice.
MAPLE SUGAR & SYRUP.—There is a

Up.

Godfrey

super.

as beinga safe, sure and powerful agent in pro.
moting
health and restoring the wasted system to

DRIED APPLES —There continues to be a dull
market, aud best quart-red and sliced move slow-

into a buttered baking-dish, alternate layers of
grated bread, and finely chovped apples seusoned with brown sugar, bits of butter and
allspice. Pour overit a pintof wine and water mixed. Let the top layer be bread-crumbs,’
and bake one hour.

“Is

from

prostration,

with sales of choice at 81 75 @ 82 # bbl.

The rinderpest is becoming increasingly
formidable in Boliemia.
The storms on the French coast this year
have made sad havoc with the oyster nurseries.
John B. Gough's farm at Worcester, Mass.)
is 240 acres in extent, and in thorough cultivation in all parts.
Pale colored petunias can be’ changed to
bright red lilac, by putting pulverized hard
coal about the roots.
The effect will be hightened by adding charcoal.

OR EGGS.

nervous

and under its persistent

are

@ 11%
Do
common 10 200d
wiisiaciinn..
Dy
fore quarters, choice.
Do
common to 200d. ..veenieness AKA
DY
Cut-nails were first made in this country.
1 MUILOR, Xtc incersrrssassnnsssissvsinn 9 @ 94%
Rhode Islanders are planting thousands of
Do.
common to good......eunud faeesd
8
shade trees.
Lambs.chojoe, # 1h..0
cviiiiiioieiivesin 0 g 10
Lambs, common to good # 1b...........s. ta
9

PUDDING

to affect my

first dose;

ITEMS.

Dp.
WITHOUT MILK

and

recovered, gaining more ‘than usual health and
good feeling. Since then I have not hesitated to
give
VEGETINE my most unqualified endorsement

at $1 @ 84 50 ¥ bbl. as to quality, with a light supply. Bermuda Onions have been selling in lots as
they arrive at 81 75 # crate.
GREEN APPLES.—Apnles susta‘n the advance

HINTS,
When ivory-handled knives turn
yellow, rub them with nice sand paper or emery, which will take off all the spots and restore their whiteness.
Silk pocket-bandkerchiefs and deep blue factory cotton will not
fade if dipped in salt and water while new.
Tortoise-shell and horn combs last much longer for having oil rubbed into them. Do not
sweep carpets any oftener than is absolutely
necessary. Spirits of turpentine is good to remove spots of grease. Keep Indian meal m a
cool place. Woolen should be washed in very
hot suds and not rinsed. Never iron flannel.
A TEASPOONFUL of mustard to a gallon of
cold water will destroy vermin inthe earth of
flower-pots, without injury to the plants.
———
App
lp

Southern Georgia is afflicted with a new

to me,

nduced
by overwork and irregular habits.
Its
wonderful strengthening and curative properties

prime order.

of natives continue to

was recommended

At the time I was suffering

ceneral debility

held at 8: 4 bu. Prolifi*s are scarce and wanted
at 81 10 bu for hest.
Davis Seedlings are well
sold up at 81 us @ 1 10. Nova Scotia Chenangoes
would commprd v0 § 95¢ ¥ bu by the cargo, if in
ONIONS.—Sales

Testimonials !

and, yielding to the persuasions of a friend, I con.

tral Rose at $115 and choice Houlton stock at
£1 20; car lots are now firm at
these prices.
Northern Rose command $1 10 @ £115. Jacksons

DrY FEET.
A correspondent says:
A simple plan would be, on having a. pair of shoes
made, to order the maker to put between the,
soles a piece of sheet gutta purcha, as thick as
a sixpence., No wet or damp will ever get
through. Ihave adopted this plan for some
years.
Formerly I had both wet and cold feet
continually, which worsted stockings failed to
keep warm; now I wear cotton all the winter, and never have cold feet.

so

VEGETINE.
SAFE AND SURE.

Choice

1b, but

|

VEGETINE,

brands....covveeneneds
525 @ 550

cresmeries are held

BD

hundred to nine hundred and forty bushels per
acre,or say eighteen to twenty-eight
Maine, last year, we have heard

@ 625

tering to establish prices.
Choice daivy packed
would command 14 @ 16¢, and
desirable ladle
packed 12 @ l4¢c & lb, butycommon
quality is

$5.75 a ton for the beet when delivered at any
depot in the State, and this price makes the
growing of beets the most profitable of farm

Meal fancy

indifferent about

$6,000.

OF THE SUGAR BEET.

BBO

@ 575

S00

ern comes 1 very slowly, with hardly enough

Baral and Domestic,

|

@

HO

Buckwheat, ¥ 100 1D8 vvcvvuirennsearssnssssa@enss
CoRrN.—Mixed and yellow 463¢ @ 48¢, with extra
yellow as high at 49¢,
OATS. —36 @ 38¢ for No | and extra white; 25 @
Shite for No 2 white; and 33 g{34ic# bu for No 3
white and No 2 mixed.
RYE.—04 @ 65¢¥ bu.
J
FEED.—Thére ig no change in Shorts and Feed
and the demand continues moderate. We quote
sales from $14 50 @ $15 ¥ ton.
BUTTER, —There has been a good demand for
choice grades and receipts are well sold up. Last
week’s prices are sustained, and in Some instances
buyers respond more readily to outside rates
when they find the quality that suits them. There
have been sales of choice dairy
lots of New York
and Vermont at 16a 18¢ # 1b . but to command 18¢
the gnality of every tub mnet be strictly choice. A
large portion of the receipts continues to be of an
mferior quality, which sells slowly at from 10@ 15¢,
and some sales have been made as low as b @ sc ¥
Ib. After passing the best grades, buyers aie very

tle disease, which commences by swelling of
extends over
The burglars blew open a steel chest, and al- the limbs, and this gradually
the whole body.
Very fatal.
though the explosion alarmed the village they
succeeded in escaping.
George H. Stochslager,a Washington county
"(Md.) farmer, met a singular death as he was
plowing.
The
plow struck a rock and,
rebounding with great “force, hit him in the
stomach killing him, almost instantly.

al loss to the bank

B00

Southern, family...coovvviriininnes
OT
Corn Meal, ¥ bhlus.ieerirvinrnnneninned230 @ 285
Rye Flour..coceeeeenncannninnn. serene
325 @ 850
Oat Meal, Western......ouvese
400 @ 500

6. Cultivate intensively, i. e., frequently and
thoroughly.
:
7. Harvest as late assthe season will allow.
8. Prevent the roots from wilting after they
are pulled.
9. Market as early as possible after lifting.
—ANecientific Farmer.

USEFUL HINTS,

envesers ceesienenn

Sasaasvrranrasnns

Bt. Lauls: sscssirninescsrnnvssenss

ing evaporation from taking place,
Machinery has also been used for the digging, and its
action is well spoken of,
)
Experience shows that a superphosphate in
the drill should generally be used, not only to
hasten the early growth of the plant so 'as to
push it ahead of dangers incident 10 the voung
state, but it also acts specifically in increasing
the fibrous roots of the plant, and thus renders
it better fitted to feed upon the plant food in
the land.
The teachings of those who have written on
beet culture seems to furnish the following
rules:
1. Use stubble land.
+ 2, Useland of deep and permeable soil.

3.

NATURE'S REMEDY,

vod
@ 526

INAIATIR.
+. v2 vss es versa

1inoIs. tt

prevent-

thoroughly.
4. Use artificial fertilizer in the drill.

SHOULD BE

fIi04 ws « sees vents sunarnwrasisenssassnionif7 @ 525

wilted, which is prejudicial
to their value to
the manufacturer, as well as dimishing in
weight for the grower, who sells by the ton,

and is therefore equally interested in

WINTER WHEATS.,
ChoiCe. «+ vveevvesriinerasinnsn $700 @ 750
common £0 200d. svvveeesiien
600 @ 650

Patents,
Patents,

WDER

e—made from Grape Cream of
exclusively for this Powder from
of France. ‘Always uniform and
id only in cans by all Grocers. A
to any address, postage paid,
vents. ROYAL BAKING POWane Street, New York.
Most
Bontain alum; dangerous to health;
Eapecially when offered lose or in
17

Farley, Iowa.

VEGETINE. By its use you will prevent many of
he diseases prevailing in the Spring and Summer
son.

VEGETINE
IS THE BEST
Spring Medicine:
‘Prepared by
H.

R.

STEVENS,

Vegetine

is Sold
[4

Boston,

:
Mass.

by. All Draggut,

